
The Regents of the University of California 

COMPLIANCE AND AUDIT COMMITTEE 
July 21, 2021 

The Compliance and Audit Committee met on the above date by teleconference meeting conducted 
in accordance with Paragraph 3 of Governor Newsom’s Executive Order N-29-20. 

Members Present: Regents Butler, Cohen, Elliott, Makarechian, Park, Pérez, Sures, and 
Zaragoza; Ex officio member Estolano; Advisory member Gauvain; 
Chancellors Christ, Gillman, Hawgood, Khosla, and Yang; Staff Advisor 
Lakireddy 

In attendance: Regent Drake, Regent-designate Pouchot, Secretary and Chief of Staff 
Shaw, General Counsel Robinson, Chief Compliance and Audit Officer 
Bustamante, Executive Vice President Byington, Executive Vice President 
and Chief Operating Officer Nava, and Recording Secretary Johns 

The meeting convened at 10:05 a.m. with Committee Chair Elliott presiding. 

1. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

Upon motion duly made and seconded, the minutes of the meeting of March 17, 2021 were
approved, Regents Butler, Cohen, Elliott, Estolano, Makarechian, Park, and Zaragoza
voting “aye.”1

2. APPROVAL OF COMPLIANCE PLAN FOR 2021–22 AND INTERNAL AUDIT
PLAN FOR 2021–22

The Senior Vice President – Chief Compliance and Audit Officer recommended that the
Compliance and Audit Committee recommend that the Regents approve the Compliance
Plan for 2021-22, as shown in Attachment 1, and the Internal Audit Plan for 2021-22, as
shown in Attachment 2.

[Background material was provided to Regents in advance of the meeting, and a copy is on
file in the Office of the Secretary and Chief of Staff.]

Chief Compliance and Audit Officer Bustamante introduced this item, approval of the
Compliance Plan and the Internal Audit Plan for 2021–22. In order to identify gaps and
opportunities in the UC system, the Office of Ethics, Compliance and Audit Services
(ECAS) worked with its campus compliance and audit partners on a series of risk
assessments to identify the highest-risk activities in order to tailor systemwide support to
address current and emerging risks.

1 Roll call vote required by the Bagley-Keene Open Meeting Act [Government Code §11123(b)(1)(D)] for all meetings 
held by teleconference. 
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Systemwide Deputy Audit Officer Matthew Hicks explained that the Internal Audit Plan 
represented the planned allocation effort for internal audit staff across the campuses, 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, and the Office of the President, and included 
more than 300 planned audit and advisory services projects. Mr. Hicks highlighted a few 
of these projects. In the technology transfer advisory services project, ECAS would be 
assisting the Office of Research and Innovation with the implementation of 
recommendations from the Regents Working Group on Innovation Transfer and 
Entrepreneurship by conducting a review of technology transfer processes across the UC 
system to identify opportunities to streamline, modernize, and improve these processes in 
preparation for the selection and implementation of a new patent tracking system. There 
was also a planned audit of the police complaint process to evaluate policies, procedures, 
and departmental standards, as recommended by the Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing. In the area of cyber security, as in prior years, ECAS would 
perform vulnerability assessments and penetration testing in high-risk areas to identify 
opportunities for improvement in security controls. ECAS would also be conducting a 
systemwide audit of cyber resiliency focused on UC Health locations. As part of this 
review, ECAS would be evaluating each location’s incident response, disaster recovery, 
and continuity plans and procedures, and would assess their overall preparedness to 
respond to and recover from a major cyber attack. 

 
Interim Systemwide Director of Compliance Irene Levintov highlighted two significant 
priorities for this fiscal year: compliance related to foreign influence issues and artificial 
intelligence. The federal government and research agencies continued to express concerns 
about undue foreign influence on research integrity. Guidance documents from key funding 
agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation, 
continued to focus on the risks posed by those who sought to take advantage of the open 
nature and transparency of the nation’s research enterprise. This year, ECAS would focus 
efforts on developing education, awareness programs, and materials to facilitate the sharing 
of information as the federal landscape continued to evolve in this area. UC would create 
materials on disclosure requirements specific to various funding agencies. Traditionally, 
training materials and compliance alerts were distributed through administrative channels 
across the campuses. ECAS was working closely with the Academic Senate to explore 
communication channels to provide this information directly to UC researchers and other 
stakeholders. Another area of continuous change was artificial intelligence. ECAS, jointly 
with the Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of Society (CITRIS), 
was managing and co-chairing the UC Presidential Working Group on Artificial 
Intelligence. The Working Group was launched in fall 2020, included UC faculty, 
administrators, and staff, and was developing a set of artificial intelligence (AI) ethical 
principles for current and potential AI-enabled technologies. The Working Group had 
subcommittees devoted to the areas of student experience, human resources, health, and 
policing. The subcommittees engaged subject matter experts to develop case studies and 
recommendations for UC’s use of a wide range of AI-enabled technology. The Working 
Group’s report was in the final drafting stages and was planned to be released in November 
2021. 
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Regent Cohen asked about UC compliance efforts related to the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and about ECAS’ creation of a new ADA compliance coordinator 
role, which was mentioned in the background material. Mr. Bustamante responded that, 
over the past few years, ECAS had identified a need on the part of several campuses in the 
area of ADA compliance. The campuses were taking different approaches. In order to 
ensure a unified systemwide approach, ECAS engaged a subject matter expert in this area 
who would now begin convening working groups with various ADA compliance personnel 
across UC and ensure that relevant information, rules, laws, and best practices were 
communicated consistently, and then perform a series of assessments. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked about the reporting of the internal audits. Mr. Hicks responded 
that standard procedure was to issue individual audit reports to the stakeholders at the 
locations. ECAS had regular meetings with the Chair and Vice Chair of the Committee to 
discuss Management Corrective Actions that were 300 days or older, significant external 
audit activities, and any other significant internal control or audit issues. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked if there was not a direct reporting line to the Board. Mr. Hicks 
responded that the organizational reporting had not changed. There was a direct line of 
reporting from ECAS to the Board. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked about information technology audits. Mr. Hicks responded that 
there were several audits focused on information technology security included in the 
Internal Audit Plan. Mr. Bustamante added that a few major cyber security-related audits 
had been presented to the Board recently. A threat detection intelligence audit was the most 
recent. A series of audits was now underway on critical infrastructure.  

 
Regent Makarechian asked about the definition of materiality. Mr. Hicks responded that 
UC did not have a formal definition of materiality for internal audit purposes. 
Mr. Bustamante explained that the concept of materiality was used by external auditors in 
evaluating financial risk. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked about the definition of materiality for financial and other risks. 
Mr. Hicks responded that internal audit was focused on the effectiveness of internal 
controls. Regardless of materiality, if internal control issues have been identified, the 
internal audit program worked to identify appropriate Management Corrective Actions. 
Even if material errors have not been identified, internal audit was concerned about 
potential material errors. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked if the definition of materiality would be discretionary. 
Mr. Bustamante responded in the negative. Audits were based on policy or legal 
requirements. Mr. Hicks added that UC’s internal audit function did not perform 
assessments of materiality. In considering the materiality of potential errors, the definition 
would depend on the environment. There was no single across-the-board definition, as one 
might see in an external audit of financial statements. 
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Regent Makarechian asked if there was no specific dollar figure. Mr. Bustamante 
responded that there was not. 

 
Regent Makarechian reflected that a materiality threshold of ten percent would be far too 
high for enterprises like the medical centers. Mr. Hicks responded that external auditors 
such as PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) had a formal materiality threshold. 
Mr. Bustamante commented that, while internal audit might examine financial risks, it also 
examined operational and compliance risks, where dollar amounts might not be the most 
important criterion; internal audit might be focused on health, life safety, or quality of the 
academic enterprise and research. In these situations, the materiality threshold used in a 
financial audit would not be applicable. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked about standards established by the Governmental Accounting 
Standards Board (GASB). Mr. Hicks explained that GASB standards were used for 
external audits. For internal audits, UC followed standards set by the Institute of Internal 
Auditors, which did not define a specific materiality threshold. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked about the materiality threshold used by the University’s 
external auditors. Mr. Hicks responded that PwC’s materiality threshold might change from 
year to year. He could provide this information. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked who made decisions about materiality. Mr. Hicks responded 
that internal audit worked to assess risks associated with internal controls. This might 
involve materiality of potential errors, but internal audit also considered the overall 
effectiveness of the internal control environment. Taking all risk factors into account, 
internal audit performed a risk assessment, identify the controls in place to address risks, 
and evaluate the effectiveness of controls using a standard criteria, such as adherence to 
policies and procedures and adequate mitigation of risks. Internal audit then issued 
Management Corrective Actions and monitored implementation. If internal audit found 
that management was tolerating an unacceptable level of risk, the matter would be 
escalated. 

 
Regent Makarechian asked that there be further discussion of definitions of materiality in 
UC audits at a future meeting. 

 
Committee Chair Elliott cautioned that setting a specific threshold might result in some 
matters remaining unaddressed. He expressed support for the idea of ECAS personnel 
having the flexibility to use their judgment and experience in determining audit projects.  

 
Regent Makarechian stated his view that matters rising to a certain threshold should be 
brought to the Regents. 

 
Committee Chair Elliott expressed interest in discussing this matter but recalled that ECAS 
had many tasks. There was value in having consistent standards while allowing flexibility 
for ECAS. 
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Regent Estolano referred to the Compliance Plan and compliance with the Clery Act. The 
Compliance Plan stated that a campus security authorities identification working group 
would continue to evaluate the methodology used to identify campus security authorities 
at each location, as required by the UC Clery Act Policy and the federal Clery Act. She 
asked how this was related to the Presidential Campus Safety Plan that was now being 
developed. The Clery Act had to do with reporting crimes and collecting data. As reported 
in the Compliance Plan document, one UC campus was cited and fined in 2019–20 for 
failing to meet Clery Act requirements. The issue of having baseline data across all the 
campuses was part of the Presidential Campus Safety Plan. She asked how this interacted 
with ECAS training on Clery Act compliance. Mr. Bustamante responded that the training 
ECAS was engaged in at this point was based on deficiencies that had been identified and 
to respond to expectations of the U.S. Department of Education. Determining the 
intersection of the Presidential Campus Safety Plan and these efforts would require further 
review. Disclosure of campus crime statistics was dictated by federal statute and internal 
Department of Education regulations. As mentioned earlier, there would be an audit 
regarding police complaints and uses of force. UC would routinely audit in this area. These 
audits would provide a mechanism for making information not specifically covered by the 
Clery Act available to the UC community. 

 
Regent Park referred to the Systemwide Ethics and Compliance Briefing for Researchers 
module, described in the Compliance Plan. She asked if this training was required for all 
faculty. Mr. Bustamante responded that ethics training was required for all faculty and staff 
every two years. ECAS had leveraged the existing training and modified it for researchers. 
This training would cover the normal requirements as well as additional information 
regarding conflicts of interest, conflicts of commitment, and obligations for disclosure. 
This training would be required. 

 
Regent Park asked if there had been any required training for faculty researchers prior to 
this. Mr. Bustamante responded that there was no systemwide requirement. Training 
depended on the campus. ECAS recognized that an uneven approach was being taken 
across UC and developed this systemwide training. 

 
Regent Park praised this development. She asked about the life cycle of an audit, its process 
and schedule. Mr. Hicks responded that the Management Corrective Actions resulting from 
audit reports have agreed-upon target dates, which ECAS tracks. If management requests 
additional time, ECAS assesses the reason, and, if the reason is acceptable, ECAS extends 
the target date. Any Management Corrective Action older than 300 days from the issuance 
of the audit report is automatically reported to the Chair and Vice Chair of the Compliance 
and Audit Committee. Mr. Bustamante added that the campuses had freedom in their audit 
plans to begin certain audits at different times. When ECAS identifies items that need to 
be addressed at all campuses, ECAS sets the audit schedule and dictates the audit scope. 

 
Regent Park stated her understanding that each audit had its own schedule, but that there 
was an expectation that all follow-up actions would be completed within 300 days. 
Mr. Hicks responded that 300 days was the time when matters would be brought to 
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Regents’ attention, and the Regents would provide feedback to ECAS. He believed that the 
process worked well. 

 
Regent Park asked if there was a report on compliance at the conclusion. Mr. Hicks 
responded that, for internal audit, a report was issued at the conclusion of every audit. 
These were publicly posted. 

 
Regent Park referred to the long list of campus audit projects included in the Internal Audit 
Plan. She asked about a source of more detailed information on these audits as information 
became available. Mr. Hicks responded that the locations would refine the scope of these 
audits during the preliminary assessment. Once the audit was completed, a report was 
posted publicly. In response to another question by Regent Park, Mr. Hicks confirmed that 
there would not be information on a particular audit until the audit was completed. 

 
Upon motion duly made and seconded, the Committee approved the Senior Vice President 
– Chief Compliance and Audit Officer’s recommendation and voted to present it to the 
Board, Regents Butler, Cohen, Elliott, Estolano, Makarechian, Park, and Zaragoza voting 
“aye” and Regent Sures abstaining. 

 
The meeting adjourned at 10:35 a.m. 
 
 Attest: 
 
 
 
 
 
 Secretary and Chief of Staff 
 



• 

Office of Ethics, Compliance and 
Audit Services 

Compliance Plan 
2021-22 

Attachment 1
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The Office of Ethics, Compliance and Audit Services (ECAS) presents its annual compliance 
plan (Plan) for fiscal year (FY) 2021-22. This plan is developed through an extensive, 
systemwide risk assessment process. The Plan represents input and involvement of many 
compliance professionals across the University and highlights the focus of our systemwide 
priorities for FY 2021-22. 

Methodology 
ECAS in cooperation with the Campus Ethics and Compliance Officers (CECOs) and the 
Healthcare Compliance Officers (HCCOs) throughout the system develop annual risk 
assessments and related compliance plans for their locations and medical centers. These 
plans are developed through close partnerships with experts within Risk Services, Internal 
Audit, and UC Legal. During this process, compliance professionals review location metrics 
and processes; conduct surveys and interviews of campus leadership and key risk owners; 
review new or pending regulations, guidance, and legal findings; and consult internal and 
external subject matter experts.  

II. RISK PRIORITIES AND PLANNED RISK ACTIVITIES 
The annual risk assessment process and related plans ensure that compliance officers 
throughout the system are focusing their resources on the highest compliance risks at 
their location and throughout the system. ECAS evaluates the individual campus plans 
and develops the overarching Plan for the University. 

The systemwide risk priorities and the resulting Plan are described below.  

A. RESEARCH COMPLIANCE 
Research compliance aims to address shared research risk priorities through stakeholder 
facilitation and engagement with our academic community and administration, the 
development of systemwide communications, the development and implementation of 
training and education materials, and the use of systemwide risk assessments.  

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT  
The U.S. federal government heavily regulates the basic and applied research conducted 
at the University of California (UC). Various state laws, U.S. federal government 
regulations, and UC policy all converge to create a complex regulatory matrix for research 
compliance. Multiple federal agencies are responsible for regulations governing research, 
from the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) compliance oversight of clinical trials to 
the Drug Enforcement Agency’s oversight of controlled substances use in research, and 
the Department of Health and Human Services oversight and enforcement of Human 
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Subjects Research Protections. Federal and state privacy laws, such as the Health 
Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the Confidentiality of Medical 
Information Act (CMIA), govern research and use of patient health information. 
Additionally, federal funding agencies, such as the National Science Foundation (NSF) and 
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), issue policies and guidelines that further shape the 
research compliance landscape. 

KEY PROJECTS 
Training and Professional Development 
ECAS collaborates closely with UC Legal and Research Policy Analysis and Coordination 
(RPAC) in providing regular guidance and training to campuses. In addition to these 
ongoing efforts, ECAS will conduct compliance assessments of high-risk research areas 
throughout the system and provide more formal training offerings throughout the year 
to ensure systemwide awareness and compliance. 

Digital Research Data Security and Privacy 
The use of technology, including artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML), in 
the advancement of healthcare, is a rapidly emerging area and depends fundamentally 
on the use, access, and sharing of large volumes of patient health data. Health data, 
including protected health information (PHI), is used in the research context to inform 
these tools, draw conclusions, and inform policy. This transformation creates significant 
compliance risks throughout the system.  

Therefore, ECAS will be developing and hosting a two-day conference on clinical research, 
privacy, and human subjects testing compliance to address many of these risks. The 
conference will provide compliance training and updates on high-risk areas to personnel 
throughout the system, in areas such as: 

• Certificates of confidentiality in health records,  

• Genomics research,  

• Governance for research use of health data,  

• Research deemed non-human subject research when HIPAA privacy rules apply,  

• De-identification standards in light of emerging technology, and 

• Collaborative research and associated intercampus transfers of PHI. 

This conference will also facilitate cross-functional, systemwide communication and 
collaboration and allow ECAS to identify future opportunities for engagement and 
training.  
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Systemwide Training 
In addition to the two-day conference, ECAS will be providing a suite of additional 
research compliance training in 2021, including: 

• Systemwide Ethics & Compliance Briefing for Researchers module: This module, 
which will launch in the first quarter of FY 2021-22, will address general ethics 
and compliance matters, foreign influence matters, and other issues related to 
researchers, such as disclosure of affiliations with foreign entities to federal 
funding agencies. 

• ClinicalTrials.gov training: ClinicalTrials.gov Protocol Registration and Results 
System (PRS) is a database of privately and publicly funded clinical studies 
conducted around the world. Federal regulations, enforced by the FDA, require 
registration and submission of summary results information for all applicable 
clinical trials into PRS. To help facilitate compliance with these regulations, 
ECAS, with campus participation, will develop a practitioner's training in this 
area during FY 2021-22. 

Assessments 
ECAS will perform a series of targeted assessments throughout the system this fiscal year 
to identify opportunities to strengthen existing policies and processes related to: 

• Human subjects protection programs, 

• Animal research, 

• FDA regulated research, 

• Controlled substances, 

• Sub-recipient monitoring, and 

• Data ownership and security. 

Additionally, ECAS will be monitoring compliance with research data security and 
Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification (CMMC) requirements.  

Foreign Influence 
In accordance with the FY 2019-20 Internal Audit Plan approved by the Board of Regents, 
ECAS performed a systemwide audit of foreign influence in coordination with the campus 
internal audit departments. This audit was identified as a key component of the 
University’s systemwide compliance plan for foreign influence. 

Most of the audit work involved interviews with relevant campus personnel to gain an 
understanding of processes, controls, and monitoring mechanisms in place to mitigate 
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risks associated with foreign influence, as well as processes in place to identify and 
respond to noncompliance with required disclosures related to conflicts of interest, 
conflicts of commitment, and other support, including: 

• Training and awareness programs, 

• How positive disclosures are handled/managed, 

• Monitoring and/or reconciliation of disclosure information, 

• Third-party screening, 

• Escalation procedures when discrepancies or other concerns are identified, 

• Record keeping procedures, and 

• Mechanisms to secure pre-publication data and research space. 

Additionally, the auditors selected a sample of NIH grants and compared information in 
grant documents, sabbatical records, and publications to evaluate the accuracy of other 
support and affiliation reporting.  

The audit identified several areas where ECAS could partner with RPAC and UC Legal to 
strengthen existing processes and practices. Specifically, ECAS will work with its research 
partners to develop institutional protocols to minimize the risk of inaccurate or 
incomplete information related to foreign research support, foreign talent programs, and 
affiliations of key personnel in contract and grant proposals, targeting high-risk cases. 
ECAS will also create guidance for local procedures for identifying red flags in agreements, 
restricted party screening, vetting international scholars, and appropriate local escalation. 
The implementation of these recommendations will augment ECAS’s research and export 
control-related efforts currently underway. 

Artificial Intelligence 
President Drake formed a presidential working group that is charged with developing 
overarching ethical principles and guides for the University's current and future use of AI. 
The presidential working group is currently developing UC ethical AI principles to guide 
the development and application of AI in ways consistent with UC's mission and values. 
The final report, due November 2021, will also provide recommendations to President 
Drake regarding best practices and guidance to: 

• Develop methods and mechanisms to operationalize the UC ethical AI 
principles in the use of existing AI systems and the development of new 
applications of AI within the UC system, especially in areas likely to impact 
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individual rights, including health, human resources, policing, and student 
experience. 

• Create the foundation for a permanent council that will further the principles, 
standards, methods, and mechanisms developed by this working group to 
counter the potentially harmful effects of AI and strengthen positive outcomes 
within the UC system. 

• Make further recommendations on appropriate data stewardship standards for 
UC data that may be used in the development and use of AI-enabled tools and 
systems. 

B. EXPORT CONTROL 
Many aspects of the University’s operations include an international component that 
requires export control considerations. ECAS coordinates with Export Control Officers 
(ECOs) at the campuses to build awareness throughout the system and ensure compliance 
with these complex regulations. 

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
Export control laws regulate the distribution of items, information, software, and services 
to foreign nationals, foreign countries, and restricted entities. While export controls can 
cover a number of areas, the three key regulatory regimes are: 

• The Export Administration Regulations (EAR), implemented by the Bureau of 
Industry and Security (BIS) within the Department of Commerce. The EAR 
regulates the export of goods and services that are “dual use” (having both 
military and civilian uses) as identified on the Commerce Control List. These are 
primarily commercial items with potential military uses. 

• The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), implemented by the State 
Department’s Directorate of Defense Trade Controls. These regulations apply 
to articles, services, and related technical data that are inherently military in 
nature, as determined by the State Department. These “defense articles,” 
"defense services,” and related “technical data” are listed on the U.S. Munitions 
List (USML).  

• The Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC), which 
implements economic and trade sanctions based on U.S. foreign policy and 
national security goals. OFAC sanctions target foreign countries, terrorists, 
international narcotics traffickers, and those engaged in activities related to the 
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. The University typically 
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encounters issues arising under the OFAC regulations when researchers engage 
in collaborations with foreign nationals overseas or seek to teach classes or 
perform research in foreign countries. 

The federal government also maintains lists of individuals, organizations, and companies 
whose activities are contrary to U.S. national security, economic, or foreign policy 
interests. Federal law prohibits the UC from engaging with individuals and entities on 
these denied party lists in some cases. 

Violations of export control regulations may result in institutional liability and substantial 
penalties. The federal agencies responsible for export control regulations include the 
Departments of Commerce, State, Treasury, and Energy, the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, and others. 

KEY PROJECTS 
Training and Professional Development 
In order to improve awareness of export controls, and to address risks identified in the 
foreign influence audit, ECAS will develop a series of trainings in FY 2021-22, including: 

• An interactive and customizable online course focusing on export control 
related issues and risks for University staff and faculty across the system. The 
course will be available to all UC locations in their respective learning 
management systems.  

• An online training course related to restricted parties and the UC’s Restricted 
Party Screening (RPS) tool that will inform UC staff and faculty what a restricted 
party is, how, and when to screen for such relationships, and where individuals 
can get assistance.  

• A suite of advanced export classification training for location ECOs to further 
develop their skills in regulatory interpretation and application.  

Additionally, the federal government identifies foreign individuals and organizations that 
are on restricted lists and requires applicable licensing exceptions for any interactions with 
these individuals and/or organizations. ECOs within the system commonly review the legal 
requirements related to these interactions. Any additional compliance or reputational 
risks are evaluated separately. ECAS will assist the Vice Chancellors for Research to 
strengthen screening processes related to these engagements. These screening processes 
will include developing restricted party escalation guidance for locations, ensuring that 
campus leadership have relevant information before entering into these relationships.  

ECAS is working with location stakeholders to develop other tools, including:  
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• A risk maturity model tool to allow ECOs to better assess and address gaps and 
growth within their compliance programs.  

• Updated technology control plan templates that can be customized by 
locations for their use. 

ITAR Compliance Program Maturity 
The International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) control military-related items and 
services as part of international, multi-lateral arms agreements. U.S. organizations that 
possess or export defense items or provide services must register with the Department of 
State and get approval for these activities. A small number of UC operations and research 
require the use and occasional export of these controlled items. ECAS is designated as the 
empowered official to hold and manage the ITAR registration for the entire system. During 
this FY 2021-22, ECAS will be working to improve ITAR compliance standardization across 
the system in an effort to promote continuous improvement. For example, ECAS will work 
with the Vice Chancellors for Research to create more standardized management support 
statements. Management support statements communicate to the UC community our 
leadership’s commitment to compliance with federal export controls, and are an 
important element of a compliance program under State Department guidelines.  

Industrial Security 
At UC, a small number of key leadership and staff hold a U.S. government security 
clearance. The federal government requires that these “cleared personnel” receive regular 
training on the security principles related to the protection of sensitive information. ECAS 
has developed a security program at the system level that ensures the appropriate training 
occurs for these cleared personnel. 

The federal government also requires UC to continually evaluate and assess the 
appropriateness of these clearances, especially when new and relevant information 
becomes available. ECAS is currently establishing processes and procedures to perform 
these evaluations, by coordinating with UC Legal and leveraging existing investigative 
functions. 

This initiative will satisfy federal requirements and ensure that UC’s mission and 
partnership with federal agencies continues uninterrupted. 

C. HEALTHCARE COMPLIANCE AND PRIVACY 
UC’s academic medical centers (AMCs) and their operations are some of the most 
complex and heavily regulated entities within the system. HCCOs at each location assist 
leadership in identifying and navigating the highest-risk activities throughout their 
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respective AMCs through the development and execution of risk assessments and 
compliance plans. These risk assessments and related compliance plans also identify 
shared risks amongst the AMCs and inform ECAS’s efforts for the year. As detailed below, 
in collaboration with UC Legal, ECAS works closely with locations to coordinate common 
efforts for shared risks, provides necessary awareness and training activities for new or 
emergent regulations, and identifies best practices to mitigate these shared, high-risk 
activities. 

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
Healthcare compliance obligations largely center around laws designed to protect 
government health programs (e.g., Medicare and Medicaid) from fraud and abuse. The 
following are some of the core laws related to healthcare compliance:  

• The False Claims Act (FCA) protects the federal government from being 
overcharged or sold substandard goods or services. Examples of potential 
violations include billing services that did not occur, billing for higher paying 
services than services rendered, incorrect coding, or over-ordering of services.  

• The Physician Self-Referral Law (Stark Law) prohibits a physician from referring 
patients to receive certain health services payable by Medicare or Medicaid to 
an entity with which the physician or a member of the physician’s immediate 
family has a financial relationship (certain exceptions apply). 

• The Anti-Kickback Statute (AKS) makes it a crime to knowingly and willfully 
offer, pay, solicit, or receive any remuneration to induce or reward patient 
referrals or any generation of business involving services reimbursable by a 
federal health care program. Remuneration includes anything of value, such as 
cash, complimentary rent, meals, hotel stays, or excessive compensation for 
medical directorships or consultancies. 

• The Health Information Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) creates 
privacy standards for safeguarding electronic personal health records. 

KEY PROJECTS 
Risk Assessments 
ECAS recently collaborated with the HCCOs to implement a shared methodology for 
assessing and addressing high-risk activities at the AMCs. Each location’s process included 
the use of surveys and interviews with senior leadership throughout the medical centers 
and schools of medicine. ECAS will be working closely with UC Health and AMC leadership 
to strengthen the risk assessment process to further assist leadership in identifying, 
tracking, and mitigating compliance efforts at their respective locations. 
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Oversight of Revenue Cycle Compliance 
The AMCs regularly treat thousands of patients each year and must accurately translate 
those services into medical codes to obtain reimbursement from private insurance carriers 
or federal programs. If the medical codes are improperly submitted, an AMC’s 
reimbursement could be delayed or even denied, resulting in lost revenue. In more serious 
cases, these errors could result in allegations of fraud, significant legal costs and penalties, 
loss of reputation, and possible criminal penalties. For example, if an AMC mistakenly files 
incorrect claims to the government, there may be a violation of the Federal Civil False 
Claims Act (FCA). Because of these issues and the potential liability, the AMCs routinely 
rank these issues among their highest risks.  

Each of the AMCs have a dedicated oversight team to review revenue cycle-related issues. 
ECAS will continue to convene the HCCOs and UC Legal on a monthly basis to review 
significant changes to billing and coding standards as well as alerts and guidance from 
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) Office of the Inspector General (OIG), and private insurance 
carriers.  

ECAS’s compliance efforts for FY 2021-22 will also focus on the procurement and 
implementation of a common audit software program to be used throughout the system. 
This common software will, among other things, allow ECAS and UC Legal to assist HCCOs 
in reviewing high-risk coding and billings areas in a uniform manner. This common 
platform and approach will augment the HCCOs’ existing processes and will increase the 
locations’ ability to identify and remediate potential issues.  

Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 
Existing federal law and UC policies require faculty to disclose certain external sources of 
income or employment to the University. In an effort to strengthen existing processes, UC 
Health established a working group in 2020 to review the policies, practices, and systems 
related to disclosure of outside professional activities. The working group developed a 
series of recommendations to enhance existing policies and procedures, reporting 
mechanisms, and systems for evaluating outside professional activities.  

In FY 2021-22, ECAS will be working alongside UC Health, the individual UC Health 
locations, and UC Legal to implement a number of these recommendations, including a 
revision to the existing UC Vendor Relations Policy that will delineate appropriate 
interactions and relationships between University personnel and vendors. 
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Health and Clinical Research Data Management 
Several privacy, security, and healthcare requirements, such as HIPAA, the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the AKS, and UC security policies, are embedded in UC 
systemwide contract templates used to purchase information technology (IT) software, 
systems, and applications. Inconsistent use of existing templates, frequent contract term 
changes, and inconsistent application of relevant policies increase the risk of 
noncompliance. 

Working with UC Legal, ECAS will review contract terms most commonly changed by 
vendors, which could lead to noncompliance. ECAS will develop training and tools to 
enable UC staff to more efficiently navigate negotiations and ensure that contracts are 
compliant with relevant policies. 

ECAS will also continue to provide guidance to relevant stakeholders and create training 
materials to raise awareness of compliance risks associated with data sharing agreements.  

ECAS training materials for this fiscal year will focus on:  

• Ensuring that vendors provide clear data sharing requests and outline data uses 
for compliance professionals to evaluate any limitations the University may 
need to impose on the use of data. 

• Providing guidance to minimize the use of personally identifiable data in data 
sharing agreements by removing identifying elements. 

• Ensuring appropriate authorizations are obtained prior to execution of data 
sharing agreements. 

Cybersecurity 
A cybersecurity attack on a hospital system can devastate its operations by potentially 
shutting down entire medical record systems and life preserving medical equipment, 
risking significant patient harm. In June 2021, the HHS OIG identified cybersecurity 
oversight for networked medical devices in hospitals as an area of concern suggesting 
future focus on these issues. To help minimize the likelihood of an attack, and to ensure 
readiness for such an event, the ECAS Cybersecurity Audit Team (CAT), in consultation 
with the ECAS healthcare compliance team, will review the AMCs’ incident response, 
disaster recovery, and continuity plans and procedures, and assess their overall 
preparedness to respond to and recover from a major cyber-attack.  

D. CAMPUS PRIVACY 
Campus privacy programs ensure the appropriate protection, use, and release of student, 
faculty, staff, and research participant information. Privacy compliance at the University 
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balances the dual aims of maintaining an open and robust academic and research 
environment, and ensuring the University’s vast amount of sensitive data is safeguarded. 

ECAS participates in and provides expertise to multiple cross-functional privacy and 
security committees. ECAS also convenes the Systemwide UC Campus Privacy Officers 
Group. To address uneven resources and support available at each campus, the 
systemwide privacy group works to harness the unique expertise and resources available 
at each location to jointly address common areas of concern.  

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), California Public Records Act 
(CPRA), and California Information Practices Act (CIPA) are the predominant privacy 
requirements campuses are subject to, while locations treating patients or performing 
research must also oversee compliance with HIPAA, the CMIA, the Food and Drug Act, 
and GDPR. All privacy requirements subject the University, and in some cases its 
employees, to possible government fines, enforcement actions, and reputational harm. A 
violation of FERPA, for example, may result in loss of federal funding.  

The regulatory environment in the area of privacy has become more complex in 2020, in 
part due to widespread use of big data, mining of personal data, and implementation of 
the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and its November 2020 companion, the 
California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA1). Several other pending legislative initiatives propose 
additional safeguards for the use of health, genetic, and human subjects’ research data.  

KEY PROJECTS 
ECAS and the Campus Privacy Officers have identified the following systemwide priorities 
for FY 2021-22: the development of a model framework for privacy programs at UC 
locations, the strengthening of coordination between privacy and IT security teams, and 
the privacy implications of campuses re-opening. 

Privacy Framework 
ECAS and the Campus Privacy Officers will create a common privacy framework for UC 
that will allow locations to evaluate their current programs against best practices. The 
framework will identify key elements of an effective higher education privacy program, 
the graduated stages of program maturity (from minimally to fully developed), and the 
related level of risk associated with each level. The framework will enable campuses to 
conduct a baseline assessment of their current programs and facilitate risk-based 
discussions with their leadership on how to best right-size their programs and apply 
limited resources to the key issues.  
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Coordination between Privacy and IT Security Teams 
The University’s Campus Privacy Officers and Chief Information Security Officers (CISOs) 
have overlapping objectives related to management of sensitive data. It is incumbent 
upon both privacy and security officers to collaborate closely in order to effectively 
safeguard the University’s data. One such area of intersection involves the University’s 
Electronic Communications Policy (ECP2). The ECP is a presidential policy that establishes 
rules and procedures for all electronic communications at the University, including (a) 
privacy, confidentiality, and security in electronic communications, (b) appropriate use of 
electronic communications, and (c) the use of electronic resources in compliance with laws 
and University policies. Although technology and privacy related regulations have evolved 
rapidly in recent years, the ECP has not been modified since 2005. ECAS will closely 
collaborate with IT and Campus Privacy Officers in modernizing the ECP to ensure 
appropriate technology, security, and privacy issues are addressed. 

Campus Re-Opening  
Most University locations have been operating in a remote environment since 2020. ECAS, 
in collaboration with Campus Privacy Officers, HCCOs, UC Legal, and UC Health, 
contributed to a number of pandemic-driven initiatives over the past year. As campuses 
begin to reopen for faculty, research facilities, and staff, ECAS will continue to identify 
compliance risks related to privacy of data, including new and anticipated regulatory 
changes.  

Each location established a cross-functional team to prepare for re-opening. The teams’ 
focus will be to ensure that compliance with existing and new federal, state, and local 
requirements is integrated during re-opening of different functions such as education, 
administration, and housing. ECAS will participate in these efforts to address existing and 
emergent compliance risks.  

E. CLERY ACT COMPLIANCE 
The University’s Clery Act compliance program is managed by Clery Act officers or 
coordinators at each location. In accordance with Clery Act requirements, each campus 
publishes an annual security and safety report, including crime statistics, information on 
various campus and community resources related to crime prevention, and community 
assistance. The resources dedicated to this area vary across the system, but the locations 
work together to identify high-risk areas, leverage best practices and pursue opportunities 
to strengthen the systemwide program.  
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REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
The Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act 
(Clery Act) of 1998 is part of the Higher Education Act. The Clery Act statute requires 
colleges and universities participating in federal financial aid programs to maintain and 
timely disclose campus crime statistics and security information to the University 
community. The Clery Act also requires campuses to report these statistics annually to the 
U.S. Department of Education.  

In 2019 and 2020, the federal government levied record-high Clery Act fines against two 
universities across the country, including one UC campus, for inappropriate reporting, 
ineffective systems for collecting crime statistics, and failure to issue timely warnings to 
the campus community. 

KEY PROJECTS 
Training and Professional Development 
ECAS will continue to regularly convene meetings with Clery Act officers and coordinators 
throughout the system to ensure awareness and coordination on these issues.  

ECAS will provide routine guidance and training to individual campuses throughout the 
system. In FY 2021-22, ECAS will develop an in-depth course for Clery Act compliance 
professionals in conjunction with a nationally recognized Clery Act expert focusing on 
established best practices and dissecting new issues:  

• California requirements for reviewing crime classifications and geography. 

• Reporting responsibilities for Campus Security Authorities (CSAs), including 
essential reporting elements of the crimes they must report, filing requirements, 
and institutional responsibilities regarding ongoing disclosures to the campus 
community.  

• Recent changes to the Violence Against Women Act expand key provisions of 
the Clery Act; the session will focus on the types of crime mandated for Clery 
Act reporting.  

In November 2021, ECAS will deliver the annual Clery Act training tailored to the UC 
campuses and AMCs’ unique environments. The course will give an overview of current 
risks and provide practitioner training for Clery Act professionals responsible for day-to-
day Clery Act compliance operations. 
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Compliance Assessment 
ECAS is engaging a national expert to conduct an assessment of UC Office of the President 
(UCOP) properties to determine if UCOP needs a Clery Act compliance function separate 
from its existing shared arrangement with UC Berkeley. The review will conclude in mid-
2021. ECAS will develop a UCOP Clery Act Compliance Plan for FY 2021-22 based on the 
assessment findings.  

CSA Working Group 
The CSA Identification working group will continue to evaluate the methodology used to 
identify CSAs at each location, as required by the UC Clery Act Policy and the federal Clery 
Act. The working group will include analysis of systemwide data examining job codes, job 
descriptions, reporting structure, and level of involvement with students. The working 
group will develop a report with a baseline CSA list which can be expanded by each 
location. The working group is also engaging experts across the system to identify other 
potential methods for systematically flagging employees who meet the CSA criteria (e.g., 
UCPath CSA functionality). 

F.  AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT (ADA) COMPLIANCE 
ECAS recognizes ADA compliance as a risk priority for the system because of the breadth 
of issues and persons affected by these regulations and the potential reputational and 
fiscal harm of noncompliance. During FY 2020-21, ECAS created a new ADA compliance 
coordinator role to enhance the systemwide capabilities regarding ADA compliance and 
increase awareness through the development of systemwide communications, training, 
and educational materials. 

REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT 
ADA compliance at UC is an umbrella term encompassing systemwide compliance with 
disability-related laws, regulations, and guidance at both the federal and state level. 
Federally, UC is subject to the broad requirements of the ADA and Section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act (among others) prohibiting discrimination on the basis of disability by 
ensuring that entities receiving federal funds are equally accessible to individuals with 
disabilities. These federal regulations are generally enforced by the Department of Justice, 
the Office of Civil Rights, and/or the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. 
California has enacted additional, and often broader, regulations around disability 
including the California Fair Employment and Housing Act, the Unruh Civil Rights Act, and 
the Disabled Persons Act – all enforced by the Department of Fair Employment and 
Housing. Moreover, many federal and state regulations similarly allow for civil 
enforcement by litigants. The UC is also subject to the disability civil rights compliance 
programs set forth by federal funding agencies such as the NSF.  
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This regulatory framework affects UC campuses, AMCs, laboratories, and other UC 
facilities, and all aspects of the services, programs, and activities conducted at each 
location. 

KEY PROJECTS 
For FY 2021-22, ECAS’s ADA compliance efforts will focus on stakeholder engagement 
and benchmarking activities. ECAS will create an ADA compliance webpage to link the 
campus compliance efforts in this area and to maintain current information on the 
regulatory frameworks at play and relevant ECAS and campus guidance.  

ECAS will begin drafting training and education materials focusing first on ensuring 
awareness of best practices in the provision of academic accommodations. ECAS will also 
create similar guidance on employment accommodations to increase awareness of UC’s 
obligations in that arena.  

ADA requires UC campuses, AMCs, and other locations to designate at least one 
responsible employee to coordinate ADA compliance. Each ADA coordinator is 
responsible for coordinating the efforts of their campus to comply with the ADA and 
investigating any complaints that the campus has violated Title II3 of the ADA. ECAS will 
develop best practices on the roles and responsibilities of an effective ADA coordinator 
as a mechanism for level-setting within the UC system. 
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III. ENDNOTES 

1 California Privacy Rights Act: 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=7.&chapter=
3.5.&lawCode=GOV&title=1.&article=1  

2 Electronic Communications Policy: 
https://policy.ucop.edu/doc/7000470/ElectronicCommunications 

3 Title II of the ADA: https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2009-
title42/html/USCODE-2009-title42-chap126.htm 

 

https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=7.&chapter=3.5.&lawCode=GOV&title=1.&article=1
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/codes_displayText.xhtml?division=7.&chapter=3.5.&lawCode=GOV&title=1.&article=1
https://policy.ucop.edu/doc/7000470/ElectronicCommunications
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2009-title42/html/USCODE-2009-title42-chap126.htm
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2009-title42/html/USCODE-2009-title42-chap126.htm
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Internal Audit Plan Objectives

• Improve the effectiveness of campus governance, risk management and 
control processes;

• Assist campus leadership in the discharge of their oversight, management, 
and operating responsibilities;

• Assist management in addressing the University’s significant financial, 
operational and compliance risks and making informed risk acceptance 
decisions;

• Support and leverage campus efforts to identify, evaluate and mitigate risks; 

• Support management’s restructuring and budget coping strategies;

• Serve the needs of campus/laboratory leadership while addressing broader 
issues from a systemwide perspective; 

• Support the evolution of the Systemwide Compliance Program; and

• Meet the challenge to enhance the value of the Internal Audit Program.
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Internal Audit Plan Development
Risk Assessment Process for 2021-22

Solicit input from the Regents, Senior Management, 
systemwide and campus management

Rely on existing risk identification processes 
wherever they exist (e.g. Compliance, Risk Services, 
functional areas) 

Gather and assess input from external sources (e.g. 
regulatory, industry)

Share information among campus/laboratory 
auditors to leverage input and ensure consistent 
consideration of risks of interest, industry sources

The result of the risk assessment is an informed perspective on the current risk 
environment – including a prioritization of risks that are scalable to available resources.



This chart illustrates the distribution of our FY2021-22 planned projects by functional area.  Over half 
of the planned project hours are allocated to health sciences operations, information management 
and technology, and financial management. 

Planned Projects by Functional Area
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Information Management and 
Technology, 19%

Healthsciences Operations, 16%

Financial Management, 17%Academic Units and Programs, 8%

Student Affairs, 6%

Research, 6%

Risk, Environment and Safety, 6%

Governance, 5%

Human Resources and Benefits, 4%

Auxiliary, Business and Support 
Services, 3%

Facilities, Construction and 
Maintenance, 3%

Development and External Relations, 
3%

Lab Research Programs and 
Processes, 2%

Office of the President, 1%

Budget and Planning, 1%
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Systemwide audits are conducted for the purpose of reviewing an existing or potential issue across the 
University system to identify and address common risk areas.  These audits have a common scope and 
approach and are usually conducted by the local Internal Audit departments at each University location, 
and overall results are typically summarized in a systemwide audit report. 

• Evaluate annual executive compensation reporting information for 
completeness, accuracy and conformance with requirements

• Assess controls supporting annual executive compensation reporting
Executive 
Compensation* 

• Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to 
identify opportunities to strengthen and streamline technology transfer 
processes and controls to support systemwide business objectives

Technology 
Transfer

• Verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all employees are 
adhering to policies, procedures and individual departments’ standards

• Audit addresses a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing 

Police Complaint 
Process

• Retrospective review of donations to the campus to identify admissions 
decisions that could have been influenced by these donations

Donations  
Review

* Performed by the campus Internal Audit departments on a rolling three-year cycle 



Cybersecurity 
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The FY2021-22 Audit Plan includes the following systemwide audits identified by the Cybersecurity Audit 
Team to address cybersecurity risks. 

• Detailed scanning for vulnerabilities and penetration testing to identify 
opportunities for improvements in security controls

• Review the vulnerability management process overall to identify 
opportunities for improvement to better manage cyber-risks

Vulnerability 
Assessment and 
Penetration 
Testing

• Review UC Health locations’ preparedness to respond to, and recover 
form, a significant cyber-attack

• Review the locations’ incident response, disaster recovery and 
continuity plans and procedures and assess their overall 
preparedness to respond and recover from a major cyber-attack

Cyber Resiliency 
Audit - UC Health 
Focus

• A follow-on to the phase 1 review which focused on cyber-risk 
oversight and governance of the Clinical Data Warehouse

• Detailed technical assessment of information security controls for the 
UC Health Data Warehouse

UC Health Data 
Warehouse 
Phase 2
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Highlights of Consolidated Audit Plans
Personnel:
Authorized staff level 110 FTE’s    112   FTE's
Average staff level 104 FTE’s    102  FTE's

Distribution of Planned Activities:
By Audit Activity Type (hours/%):
   Audits 92,553 64% 94,383 64%
   Advisory Services 38,382 26% 38,122 26%
   Investigations 16,539 11% 15,615 10%

147,474 100% 148,120 100%

By University area:
   Campus/Laboratory* 75%
   Health Sciences 25%

100%

* Includes Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Agriculture & Natural Resources (ANR), and UCOP 

24%
100%

FY22 Plan

FY22 Plan

Prior Year Plan

Prior Year Plan

FY22 Plan Prior Year Plan

76%


JP Plan Sched 1 & 2

		FY 2022 Audit Plan - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		Std.%		UC-ALL		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation				Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Number of authorized professional staff				110.3		6.0		12.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		6.00		4.0		14.8		13.0		5.0

		Number of Permanently OPEN Authorized Professional Staff Positions				4.0		1.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.00		0.0				1.0		0.0

		Number of professional positions at full staffing				106.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		PLANNED ACTUAL FTEs						 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Beginning of Period				105.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		4.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		     Additions--Permanent				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Additions--Temporary				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Departure --Within UC				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Departure--Outside UC				(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Retirements				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Long-Term Leave				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Estimated Turnover				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		End of Period				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		GROSS & NET AVAILABLE HRS CALCULATION				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 				104		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.93		12.00		5.00

		Hours in the period - Campus				2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088

		Hours in the period - Lab				2,088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,088

		Subtotal - Lab / Campus				218,042		10,440		22,968		20,880		52,200		4,176		15,660		8,352		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		10,440

		Other Resources:

		Overtime				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Contract Labor/Interns				5,410		0		0		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Recharge In (or Out)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Admin. &  Other				400		0		400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Subtotal				5,810		0		400		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Gross Available Hours				223,852		10,440		23,368		20,880		52,200		4,176		19,350		9,072		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		11,440

		Non Controllable Hours				37,146		2,000		3,552		3,860		10,300		400		2,100		1,142		1,200		1,352		6,000		4,440		800

		Non Controllable Hours Percent				16.59%		19.16%		15.20%		18.49%		19.73%		9.58%		10.85%		12.59%		11.49%		16.19%		20.63%		17.72%		6.99%

		Net Available Hours 				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		UCOP % Guideline		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		5--10%		14,589		990		1,904		1,355		2,325		320		1,100		215		1,000		750		2,000		2,180		450

		Professional Development		2--5%		8,034		320		948		1,000		1,400		200		560		240		400		256		1,300		960		450

		Other		0--3%		1,012		0		0		200		0		0		20		112		80		0		0		0		600

		Total Indirect Hours				23,635		1,310		2,852		2,555		3,725		520		1,680		567		1,480		1,006		3,300		3,140		1,500

		Total Indirect Percent		15%		12.66%		15.52%		14.40%		15.02%		8.89%		13.77%		9.73%		7.15%		16.02%		14.37%		14.29%		15.24%		14.10%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF				2,450		320		400		0		330		50		600		300		450		0		0		0		0

		Planned New Audits, PN				71,435		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250

		Supplemental Audits, PS		Approx 10%		10,748		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400

		Audit Follow up, PNF				7,920		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400

		Total Audit Program Hours				92,553		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050

		Total Audit Program Percent		40--60%		49.57%		49.64%		37.34%		52.29%		54.71%		56.41%		59.83%		56.75%		49.35%		49.00%		37.00%		46.61%		56.86%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC				26,005		620		6,660		1,300		4,100		461		900		490		1,900		1,438		4,560		3,176		400

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE				6,415		80		900		140		2,000		60		400		60		260		10		1,800		190		515

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI				1,596		160		0		140		50		140		40		0		80		1		0		885		100

		IPA, COI & Other, SP				351		0		0		140		0		0		40		0		40		1		0		30		100

		Compliance Support, SU				3,010		200		0		140		2,250		160		100		0		80		10		0		20		50

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR				1,005		0		0		140		100		0		600		0		40		10		0		65		50

		Total Advisory Services Hours				38,382		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215

		Total Advisory Services Percent		10--25%		20.56%		12.56%		38.15%		11.75%		20.29%		21.74%		12.06%		6.94%		25.97%		21.00%		27.56%		21.18%		11.42%



		Investigations Hours, IN				16,539		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300

		Investigations Percent		10--20%		8.86%		11.85%		5.87%		15.86%		6.56%		3.18%		1.16%		23.20%		1.08%		8.80%		14.30%		11.88%		2.82%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning				4,353		280		441		330		300		80		500		212		305		275		350		680		600

		Audit Committee Support				1,671		160		80		160		100		40		320		36		155		30		70		120		400

		Systemwide Audit Support				3,700		240		200		360		200		40		1,750		110		200		150		200		120		130

		Computer Support				4,558		100		120		5		3,000		15		200		90		20		13		900		50		45

		Quality Assurance				1,315		100		0		10		400		10		200		25		20		10		60		80		400

		Total Audit Support Hours				15,597		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575

		Total Audit Support Percent		5--10%		8.35%		10.43%		4.24%		5.08%		9.55%		4.90%		17.22%		5.96%		7.58%		6.83%		6.85%		5.09%		14.80%

		Total Direct Hours				163,071		7,130		16,964		14,465		38,175		3,256		15,570		7,363		7,760		5,994		19,778		17,476		9,140

		Total Direct Percent		85%		87.34%		84.48%		85.60%		84.98%		91.11%		86.23%		90.27%		92.85%		83.98%		85.63%		85.71%		84.76%		85.90%

		Total Net Available Hours				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640

		Total Net Available Percent		100%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%



		Schedule 1,2 - Cross Check				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)				147474		6250		16123		13600		34175		3071		12600		6890		7060		5516		18198		16426		7565



		Actual FTEs, End of Period (Check down)				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		Avail. Hours, Other Res., Subtotal (Check Down)				5810		0		400		0		0		0		3690		720		0		0		0		0		1000

		Gross Available Hours				223852		10440		23368		20880		52200		4176		19350		9072		10440		8352		29078		25056		11440

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640

		Indirect Hours				23635		1310		2852		2555		3725		520		1680		567		1480		1006		3300		3140		1500

		Audit Program				92553		4190		7400		8900		22925		2130		10320		4500		4560		3430		8538		9610		6050

		Audit Support Activities				15597		880		841		865		4000		185		2970		473		700		478		1580		1050		1575

		Investigations Hours				16539		1000		1163		2700		2750		120		200		1840		100		616		3300		2450		300

		Advisory Services				38382		1060		7560		2000		8500		821		2080		550		2400		1470		6360		4366		1215

		Total Direct Hours				163071		7130		16964		14465		38175		3256		15570		7363		7760		5994		19778		17476		9140

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640
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JP YTD Sched 2

		FY 2021Year to Date Actuals - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		UC-ALL Actual Annualized		UC-ALL Actual Q1-Q3

Jackson Pham: Actual Numbers from current fiscal year.                                        Need to run Team Central Reports for the 7/1 - 3/31 period.    

Refer to Folder titled TEC Reports. 

Run the "All Project Hours" report to get the detail for the Audit, AS, IN and Audit Support Hours

Non-controllable hours: Run report for Non-Project Time:Non working events

Admin and Prof hours: Run Report for Non-Project time - admin
 
Other resources: Run Resource Time report for the contractors (for this plan, i used Ada Harrigan, Farhan and Matthew Johns)

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 		102		76

		Personnel Hours		212,973		159,730

		Other Resource Hours		2,159		1,619		c

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161,349

		Non Controllable Hours		33,333		25,000		c

		Non Controllable Hours Percent		15.49%		15.49%

		Net Available Hours 		181,799		136,349



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		FY20(Exp.) Hours		FY20 (Exp.) Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		21,937		16,453

		Professional Development		7,467		5,600

		Other		0		0

		Total Indirect Hours		29,404		22,053		c

		Total Indirect Percent		16.17%		16.17%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF		13,076		9,807		c

		Planned New Audits, PN		58,096		43,572		c

		Supplemental Audits, PS		6,361		4,771		c

		Audit Follow up, PNF		8,105		6,079		c

		Total Audit Program Hours		85,639		64,229

		Total Audit Program Percent		47.11%		47.11%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		29,656		22,242		c

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		5,223		3,917		c

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,048		786		c

		IPA, COI & Other, SP		53		40		c

		Compliance Support, SU		3,001		2,251		c

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		85		64		c

		Total Advisory Services Hours		39,067		29,300

		Total Advisory Services Percent		21.49%		21.49%



		Investigations Hours, IN		12,305		9,229		c

		Investigations Percent		6.77%		6.77%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning		3,745		2,809

		Audit Committee Support		925		694

		Systemwide Audit Support		5,469		4,102

		Computer Support		4,093		3,070

		Quality Assurance		1,151		863

		Total Audit Support Hours		15,384		11,538		c

		Total Audit Support Percent		8.46%		8.46%

		Total Direct Hours		152,395		114,296

		Total Direct Percent		83.83%		83.83%

		Total Net Available Hours		181,799		136,349

		Total Net Available Percent		100.00%		100.00%

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)		137011		102758

				0.00		0.00

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161349

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349

		Indirect Hours		29404		22053

		Audit Program		85639		64229

		Audit Support Activities		15,384		11538

		Investigations Hours		12305		9229

		Advisory Services		39067		29300

		Total Direct Hours		152395		114296

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349
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JP Resources p.8

		Available Resources

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Weighted Average FTE		104						102

				Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Personnel Hours		218,042		97.4%				212,973		99.0%

		Other Resource Hours		5,810		2.6%				2,159		1.0%

		Gross Available Hours		223,852		100.0%				215,132		100.0%



		Less: Non-Controllable Hours		37,146		16.6%				33,333		15.5%

		Less: Admin/Training		23,635		10.6%				29,404		13.7%

		Total Direct Hours		163,071		72.8%				152,395		70.8%











		Resource Allocation

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Audit Program 		Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Planned Audits* (211 projects)		73,885		45.3%				71,172		46.7%						Values

		Supplemental Audits		10,748		6.6%				6,361		4.2%				Row Labels		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

		Audit Follow Up		7,920		4.9%				8,105		5.3%				Audit Program

		Total Audit Program		92,553		56.8%				85,639		56.2%				PN		198		71,435

																DNF		14		2,450

		Advisory Services 														PNF		13		7,920

		Planned Projects* (108 projects)		21,732		13.3%				N/A		N/A				PS		12		10,748

		Supplemental Hours		16,650		10.2%				N/A		N/A				IN

		Total Advisory Services		38,382		23.5%				39,067		25.6%				IN		14		16,539

																Advisory Projects

		Investigations		16,539		10.1%				12,305		8.1%				SC		112		25,995

		Audit Support Activities		15,597		9.6%				15,384		10.1%				SE		14		6,455

		Total Direct Audit Hours		163,071		100.0%				152,395		100.0%				SI		14		1,586

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = 94,967 (See Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														SP		6		391

																SU		9		2,910

																SR		10		1,045

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = see Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														Grand Total		416		147,474







																		Column Labels

																		x				(blank)				Total Count of Project		Total Sum of Planned Hours

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours

																PN		197		70785				650		197		71435

																DNF		14		2450						14		2450

																PNF								7920				7920

																PS								10748				10748

																IN								16539				16539

																SC		98		20397				5598		98		25995

		`														SE		1		50				6405		1		6455

																SI		6		935				651		6		1586

																SP								391				391

																SU								2910				2910

																SR		3		350				695		3		1045

																Grand Total		319		94,967				52507		319		147474





																Project		x



																		Values

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

																DNF		14		14		2450

																PN		197		197		70785

																SC		98		98		20397

																SE		1		1		50

																SI		6		6		935

																SR		3		3		350

																Grand Total		319		319		94,967





















This is a filter - i can see specific project totals (x) and the blank projects 

Total Projects (including the Unplanned)

SPECIFIC Projects (only the "x")

check formulas for +/- edits for rounding

The # of projects in the footnote is ok..and comes from pivot...but use the hours from the main chart above (because it includes Director hours that are not project specific)

For FY22 there are 650 hours of PN hr for Director hours (so that is why the top chart PN hours of 69,435 do not agree with chart on the right of PN hours of 68,785





JP Avail. Hrs p.10

						DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE HOURS



								       FY22								3/31/2021 Annualized										Check

								Plan				Percent				Actual 				Percent				Totals		Plan		YTD

						INDIRECT HOURS

						Administration		14,589				7.9%				21,937				12.1%

						Professional Development		8,034				4.3%				7,467				4.1%

						Other		1,012				0.5%				- 0				0.0%

						Total Indirect Hours		23,635				12.7%				29,404				16.2%				23,635		12.66%		16.17%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						DIRECT HOURS

						Audit Program

						Planned New Audits, PN		73,885				39.6%				71,172				39.1%

						Supplemental Audits, PS		10,748				5.8%				6,361				3.5%

						Audit Follow up, PNF		7,920				4.2%				8,105				4.5%

						Total Audit Program Hours		92,553				49.6%				85,639				47.1%				92,553		49.57%		47.11%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Advisory Services

						Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		26,005				13.9%				29,656				16.3%

						Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		6,415				3.4%				5,223				2.9%

						Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		1,005				0.5%				85				0.0%

						Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,596				0.9%				1,048				0.6%

						Compliance Support, SU		3,010				1.6%				3,001				1.7%

						IPA, COI & Other, SP		351				0.2%				53				0.0%

						Total Advisory Services Hours		38,382				20.7%				39,067				21.5%				38,382		20.56%		21.49%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Investigations Hours, IN		16,539				8.8%				12,305				6.7%				16,539		8.86%		6.77%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Audit Support Activities

						Audit Planning		4,353				2.3%				3,745				2.1%

						Audit Committee Support		1,671				0.9%				925				0.5%

						Systemwide Audit Support		3,700				2.0%				5,469				3.0%

						Computer Support*		4,558				2.4%				4,093				2.3%

						Quality Assurance		1,315				0.7%				1,151				0.6%

						Total Audit Support Hours		15,597				8.4%				15,384				8.5%				15,597		8.35%		8.46%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total Direct Hours		163,071				87.3%				152,395				83.8%				163,071		87.34%		83.83%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						TOTAL NET AVAILABLE HOURS		186,706				100.0%				181,799				100.0%				186,706		100.00%		100.00%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%



check for +/- in the actual and % fields (do to rounding)



JP S3 Pivot

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

				Audit Program		Investigations		Advisory Services		Grand Total

		Row Labels

		UCB		4,190		1,000		1,060		6,250																										0

		UCD		7,400		1,163		7,560		16,123																										0

		UCI		8,900		2,700		2,000		13,600																										0

		UCLA		22,925		2,750		8,500		34,175																										0

		UCM		2,130		120		821		3,071																										0

		UCOP		10,320		200		2,080		12,600																										0

		UCR		4,500		1,840		550		6,890																										0

		UCSB		4,560		100		2,400		7,060																										0

		UCSC		3,430		616		1,470		5,516																										0

		UCSD		8,538		3,300		6,360		18,198																										0

		UCSF		9,610		2,450		4,366		16,426																										0

		LBNL		6,050		300		1,215		7,565																										0

		Grand Total		92,553		16,539		38,382		147,474																										0

																																				0

		Row Labels		Sum of Planned Hours

		CAM		71,162

		CAM/HS		43,932

		HS		24,815

		Lab		7,565

		Grand Total		147,474







		Schedule 1,2

				UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		UC-ALL

		Audit Program		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050		92,553

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Audit Support Services		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575		15,597



		Sched3 Check		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474

				1		1		1		1		1		ERROR:#REF!

Jackson Pham: Jackson Pham:
Must add both UCOP and ECAS to make it correct since we combined them in schedule 1&2 but kept them separate in schedule 3		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Schedule 3

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

		Row Labels		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		Grand Total

		Audit Program

		PN		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250		71,435

		DNF		320		400				330		50		600		300		450										2,450

		PNF		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400		7,920

		PS		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400		10,748

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Grand Total		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474
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		FY 		LOB 		LOC 		Prj Code		Name/Title of Audit		Planned Hours		Primary Index Code		Project Number		Project		Type

		FY22		CAM		UCB		DNF		TBD		320.0						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Contract and Grant Compliance - Higher Risk Cost Transfers		350.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Effort Reporting		350.0		E.d.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Payroll - Retroactive and Missed Pay		350.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Timekeeping & Time Reporting (Kronos/CalTime)		350.0		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		User Access and Role Management (PeopleSoft Enterprise Systems)		350.0		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		UCPD Complaint Handling Process		200		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Work-Study Programs		350.0		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		University Extension		350.0		A.c.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review (systemwide)		300.0		O.a.01				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		300.0		H.h.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PS		Supplemental		300.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PNF		Followup		320.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Indirect Cost Recovery		500		E.d.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Unplanned SC		120								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SE		Unplanned SE		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SI		Unplanned SI		160								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SU		Unplanned SU		200								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1000								Investigations

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 Cost Allowability		900.0		C.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 UCNL Home Office Costs		450.0		D.g.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		OMB A-123 IT General Controls 		450.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Gifts Program Audit		450.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix OTD Phase VII # 7530269		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix ERRG Joint Venture # 7501762		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Physical Sciences, Inc. # 7376689		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Wildfire Prevention Management		500.0		I.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontractor Safety Management		500.0		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Exit Termination Process		500.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SC		Unplanned SC		400								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SE		Unplanned SE		515								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SI		Unplanned SI		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SP		Unplanned SP		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SU		Unplanned SU		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SR		Unplanned SR		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		300.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCM		DNF		IS3 Policy (M21A003)		50		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Title IV		300		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Recharges and Recharge Process		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Oracle Implementation 		350		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Clery Compliance		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Executive Compensation (AREC)		200		J.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		100		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Tech Transfer - Systemwide		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		200								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		80								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2/3 Review of Gift Stewardship (M19C010)		25		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2 Teacher Preparation Program (TPP) (M20C006)		55		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		HEERF Funding		50		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Concurrent Auditing - Contracts and Grants Transactions and Controls		100		E				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		Sc		UCPD Complaint process		50		I.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Ethics and Compliance Program Support		100		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Monthly Data Analytics		60		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SU		Unplanned SU		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Unplanned SC		181								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		120								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		IT Asset Inventory		300.0		G.b.07.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		CARES Act Expenses		325.0		I				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Program in Public Health Contracts & Grants Admin.		300.0		B.e.01.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Otolaryngology		300.0		B.e.01.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Remote Work Access		300.0		G.b.07.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Pathology & Laboratory Medicine		300.0		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Federally Funded Research Data Access Security Controls		400.0		G.b.07.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		UC Path Payroll Exceptions		450.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Ambulatory Growth Integration		400.0		B.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Revews (Systemwide)		100.0		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		300.0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Department of Medicine Residency Program		450.0		B.e.01.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Tech Transfer Process - Systemwide		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Volunteer Management		300.0		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Physicans Billing Group		425.0		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Chancellor's Expenses - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Annual Reporting of Executive Compensation (AREC) - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Virtual Care - Telemedicine		400.0		B.1.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		New Hospital Construction - Phased		450.0		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Conflict of Commitment Reporting - Sunshine Act/Open Payments Data 		450.0		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		1500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1000.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		External Audit Coordination		50.0						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Data Analytics		200.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Coded Memo Reviews		200.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		State Audit Follow-Ups		150.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Continuous Auditing Corporate Card Transactions		100.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Physical Inventory Observations		50.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Advisory Committees		100.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Information & Computer Sciences Self-Supporting Programs		50.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Misc SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		Misc SE		90.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SI		Misc SI		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SP		Misc SP		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SR		Misc SR		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SU		Misc SU		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2700.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		CARES Act Funding		200		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		Critical Infrastructure		200		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Admissions Donations		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Annual Report on Executive Compensation (AREC)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Campus Recharge Rates 		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Chancellor's Expenses (BFB G-45)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		IET Accounting and Recharges		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Research Data Inventory		300		G.a.				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Contracting (Regent's Policy 5402)		300		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Director-Audit		650		A.b.25						Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Police Complaints		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Technology Transfer		350		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Clinical Internet of Things		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department Compliance Programs (Lab/HHC&H)		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department of Pathology		300		B.e				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Exclusion Monitoring		250		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Pharmacy		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Information Systems and Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Licensure		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PS		Total supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review: Academic affairs		250		A.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Athletics		300		A.b.12				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:School of education		300		A.b.18				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Scholl of Veterinary Medicine		300		A.b.21				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Undergraduate Education		300		A.b.24				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Budget Mitigation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Campus Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		College of Biological Sciences IS-3		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Fraternities and Sororities		300		O.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Remote Work		300		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Aggie Enterprise		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Data Analytics Support		250		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Director-Advisory		650		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Diversity, Equity and Inclusion - Phase II		250		N.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		How To Survive an Audit		120		E.d.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		IT Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Advanced Computing Enviroment		300		G.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Compliance Office		300		B.i				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Health Informatics Virtual Environment		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Patient Contact Center		250		B.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Payor Portals Access Management		300		G.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Supply Chain		300		H.f				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		UC Davis Health Committees		80		B.l				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SC		Unplanned SC		500		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SE		Ext Audit Coordination		900		E.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		IN		Campus		525								Investigations

		FY22		HS		UCD		IN		Health System		525								Investigations

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		IN		Director		113								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - Campus		80		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - UCLA Health		150		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Medical Hospitality Program		100		B.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Real Estate		300		H.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Superintendent PreK-12 Programs & Schools - Geffen Academy at UCLA		250		M.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Central Ticket Office (CTO) - Cashiering		285		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD - Equipment Inventory and Evidence Management		400		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		H&HS - Vending Services		200		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Events & Transportation - Information Systems		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Performance Reporting from Maximo and Cognos		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Purchasing Process Review (F,S, & L)		350		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Preventive and Deferred Maintenance (DPM / M&A)		350		K.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Capitalization Procedures and Practices		350		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Project Management		350		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - SharePoint System Review		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Cooperage Div. (UCLA Restaurants)		250		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Student Media		250		O.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Human Resources Payroll (Finance Div.)		250		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Ratex POS System (Information Services Div.)		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Athletics - Compliance		500		M.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Technology Development Group - Incentive Plan Compensation		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB) 		400		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Foundation Audit		650		L.a.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Student Affairs - Student Organizations, Leadership & Engagement (SLOE) 		900		O.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Campus Departmental Audit - TBD		900		A.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Executive Compensation (G-45) - Systemwide		300		J.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Admissions/Donations Review - Systemwide		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		AREC - Systemwide		300		H.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Tech Transfer Process Analysis - Systemwide		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD Complaint Policy Review - Systemwide		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Disaster Recovery -Tier 1 Applications		500		G.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Radiation Oncology		500		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Perioperative Services - Santa Monica		500		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinical Research Payments to the Health System 		500		E.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Care Coordination - Payments to External Providers		500		B.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Procurement Process for High Cost Implants-Value Analysis Committee		500		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Revenue Capture and Billing - High Cost Drugs		500		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Interventional Radiology/Hospital Procedure Units		500		B.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Tiverton House		500		M.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Patient Valuables - Santa Monica Medical Center		240		B.g.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Ambulatory Surgery Center - Thousand Oaks		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiology - South Bay - Palos Verdes		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Primary Care - Burbank		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Physical Therapy - Community Practice		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Head & Neck Practice - BofA Building		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Funds Flow - DGSOM Departmental Agreements		600		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiological Sciences - Academic Departmental Audit - DGSOM		900		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Controlled Substances - Controls in DGSOM Research Labs		500		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		DGSOM Time Reporting - HBS System		200		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Gift Administration - School of Dentistry		250		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinic Practice or  Academic Department-TBD -School of Dentistry		500		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PS		Supplemental		1350								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1470								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		One Bill Advisory Services Project		200		O.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Information Technology Services - Cybersecurity Advisory Project		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - North Advisory		350		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - South Advisory		150		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Facilities Management - Bruin Budget Model Implementation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Lake Arrowhead & Luskin Conference Centers Advisory		300		M.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Sales & Marketing Advisory Project		300		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Maintenance Advisory Project		250		K.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS- Ascend Chart of Accounts and HHS System Integration Planning Advisory		250		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Fleet Transit Advisory Project		250		M.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Parking Services Advisory Project		200		M.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Library Advisory		150		A.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		School of Music - Gift Administration		250		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance Committee		80		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		University Identification (UID) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Student Information Systems (SIS) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Ascend Steering Committee		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resources Advisory Group (HRAG)		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) Workgroup		50		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) Workgroup		40		H.f.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Clinical Research Study Charges Workgroup		80		E.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Wounded Warrior/Operation Mend Workgroup		20		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SC		Misc SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SU		Misc SU		2250								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SR		Misc SR		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SI		Misc SI		50								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SE		Misc SE		2000								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2750								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Recruitment		100		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Fair Wage Fair Work		100		H.f				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - Research		400		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Electric Service Provider (ESP) Power Supply Validation		150		K.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Medical Centers Clinical Enterprise Management Recognition Plan (CEMRP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Office of the Treasurer Annual Incentive Plan (AIP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Admissions donations (systemwide)		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Campus Undergraduate Admissions Processes		0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Cyber Resiliency Audit - UC Health focus		2000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPD Complaints Process		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Oracle Financials Internal Controls		300		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath Center		400		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		LBNL Audit Support - Home Office Costs		150		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath - Talent Acquisition Module (TAM)		250		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		TDI Followup		1000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		IS3 Systemwide		150		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - High Risk Units		2200		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PNF		Followup		500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PS		Supplemental		1170.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Remote Workforce Risk Assessment		200		J.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		ANR Business Processes		250		D.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Cross-Campus Enrollment System		300		O.a				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Unplanned SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SE		Unplanned SE		400								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SI		Unplanned SI		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SP		Unplanned SP		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SU		Unplanned SU		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Unplanned SR		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		IN		Investigations 		200								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCR		DNF		various		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Campus Laboratory Safety		400		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Conflict of Interest/Conflict of Commitment		400		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		College of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences (CHASS)		400		A.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Contracts and Grants		400		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Admissions Donations (SW)		300		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Tech Transfer Process (SW)		400		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Facilities		400		K				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		UCPD Complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PS		Supplemental		1,070								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PNF		Followup		330								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Training - other		100		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SI		Training - Whistleblower (WB) & Fraud Awareness		50		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Unplanned SC		340								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1,840								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Separation of Duties		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Athletic Camp Revenues		270		N.e				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Donations (Systemwide)		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Review (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Inventory - Supplies, materials, and non-inventorial equipment		300		O.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Self Supporting Academic Programs  - Internal control Review		250		A.c.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Library - Internal Control Review		250		A.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Extention - Internal control Review		300		A.c.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Active Directory		300		G.b.02 				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Placeholder (Systemwide) - Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Gift Cards		250		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Campus Financial System (CFS) - Internal Control Review - Follow up		300		G.b.04.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PS		Supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PNF		Followup		390								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Life Cycle of Software and Hardware		300		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Research Data Computing Security		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		COVID -19 Response		300		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Data Analytics Program - Development and Collaboration		300		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Outreach, Training, and Presentations		280		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Unplanned SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SE		Unplanned SE		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SP		Unplanned SP		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SU		Unplanned SU		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SR		Unplanned SR		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		100								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Donations (systemwide)		300.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Staff Human Resources (SHR) to Compensation Processes		350.0		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Business Continuity Planning		250.0		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Campus Power Utility Reliability		300.0		K.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Extramural Fund/Cost Transfer Effectiveness to Extramural Funds Billing & Collections Processes		250.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Colleges, Housing & Educational Service (CHES) Annual Maintenance Program Staffing & Effectiveness		250.0		M.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Leave Administration for Academic Employees Management		300.0		J.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Protected Health Information (PHI) Security review		300.0		G.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		UCSC Police Department complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) Compliance (CARES Act II)		200.0		N.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		350								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		230								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Report Annual Review		90		M.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		University Extension (UNEX) Annual Monitoring		250		A.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		UC Path Post Implementation Review		200		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Graduate Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Arts Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Student Intern Program		1						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Data Analytics and Continuous Monitoring		200		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		BAS Support		40		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Investigation Workgroup		30						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		ITSC Committee		15		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (BAS)		101		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (non BAS)		65		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Unplanned SC		46								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SE		Unplanned SE		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SI		Internal Control & Accountability (CRSA) (SI)		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SP		Unplanned SP		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SU		Compliance Support (SU) 		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SR		Systems Development, Reengineering Teams (SR)		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		616								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Construction		400		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Financial Information System Implementation		400		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Concur (Procurement Card, Employee Reimbursements)  		350		H.c				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Sponsored Research Award Financial Closeout		350		E.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Kuali Research and Conflict of Interest		350		E.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Vice Chancellor Research Executive Accounts 		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		School of Global Policy & Strategy 		400		A.b.01.25				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP)		400		E.c.01.26				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Admissions / Donations (Systemwide)		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Technology Transfer Process (Systemwide)		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Telehealth Services 		400		B.c.02.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		UC Police Department Complaint Process (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		COVID-19 Testing Agreements		350		B.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Health System Vendor Contracting (Medical Services & Supplies)		400		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Sterile Processing Department		400		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Student Health		400		O.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Surgical Charge Capture / 3M 360 Reconciliation 		350		B.i.01 				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Medicine 		400		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Psychiatry Faculty Compensation		400		B.e.01.10				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PS		Supplemental audits		1188								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PNF		Audit follow up		700								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Financial Report Validation (Reports.ucsd.edu)		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Affairs Events Management / Ticketing System		250		M.a.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Equity & Diversity Impacts in Policies		250		N.c.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Cybersecurity Certification for Research		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Data Analytics		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health System COVID-19 Recovery – FEMA Reimbursement		200		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Data Oversight Committee		200		G.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Sciences Faculty Equity Advisor Process 		250		J.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Campus COVID-19 FEMA Claim Sujpport (Continued from FY20 & FY21)		250		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Oracle Governance, Risk, Control Module (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Information System (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Foreign Engagement Monitoring (Continued from FY21)		250		N.c.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Unplanned SC		1560								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SE		Unplanned SE		1800								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		3,300								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Research Data Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Cost Sharing for Sponsored Awards		350		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Technology Transfer (UCOP)		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Departmental Review		350		A				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Biospecimen & Tissue Core Facility - Inventory Management 		250		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Fresno Educational Program Agreements		300		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Medicare Advantage Denials		300		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliation Agreements		250		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Title IX in Clinical Setting		350		N.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinics Review		400		B.c				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Pharmacy Operations		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		CARES Act - Provider Relief Fund Compliance		300		H.d				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Applications		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliate IT Security Assessment		350		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Construction Project		300		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Business Continuity Planning		300		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		UCSF Safety Taskforce Recommendations Follow-Up		200		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Outsourced IT Operations		350		G.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Research 		200		E.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Internet-facing Vulnerability Management		340		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Time Keeping		400		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PS		Supplemental		2220								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PNF		Followup		900								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Financial and Compliance Dashboard		300		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Cost Transfers		250		E.d.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Affiliation Agreements 		300		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SC		LPPH&C Funds Flow		250		B.i.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Remote Working related controls		400		N.e				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Risk Assessment		500		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Awareness Training		200		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Data Analytics Program		400		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		External Audit Coordination		150		Various						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		A&AS Newsletter 		250		N.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Misc Committees and Workgroups		975						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Workgroup		100						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		UCSF Investigations Committee		60						x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Sub-Committee		25						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Apex Business Application System Committee		25		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		UCSF Affiliate Technology Steering Committee		25		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		Unplanned SE		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Unplanned SC		51								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Unplanned SR		15								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SU		Unplanned SU		20								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SP		Unplanned SP		30								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2,450								Investigations

		Total										147474				0		319













Distribution chart

		H		18500		Information Management and Technology		19%		19.55%

		G		15545		Healthsciences Operations		16%		16.43%

		B		15911		Financial Management		17%		16.82%

		A		7765		Academic Units and Programs		8%		8.21%

		I		6000		Student Affairs		6%		6.34%

		J		5450		Research		6%		5.76%

		O		5275		Risk, Environment and Safety		6%		5.58%

		E		4650		Governance		5%		4.92%

		M		3600		Human Resources and Benefits		4%		3.81%

		N		2590		Auxiliary, Business and Support Services		3%		2.74%

		K		2600		Facilities, Construction and Maintenance		3%		2.75%

		L		2320		Development and External Relations		3%		2.45%

		C		2250		Lab Research Programs and Processes		2%		2.38%

		D		700		Office of the President		1%		0.74%

		F		1450		Budget and Planning		1%		1.53%

				94606				100%

				94606

		Blank		52568

				147174



Distribution of Hours by Functional Category



[CATEGORY NAME], [VALUE]

Information Management and Technology	Healthsciences Operations	Financial Management	Academic Units and Programs	Student Affairs	Research	Risk, Environment and Safety	Governance	Human Resources and Benefits	Auxiliary, Business and Support Services	Facilities, Construction and Maintenance	Development and External Relations	Lab Research Programs and Processes	Office of the President	Budget and Planning	0.19	0.16	0.17	0.08	0.06	0.06	0.06	0.05	0.04	0.03	0.03	0.03	0.02	0.01	0.01	


JP Direct Hrs Chart p.9

		Resources		Hours

		Planned Audits		73,885				45.31%		45

		Advisory Services		38,382				23.54%		24

		Investigations		16,539				10.14%		10

		Audit Support		15,597				9.56%		10

		Supplemental Audits		10,748				6.59%		6

		Audit Follow Up		7,920				4.86%		5

				163,071						100

















FY22 Direct Hours

Hours	Planned Audits
45%

Advisory     

Services 

24%

Investigations
10%

[CATEGORY NAME]
10%
Supplemental
Audits
6%
Audit
Follow Up
5%

Planned Audits	Advisory Services	Investigations	Audit Support	Supplemental Audits	Audit Follow Up	73885	38382	16539	15597	10748	7920	

JP HiLites p.6





						Personnel:				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						Authorized staff level				110		FTE’s				   112   FTE's

						Average staff level				104		FTE’s				   102  FTE's



						Distribution of Planned Activities:

						By Audit Activity Type (hours/%):				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						   Audits				92,553		64%				94,383		64%

						   Advisory Services				38,382		26%				38,122		26%

						   Investigations				16,539		11%				15,615		10%

										147,474		100%				148,120		100%



										FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						By University area:

						   Campus/Laboratory*				76%						75%

						   Health Sciences				24%						25%

										100%						100%



						* Includes Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Agriculture & Natural Resources (ANR), and UCOP 



																								TRUE

																						CAM/HS		43,932

																						CAM		71,162

																						HS		24,815

																						Lab		7,565

																						T		103,542







Allocation of Available Resources

8

Available Resources

The table to the left depicts the 
staffing level assumed in the 
Plans and quantifies the human 
resources available to assign to 
audit activities. Total hours are 
reduced for non-controllable 
hours (vacation, holiday and 
illness per University policy) and 
for program administration and 
training.  

Resource Allocation

The table to the left displays the 
deployment of the Available 
Resources among our activities by 
type (audit, advisory services and 
investigations). While the mix over 
time tends to shift somewhat 
between Investigations and 
Advisory Services, the 
commitment of the majority of our 
efforts to a substantial program of 
regular audits remains evident.

 Available Resources 

 Weighted Average FTE 
Hours Percent Hours Percent

 Personnel Hours 218,042        97.4% 212,973   99.0%
Other Resource Hours 5,810            2.6% 2,159       1.0%

 Gross Available Hours 223,852        100.0% 215,132   100.0%

Less: Non-Controllable Hours 37,146          16.6% 33,333     15.5%
Less: Admin/Training 23,635          10.6% 29,404     13.7%
Total Direct Hours 163,071        72.8% 152,395   70.8%

FY22 Plan 3/31/21 Annualized
102104

Resource Allocation

Audit Program Hours Percent Hours Percent
Planned Audits* (211 projects) 73,885          45.3% 71,172     46.7%
Supplemental Audits 10,748          6.6% 6,361       4.2%
Audit Follow Up 7,920            4.9% 8,105       5.3%

Total Audit Program 92,553          56.8% 85,639     56.2%

Advisory Services 
Planned Projects* (108 projects) 21,732          13.3% N/A N/A
Supplemental Hours 16,650          10.2% N/A N/A

Total Advisory Services 38,382          23.5% 39,067     25.6%

Investigations 16,539          10.1% 12,305     8.1%
Audit Support Activities 15,597          9.6% 15,384     10.1%
Total Direct Audit Hours 163,071        100.0% 152,395   100.0%

*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = 94,967 (See Planned Projects at Appendix 1)

FY22 Plan 3/31/21 Annualized


JP Plan Sched 1 & 2

		FY 2022 Audit Plan - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		Std.%		UC-ALL		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation				Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Number of authorized professional staff				110.3		6.0		12.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		6.00		4.0		14.8		13.0		5.0

		Number of Permanently OPEN Authorized Professional Staff Positions				4.0		1.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.00		0.0				1.0		0.0

		Number of professional positions at full staffing				106.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		PLANNED ACTUAL FTEs						 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Beginning of Period				105.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		4.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		     Additions--Permanent				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Additions--Temporary				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Departure --Within UC				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Departure--Outside UC				(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Retirements				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Long-Term Leave				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Estimated Turnover				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		End of Period				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		GROSS & NET AVAILABLE HRS CALCULATION				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 				104		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.93		12.00		5.00

		Hours in the period - Campus				2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088

		Hours in the period - Lab				2,088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,088

		Subtotal - Lab / Campus				218,042		10,440		22,968		20,880		52,200		4,176		15,660		8,352		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		10,440

		Other Resources:

		Overtime				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Contract Labor/Interns				5,410		0		0		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Recharge In (or Out)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Admin. &  Other				400		0		400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Subtotal				5,810		0		400		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Gross Available Hours				223,852		10,440		23,368		20,880		52,200		4,176		19,350		9,072		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		11,440

		Non Controllable Hours				37,146		2,000		3,552		3,860		10,300		400		2,100		1,142		1,200		1,352		6,000		4,440		800

		Non Controllable Hours Percent				16.59%		19.16%		15.20%		18.49%		19.73%		9.58%		10.85%		12.59%		11.49%		16.19%		20.63%		17.72%		6.99%

		Net Available Hours 				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		UCOP % Guideline		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		5--10%		14,589		990		1,904		1,355		2,325		320		1,100		215		1,000		750		2,000		2,180		450

		Professional Development		2--5%		8,034		320		948		1,000		1,400		200		560		240		400		256		1,300		960		450

		Other		0--3%		1,012		0		0		200		0		0		20		112		80		0		0		0		600

		Total Indirect Hours				23,635		1,310		2,852		2,555		3,725		520		1,680		567		1,480		1,006		3,300		3,140		1,500

		Total Indirect Percent		15%		12.66%		15.52%		14.40%		15.02%		8.89%		13.77%		9.73%		7.15%		16.02%		14.37%		14.29%		15.24%		14.10%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF				2,450		320		400		0		330		50		600		300		450		0		0		0		0

		Planned New Audits, PN				71,435		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250

		Supplemental Audits, PS		Approx 10%		10,748		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400

		Audit Follow up, PNF				7,920		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400

		Total Audit Program Hours				92,553		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050

		Total Audit Program Percent		40--60%		49.57%		49.64%		37.34%		52.29%		54.71%		56.41%		59.83%		56.75%		49.35%		49.00%		37.00%		46.61%		56.86%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC				26,005		620		6,660		1,300		4,100		461		900		490		1,900		1,438		4,560		3,176		400

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE				6,415		80		900		140		2,000		60		400		60		260		10		1,800		190		515

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI				1,596		160		0		140		50		140		40		0		80		1		0		885		100

		IPA, COI & Other, SP				351		0		0		140		0		0		40		0		40		1		0		30		100

		Compliance Support, SU				3,010		200		0		140		2,250		160		100		0		80		10		0		20		50

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR				1,005		0		0		140		100		0		600		0		40		10		0		65		50

		Total Advisory Services Hours				38,382		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215

		Total Advisory Services Percent		10--25%		20.56%		12.56%		38.15%		11.75%		20.29%		21.74%		12.06%		6.94%		25.97%		21.00%		27.56%		21.18%		11.42%



		Investigations Hours, IN				16,539		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300

		Investigations Percent		10--20%		8.86%		11.85%		5.87%		15.86%		6.56%		3.18%		1.16%		23.20%		1.08%		8.80%		14.30%		11.88%		2.82%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning				4,353		280		441		330		300		80		500		212		305		275		350		680		600

		Audit Committee Support				1,671		160		80		160		100		40		320		36		155		30		70		120		400

		Systemwide Audit Support				3,700		240		200		360		200		40		1,750		110		200		150		200		120		130

		Computer Support				4,558		100		120		5		3,000		15		200		90		20		13		900		50		45

		Quality Assurance				1,315		100		0		10		400		10		200		25		20		10		60		80		400

		Total Audit Support Hours				15,597		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575

		Total Audit Support Percent		5--10%		8.35%		10.43%		4.24%		5.08%		9.55%		4.90%		17.22%		5.96%		7.58%		6.83%		6.85%		5.09%		14.80%

		Total Direct Hours				163,071		7,130		16,964		14,465		38,175		3,256		15,570		7,363		7,760		5,994		19,778		17,476		9,140

		Total Direct Percent		85%		87.34%		84.48%		85.60%		84.98%		91.11%		86.23%		90.27%		92.85%		83.98%		85.63%		85.71%		84.76%		85.90%

		Total Net Available Hours				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640

		Total Net Available Percent		100%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%



		Schedule 1,2 - Cross Check				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)				147474		6250		16123		13600		34175		3071		12600		6890		7060		5516		18198		16426		7565



		Actual FTEs, End of Period (Check down)				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		Avail. Hours, Other Res., Subtotal (Check Down)				5810		0		400		0		0		0		3690		720		0		0		0		0		1000

		Gross Available Hours				223852		10440		23368		20880		52200		4176		19350		9072		10440		8352		29078		25056		11440

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640

		Indirect Hours				23635		1310		2852		2555		3725		520		1680		567		1480		1006		3300		3140		1500

		Audit Program				92553		4190		7400		8900		22925		2130		10320		4500		4560		3430		8538		9610		6050

		Audit Support Activities				15597		880		841		865		4000		185		2970		473		700		478		1580		1050		1575

		Investigations Hours				16539		1000		1163		2700		2750		120		200		1840		100		616		3300		2450		300

		Advisory Services				38382		1060		7560		2000		8500		821		2080		550		2400		1470		6360		4366		1215

		Total Direct Hours				163071		7130		16964		14465		38175		3256		15570		7363		7760		5994		19778		17476		9140

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640





&F	




JP YTD Sched 2

		FY 2021Year to Date Actuals - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		UC-ALL Actual Annualized		UC-ALL Actual Q1-Q3

Jackson Pham: Actual Numbers from current fiscal year.                                        Need to run Team Central Reports for the 7/1 - 3/31 period.    

Refer to Folder titled TEC Reports. 

Run the "All Project Hours" report to get the detail for the Audit, AS, IN and Audit Support Hours

Non-controllable hours: Run report for Non-Project Time:Non working events

Admin and Prof hours: Run Report for Non-Project time - admin
 
Other resources: Run Resource Time report for the contractors (for this plan, i used Ada Harrigan, Farhan and Matthew Johns)

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 		102		76

		Personnel Hours		212,973		159,730

		Other Resource Hours		2,159		1,619		c

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161,349

		Non Controllable Hours		33,333		25,000		c

		Non Controllable Hours Percent		15.49%		15.49%

		Net Available Hours 		181,799		136,349



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		FY20(Exp.) Hours		FY20 (Exp.) Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		21,937		16,453

		Professional Development		7,467		5,600

		Other		0		0

		Total Indirect Hours		29,404		22,053		c

		Total Indirect Percent		16.17%		16.17%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF		13,076		9,807		c

		Planned New Audits, PN		58,096		43,572		c

		Supplemental Audits, PS		6,361		4,771		c

		Audit Follow up, PNF		8,105		6,079		c

		Total Audit Program Hours		85,639		64,229

		Total Audit Program Percent		47.11%		47.11%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		29,656		22,242		c

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		5,223		3,917		c

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,048		786		c

		IPA, COI & Other, SP		53		40		c

		Compliance Support, SU		3,001		2,251		c

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		85		64		c

		Total Advisory Services Hours		39,067		29,300

		Total Advisory Services Percent		21.49%		21.49%



		Investigations Hours, IN		12,305		9,229		c

		Investigations Percent		6.77%		6.77%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning		3,745		2,809

		Audit Committee Support		925		694

		Systemwide Audit Support		5,469		4,102

		Computer Support		4,093		3,070

		Quality Assurance		1,151		863

		Total Audit Support Hours		15,384		11,538		c

		Total Audit Support Percent		8.46%		8.46%

		Total Direct Hours		152,395		114,296

		Total Direct Percent		83.83%		83.83%

		Total Net Available Hours		181,799		136,349

		Total Net Available Percent		100.00%		100.00%

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)		137011		102758

				0.00		0.00

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161349

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349

		Indirect Hours		29404		22053

		Audit Program		85639		64229

		Audit Support Activities		15,384		11538

		Investigations Hours		12305		9229

		Advisory Services		39067		29300

		Total Direct Hours		152395		114296

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349



&F	
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		Available Resources

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Weighted Average FTE		104						102

				Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Personnel Hours		218,042		97.4%				212,973		99.0%

		Other Resource Hours		5,810		2.6%				2,159		1.0%

		Gross Available Hours		223,852		100.0%				215,132		100.0%



		Less: Non-Controllable Hours		37,146		16.6%				33,333		15.5%

		Less: Admin/Training		23,635		10.6%				29,404		13.7%

		Total Direct Hours		163,071		72.8%				152,395		70.8%











		Resource Allocation

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Audit Program 		Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Planned Audits* (211 projects)		73,885		45.3%				71,172		46.7%						Values

		Supplemental Audits		10,748		6.6%				6,361		4.2%				Row Labels		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

		Audit Follow Up		7,920		4.9%				8,105		5.3%				Audit Program

		Total Audit Program		92,553		56.8%				85,639		56.2%				PN		198		71,435

																DNF		14		2,450

		Advisory Services 														PNF		13		7,920

		Planned Projects* (108 projects)		21,732		13.3%				N/A		N/A				PS		12		10,748

		Supplemental Hours		16,650		10.2%				N/A		N/A				IN

		Total Advisory Services		38,382		23.5%				39,067		25.6%				IN		14		16,539

																Advisory Projects

		Investigations		16,539		10.1%				12,305		8.1%				SC		112		25,995

		Audit Support Activities		15,597		9.6%				15,384		10.1%				SE		14		6,455

		Total Direct Audit Hours		163,071		100.0%				152,395		100.0%				SI		14		1,586

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = 94,967 (See Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														SP		6		391

																SU		9		2,910

																SR		10		1,045

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = see Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														Grand Total		416		147,474







																		Column Labels

																		x				(blank)				Total Count of Project		Total Sum of Planned Hours

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours

																PN		197		70785				650		197		71435

																DNF		14		2450						14		2450

																PNF								7920				7920

																PS								10748				10748

																IN								16539				16539

																SC		98		20397				5598		98		25995

		`														SE		1		50				6405		1		6455

																SI		6		935				651		6		1586

																SP								391				391

																SU								2910				2910

																SR		3		350				695		3		1045

																Grand Total		319		94,967				52507		319		147474





																Project		x



																		Values

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

																DNF		14		14		2450

																PN		197		197		70785

																SC		98		98		20397

																SE		1		1		50

																SI		6		6		935

																SR		3		3		350

																Grand Total		319		319		94,967





















This is a filter - i can see specific project totals (x) and the blank projects 

Total Projects (including the Unplanned)

SPECIFIC Projects (only the "x")

check formulas for +/- edits for rounding

The # of projects in the footnote is ok..and comes from pivot...but use the hours from the main chart above (because it includes Director hours that are not project specific)

For FY22 there are 650 hours of PN hr for Director hours (so that is why the top chart PN hours of 69,435 do not agree with chart on the right of PN hours of 68,785
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						DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE HOURS



								       FY22								3/31/2021 Annualized										Check

								Plan				Percent				Actual 				Percent				Totals		Plan		YTD

						INDIRECT HOURS

						Administration		14,589				7.9%				21,937				12.1%

						Professional Development		8,034				4.3%				7,467				4.1%

						Other		1,012				0.5%				- 0				0.0%

						Total Indirect Hours		23,635				12.7%				29,404				16.2%				23,635		12.66%		16.17%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						DIRECT HOURS

						Audit Program

						Planned New Audits, PN		73,885				39.6%				71,172				39.1%

						Supplemental Audits, PS		10,748				5.8%				6,361				3.5%

						Audit Follow up, PNF		7,920				4.2%				8,105				4.5%

						Total Audit Program Hours		92,553				49.6%				85,639				47.1%				92,553		49.57%		47.11%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Advisory Services

						Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		26,005				13.9%				29,656				16.3%

						Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		6,415				3.4%				5,223				2.9%

						Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		1,005				0.5%				85				0.0%

						Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,596				0.9%				1,048				0.6%

						Compliance Support, SU		3,010				1.6%				3,001				1.7%

						IPA, COI & Other, SP		351				0.2%				53				0.0%

						Total Advisory Services Hours		38,382				20.7%				39,067				21.5%				38,382		20.56%		21.49%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Investigations Hours, IN		16,539				8.8%				12,305				6.7%				16,539		8.86%		6.77%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Audit Support Activities

						Audit Planning		4,353				2.3%				3,745				2.1%

						Audit Committee Support		1,671				0.9%				925				0.5%

						Systemwide Audit Support		3,700				2.0%				5,469				3.0%

						Computer Support*		4,558				2.4%				4,093				2.3%

						Quality Assurance		1,315				0.7%				1,151				0.6%

						Total Audit Support Hours		15,597				8.4%				15,384				8.5%				15,597		8.35%		8.46%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total Direct Hours		163,071				87.3%				152,395				83.8%				163,071		87.34%		83.83%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						TOTAL NET AVAILABLE HOURS		186,706				100.0%				181,799				100.0%				186,706		100.00%		100.00%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%



check for +/- in the actual and % fields (do to rounding)



JP S3 Pivot

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

				Audit Program		Investigations		Advisory Services		Grand Total

		Row Labels

		UCB		4,190		1,000		1,060		6,250																										0

		UCD		7,400		1,163		7,560		16,123																										0

		UCI		8,900		2,700		2,000		13,600																										0

		UCLA		22,925		2,750		8,500		34,175																										0

		UCM		2,130		120		821		3,071																										0

		UCOP		10,320		200		2,080		12,600																										0

		UCR		4,500		1,840		550		6,890																										0

		UCSB		4,560		100		2,400		7,060																										0

		UCSC		3,430		616		1,470		5,516																										0

		UCSD		8,538		3,300		6,360		18,198																										0

		UCSF		9,610		2,450		4,366		16,426																										0

		LBNL		6,050		300		1,215		7,565																										0

		Grand Total		92,553		16,539		38,382		147,474																										0

																																				0

		Row Labels		Sum of Planned Hours

		CAM		71,162

		CAM/HS		43,932

		HS		24,815

		Lab		7,565

		Grand Total		147,474







		Schedule 1,2

				UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		UC-ALL

		Audit Program		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050		92,553

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Audit Support Services		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575		15,597



		Sched3 Check		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474

				1		1		1		1		1		ERROR:#REF!

Jackson Pham: Jackson Pham:
Must add both UCOP and ECAS to make it correct since we combined them in schedule 1&2 but kept them separate in schedule 3		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Schedule 3

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

		Row Labels		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		Grand Total

		Audit Program

		PN		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250		71,435

		DNF		320		400				330		50		600		300		450										2,450

		PNF		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400		7,920

		PS		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400		10,748

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Grand Total		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474



















JP Schedule3Final

		FY 		LOB 		LOC 		Prj Code		Name/Title of Audit		Planned Hours		Primary Index Code		Project Number		Project		Type

		FY22		CAM		UCB		DNF		TBD		320.0						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Contract and Grant Compliance - Higher Risk Cost Transfers		350.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Effort Reporting		350.0		E.d.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Payroll - Retroactive and Missed Pay		350.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Timekeeping & Time Reporting (Kronos/CalTime)		350.0		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		User Access and Role Management (PeopleSoft Enterprise Systems)		350.0		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		UCPD Complaint Handling Process		200		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Work-Study Programs		350.0		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		University Extension		350.0		A.c.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review (systemwide)		300.0		O.a.01				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		300.0		H.h.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PS		Supplemental		300.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PNF		Followup		320.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Indirect Cost Recovery		500		E.d.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Unplanned SC		120								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SE		Unplanned SE		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SI		Unplanned SI		160								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SU		Unplanned SU		200								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1000								Investigations

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 Cost Allowability		900.0		C.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 UCNL Home Office Costs		450.0		D.g.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		OMB A-123 IT General Controls 		450.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Gifts Program Audit		450.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix OTD Phase VII # 7530269		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix ERRG Joint Venture # 7501762		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Physical Sciences, Inc. # 7376689		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Wildfire Prevention Management		500.0		I.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontractor Safety Management		500.0		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Exit Termination Process		500.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SC		Unplanned SC		400								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SE		Unplanned SE		515								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SI		Unplanned SI		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SP		Unplanned SP		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SU		Unplanned SU		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SR		Unplanned SR		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		300.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCM		DNF		IS3 Policy (M21A003)		50		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Title IV		300		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Recharges and Recharge Process		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Oracle Implementation 		350		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Clery Compliance		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Executive Compensation (AREC)		200		J.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		100		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Tech Transfer - Systemwide		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		200								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		80								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2/3 Review of Gift Stewardship (M19C010)		25		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2 Teacher Preparation Program (TPP) (M20C006)		55		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		HEERF Funding		50		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Concurrent Auditing - Contracts and Grants Transactions and Controls		100		E				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		Sc		UCPD Complaint process		50		I.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Ethics and Compliance Program Support		100		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Monthly Data Analytics		60		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SU		Unplanned SU		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Unplanned SC		181								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		120								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		IT Asset Inventory		300.0		G.b.07.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		CARES Act Expenses		325.0		I				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Program in Public Health Contracts & Grants Admin.		300.0		B.e.01.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Otolaryngology		300.0		B.e.01.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Remote Work Access		300.0		G.b.07.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Pathology & Laboratory Medicine		300.0		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Federally Funded Research Data Access Security Controls		400.0		G.b.07.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		UC Path Payroll Exceptions		450.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Ambulatory Growth Integration		400.0		B.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Revews (Systemwide)		100.0		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		300.0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Department of Medicine Residency Program		450.0		B.e.01.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Tech Transfer Process - Systemwide		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Volunteer Management		300.0		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Physicans Billing Group		425.0		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Chancellor's Expenses - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Annual Reporting of Executive Compensation (AREC) - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Virtual Care - Telemedicine		400.0		B.1.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		New Hospital Construction - Phased		450.0		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Conflict of Commitment Reporting - Sunshine Act/Open Payments Data 		450.0		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		1500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1000.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		External Audit Coordination		50.0						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Data Analytics		200.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Coded Memo Reviews		200.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		State Audit Follow-Ups		150.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Continuous Auditing Corporate Card Transactions		100.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Physical Inventory Observations		50.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Advisory Committees		100.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Information & Computer Sciences Self-Supporting Programs		50.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Misc SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		Misc SE		90.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SI		Misc SI		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SP		Misc SP		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SR		Misc SR		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SU		Misc SU		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2700.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		CARES Act Funding		200		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		Critical Infrastructure		200		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Admissions Donations		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Annual Report on Executive Compensation (AREC)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Campus Recharge Rates 		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Chancellor's Expenses (BFB G-45)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		IET Accounting and Recharges		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Research Data Inventory		300		G.a.				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Contracting (Regent's Policy 5402)		300		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Director-Audit		650		A.b.25						Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Police Complaints		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Technology Transfer		350		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Clinical Internet of Things		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department Compliance Programs (Lab/HHC&H)		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department of Pathology		300		B.e				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Exclusion Monitoring		250		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Pharmacy		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Information Systems and Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Licensure		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PS		Total supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review: Academic affairs		250		A.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Athletics		300		A.b.12				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:School of education		300		A.b.18				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Scholl of Veterinary Medicine		300		A.b.21				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Undergraduate Education		300		A.b.24				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Budget Mitigation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Campus Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		College of Biological Sciences IS-3		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Fraternities and Sororities		300		O.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Remote Work		300		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Aggie Enterprise		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Data Analytics Support		250		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Director-Advisory		650		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Diversity, Equity and Inclusion - Phase II		250		N.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		How To Survive an Audit		120		E.d.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		IT Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Advanced Computing Enviroment		300		G.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Compliance Office		300		B.i				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Health Informatics Virtual Environment		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Patient Contact Center		250		B.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Payor Portals Access Management		300		G.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Supply Chain		300		H.f				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		UC Davis Health Committees		80		B.l				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SC		Unplanned SC		500		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SE		Ext Audit Coordination		900		E.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		IN		Campus		525								Investigations

		FY22		HS		UCD		IN		Health System		525								Investigations

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		IN		Director		113								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - Campus		80		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - UCLA Health		150		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Medical Hospitality Program		100		B.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Real Estate		300		H.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Superintendent PreK-12 Programs & Schools - Geffen Academy at UCLA		250		M.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Central Ticket Office (CTO) - Cashiering		285		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD - Equipment Inventory and Evidence Management		400		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		H&HS - Vending Services		200		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Events & Transportation - Information Systems		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Performance Reporting from Maximo and Cognos		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Purchasing Process Review (F,S, & L)		350		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Preventive and Deferred Maintenance (DPM / M&A)		350		K.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Capitalization Procedures and Practices		350		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Project Management		350		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - SharePoint System Review		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Cooperage Div. (UCLA Restaurants)		250		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Student Media		250		O.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Human Resources Payroll (Finance Div.)		250		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Ratex POS System (Information Services Div.)		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Athletics - Compliance		500		M.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Technology Development Group - Incentive Plan Compensation		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB) 		400		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Foundation Audit		650		L.a.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Student Affairs - Student Organizations, Leadership & Engagement (SLOE) 		900		O.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Campus Departmental Audit - TBD		900		A.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Executive Compensation (G-45) - Systemwide		300		J.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Admissions/Donations Review - Systemwide		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		AREC - Systemwide		300		H.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Tech Transfer Process Analysis - Systemwide		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD Complaint Policy Review - Systemwide		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Disaster Recovery -Tier 1 Applications		500		G.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Radiation Oncology		500		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Perioperative Services - Santa Monica		500		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinical Research Payments to the Health System 		500		E.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Care Coordination - Payments to External Providers		500		B.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Procurement Process for High Cost Implants-Value Analysis Committee		500		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Revenue Capture and Billing - High Cost Drugs		500		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Interventional Radiology/Hospital Procedure Units		500		B.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Tiverton House		500		M.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Patient Valuables - Santa Monica Medical Center		240		B.g.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Ambulatory Surgery Center - Thousand Oaks		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiology - South Bay - Palos Verdes		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Primary Care - Burbank		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Physical Therapy - Community Practice		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Head & Neck Practice - BofA Building		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Funds Flow - DGSOM Departmental Agreements		600		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiological Sciences - Academic Departmental Audit - DGSOM		900		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Controlled Substances - Controls in DGSOM Research Labs		500		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		DGSOM Time Reporting - HBS System		200		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Gift Administration - School of Dentistry		250		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinic Practice or  Academic Department-TBD -School of Dentistry		500		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PS		Supplemental		1350								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1470								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		One Bill Advisory Services Project		200		O.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Information Technology Services - Cybersecurity Advisory Project		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - North Advisory		350		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - South Advisory		150		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Facilities Management - Bruin Budget Model Implementation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Lake Arrowhead & Luskin Conference Centers Advisory		300		M.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Sales & Marketing Advisory Project		300		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Maintenance Advisory Project		250		K.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS- Ascend Chart of Accounts and HHS System Integration Planning Advisory		250		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Fleet Transit Advisory Project		250		M.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Parking Services Advisory Project		200		M.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Library Advisory		150		A.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		School of Music - Gift Administration		250		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance Committee		80		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		University Identification (UID) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Student Information Systems (SIS) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Ascend Steering Committee		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resources Advisory Group (HRAG)		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) Workgroup		50		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) Workgroup		40		H.f.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Clinical Research Study Charges Workgroup		80		E.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Wounded Warrior/Operation Mend Workgroup		20		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SC		Misc SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SU		Misc SU		2250								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SR		Misc SR		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SI		Misc SI		50								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SE		Misc SE		2000								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2750								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Recruitment		100		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Fair Wage Fair Work		100		H.f				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - Research		400		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Electric Service Provider (ESP) Power Supply Validation		150		K.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Medical Centers Clinical Enterprise Management Recognition Plan (CEMRP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Office of the Treasurer Annual Incentive Plan (AIP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Admissions donations (systemwide)		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Campus Undergraduate Admissions Processes		0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Cyber Resiliency Audit - UC Health focus		2000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPD Complaints Process		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Oracle Financials Internal Controls		300		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath Center		400		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		LBNL Audit Support - Home Office Costs		150		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath - Talent Acquisition Module (TAM)		250		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		TDI Followup		1000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		IS3 Systemwide		150		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - High Risk Units		2200		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PNF		Followup		500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PS		Supplemental		1170.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Remote Workforce Risk Assessment		200		J.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		ANR Business Processes		250		D.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Cross-Campus Enrollment System		300		O.a				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Unplanned SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SE		Unplanned SE		400								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SI		Unplanned SI		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SP		Unplanned SP		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SU		Unplanned SU		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Unplanned SR		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		IN		Investigations 		200								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCR		DNF		various		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Campus Laboratory Safety		400		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Conflict of Interest/Conflict of Commitment		400		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		College of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences (CHASS)		400		A.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Contracts and Grants		400		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Admissions Donations (SW)		300		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Tech Transfer Process (SW)		400		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Facilities		400		K				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		UCPD Complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PS		Supplemental		1,070								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PNF		Followup		330								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Training - other		100		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SI		Training - Whistleblower (WB) & Fraud Awareness		50		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Unplanned SC		340								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1,840								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Separation of Duties		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Athletic Camp Revenues		270		N.e				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Donations (Systemwide)		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Review (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Inventory - Supplies, materials, and non-inventorial equipment		300		O.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Self Supporting Academic Programs  - Internal control Review		250		A.c.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Library - Internal Control Review		250		A.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Extention - Internal control Review		300		A.c.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Active Directory		300		G.b.02 				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Placeholder (Systemwide) - Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Gift Cards		250		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Campus Financial System (CFS) - Internal Control Review - Follow up		300		G.b.04.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PS		Supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PNF		Followup		390								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Life Cycle of Software and Hardware		300		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Research Data Computing Security		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		COVID -19 Response		300		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Data Analytics Program - Development and Collaboration		300		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Outreach, Training, and Presentations		280		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Unplanned SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SE		Unplanned SE		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SP		Unplanned SP		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SU		Unplanned SU		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SR		Unplanned SR		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		100								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Donations (systemwide)		300.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Staff Human Resources (SHR) to Compensation Processes		350.0		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Business Continuity Planning		250.0		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Campus Power Utility Reliability		300.0		K.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Extramural Fund/Cost Transfer Effectiveness to Extramural Funds Billing & Collections Processes		250.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Colleges, Housing & Educational Service (CHES) Annual Maintenance Program Staffing & Effectiveness		250.0		M.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Leave Administration for Academic Employees Management		300.0		J.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Protected Health Information (PHI) Security review		300.0		G.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		UCSC Police Department complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) Compliance (CARES Act II)		200.0		N.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		350								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		230								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Report Annual Review		90		M.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		University Extension (UNEX) Annual Monitoring		250		A.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		UC Path Post Implementation Review		200		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Graduate Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Arts Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Student Intern Program		1						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Data Analytics and Continuous Monitoring		200		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		BAS Support		40		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Investigation Workgroup		30						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		ITSC Committee		15		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (BAS)		101		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (non BAS)		65		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Unplanned SC		46								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SE		Unplanned SE		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SI		Internal Control & Accountability (CRSA) (SI)		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SP		Unplanned SP		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SU		Compliance Support (SU) 		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SR		Systems Development, Reengineering Teams (SR)		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		616								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Construction		400		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Financial Information System Implementation		400		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Concur (Procurement Card, Employee Reimbursements)  		350		H.c				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Sponsored Research Award Financial Closeout		350		E.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Kuali Research and Conflict of Interest		350		E.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Vice Chancellor Research Executive Accounts 		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		School of Global Policy & Strategy 		400		A.b.01.25				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP)		400		E.c.01.26				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Admissions / Donations (Systemwide)		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Technology Transfer Process (Systemwide)		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Telehealth Services 		400		B.c.02.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		UC Police Department Complaint Process (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		COVID-19 Testing Agreements		350		B.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Health System Vendor Contracting (Medical Services & Supplies)		400		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Sterile Processing Department		400		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Student Health		400		O.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Surgical Charge Capture / 3M 360 Reconciliation 		350		B.i.01 				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Medicine 		400		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Psychiatry Faculty Compensation		400		B.e.01.10				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PS		Supplemental audits		1188								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PNF		Audit follow up		700								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Financial Report Validation (Reports.ucsd.edu)		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Affairs Events Management / Ticketing System		250		M.a.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Equity & Diversity Impacts in Policies		250		N.c.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Cybersecurity Certification for Research		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Data Analytics		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health System COVID-19 Recovery – FEMA Reimbursement		200		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Data Oversight Committee		200		G.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Sciences Faculty Equity Advisor Process 		250		J.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Campus COVID-19 FEMA Claim Sujpport (Continued from FY20 & FY21)		250		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Oracle Governance, Risk, Control Module (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Information System (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Foreign Engagement Monitoring (Continued from FY21)		250		N.c.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Unplanned SC		1560								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SE		Unplanned SE		1800								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		3,300								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Research Data Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Cost Sharing for Sponsored Awards		350		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Technology Transfer (UCOP)		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Departmental Review		350		A				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Biospecimen & Tissue Core Facility - Inventory Management 		250		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Fresno Educational Program Agreements		300		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Medicare Advantage Denials		300		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliation Agreements		250		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Title IX in Clinical Setting		350		N.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinics Review		400		B.c				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Pharmacy Operations		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		CARES Act - Provider Relief Fund Compliance		300		H.d				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Applications		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliate IT Security Assessment		350		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Construction Project		300		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Business Continuity Planning		300		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		UCSF Safety Taskforce Recommendations Follow-Up		200		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Outsourced IT Operations		350		G.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Research 		200		E.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Internet-facing Vulnerability Management		340		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Time Keeping		400		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PS		Supplemental		2220								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PNF		Followup		900								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Financial and Compliance Dashboard		300		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Cost Transfers		250		E.d.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Affiliation Agreements 		300		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SC		LPPH&C Funds Flow		250		B.i.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Remote Working related controls		400		N.e				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Risk Assessment		500		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Awareness Training		200		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Data Analytics Program		400		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		External Audit Coordination		150		Various						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		A&AS Newsletter 		250		N.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Misc Committees and Workgroups		975						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Workgroup		100						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		UCSF Investigations Committee		60						x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Sub-Committee		25						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Apex Business Application System Committee		25		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		UCSF Affiliate Technology Steering Committee		25		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		Unplanned SE		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Unplanned SC		51								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Unplanned SR		15								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SU		Unplanned SU		20								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SP		Unplanned SP		30								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2,450								Investigations

		Total										147474				0		319













Distribution chart

		H		18500		Information Management and Technology		19%		19.55%

		G		15545		Healthsciences Operations		16%		16.43%

		B		15911		Financial Management		17%		16.82%

		A		7765		Academic Units and Programs		8%		8.21%

		I		6000		Student Affairs		6%		6.34%

		J		5450		Research		6%		5.76%

		O		5275		Risk, Environment and Safety		6%		5.58%

		E		4650		Governance		5%		4.92%

		M		3600		Human Resources and Benefits		4%		3.81%

		N		2590		Auxiliary, Business and Support Services		3%		2.74%

		K		2600		Facilities, Construction and Maintenance		3%		2.75%

		L		2320		Development and External Relations		3%		2.45%

		C		2250		Lab Research Programs and Processes		2%		2.38%

		D		700		Office of the President		1%		0.74%

		F		1450		Budget and Planning		1%		1.53%

				94606				100%

				94606

		Blank		52568

				147174



Distribution of Hours by Functional Category



[CATEGORY NAME], [VALUE]

Information Management and Technology	Healthsciences Operations	Financial Management	Academic Units and Programs	Student Affairs	Research	Risk, Environment and Safety	Governance	Human Resources and Benefits	Auxiliary, Business and Support Services	Facilities, Construction and Maintenance	Development and External Relations	Lab Research Programs and Processes	Office of the President	Budget and Planning	0.19	0.16	0.17	0.08	0.06	0.06	0.06	0.05	0.04	0.03	0.03	0.03	0.02	0.01	0.01	


JP Direct Hrs Chart p.9

		Resources		Hours

		Planned Audits		73,885				45.31%		45

		Advisory Services		38,382				23.54%		24

		Investigations		16,539				10.14%		10

		Audit Support		15,597				9.56%		10

		Supplemental Audits		10,748				6.59%		6

		Audit Follow Up		7,920				4.86%		5

				163,071						100

















FY22 Direct Hours

Hours	Planned Audits
45%

Advisory     

Services 

24%

Investigations
10%

[CATEGORY NAME]
10%
Supplemental
Audits
6%
Audit
Follow Up
5%

Planned Audits	Advisory Services	Investigations	Audit Support	Supplemental Audits	Audit Follow Up	73885	38382	16539	15597	10748	7920	

JP HiLites p.6





						Personnel:				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						Authorized staff level				110		FTE’s				   112   FTE's

						Average staff level				104		FTE’s				   102  FTE's



						Distribution of Planned Activities:

						By Audit Activity Type (hours/%):				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						   Audits				92,553		64%				94,383		64%

						   Advisory Services				38,382		26%				38,122		26%

						   Investigations				16,539		11%				15,615		10%

										147,474		100%				148,120		100%



										FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						By University area:

						   Campus/Laboratory*				76%						75%

						   Health Sciences				24%						25%

										100%						100%



						* Includes Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Agriculture & Natural Resources (ANR), and UCOP 



																								TRUE

																						CAM/HS		43,932

																						CAM		71,162

																						HS		24,815

																						Lab		7,565

																						T		103,542






JP Plan Sched 1 & 2

		FY 2022 Audit Plan - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		Std.%		UC-ALL		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation				Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Number of authorized professional staff				110.3		6.0		12.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		6.00		4.0		14.8		13.0		5.0

		Number of Permanently OPEN Authorized Professional Staff Positions				4.0		1.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.00		0.0				1.0		0.0

		Number of professional positions at full staffing				106.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		PLANNED ACTUAL FTEs						 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Beginning of Period				105.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		4.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		     Additions--Permanent				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Additions--Temporary				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Departure --Within UC				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Departure--Outside UC				(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Retirements				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Long-Term Leave				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Estimated Turnover				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		End of Period				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		GROSS & NET AVAILABLE HRS CALCULATION				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 				104		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.93		12.00		5.00

		Hours in the period - Campus				2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088

		Hours in the period - Lab				2,088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,088

		Subtotal - Lab / Campus				218,042		10,440		22,968		20,880		52,200		4,176		15,660		8,352		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		10,440

		Other Resources:

		Overtime				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Contract Labor/Interns				5,410		0		0		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Recharge In (or Out)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Admin. &  Other				400		0		400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Subtotal				5,810		0		400		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Gross Available Hours				223,852		10,440		23,368		20,880		52,200		4,176		19,350		9,072		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		11,440

		Non Controllable Hours				37,146		2,000		3,552		3,860		10,300		400		2,100		1,142		1,200		1,352		6,000		4,440		800

		Non Controllable Hours Percent				16.59%		19.16%		15.20%		18.49%		19.73%		9.58%		10.85%		12.59%		11.49%		16.19%		20.63%		17.72%		6.99%

		Net Available Hours 				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		UCOP % Guideline		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		5--10%		14,589		990		1,904		1,355		2,325		320		1,100		215		1,000		750		2,000		2,180		450

		Professional Development		2--5%		8,034		320		948		1,000		1,400		200		560		240		400		256		1,300		960		450

		Other		0--3%		1,012		0		0		200		0		0		20		112		80		0		0		0		600

		Total Indirect Hours				23,635		1,310		2,852		2,555		3,725		520		1,680		567		1,480		1,006		3,300		3,140		1,500

		Total Indirect Percent		15%		12.66%		15.52%		14.40%		15.02%		8.89%		13.77%		9.73%		7.15%		16.02%		14.37%		14.29%		15.24%		14.10%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF				2,450		320		400		0		330		50		600		300		450		0		0		0		0

		Planned New Audits, PN				71,435		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250

		Supplemental Audits, PS		Approx 10%		10,748		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400

		Audit Follow up, PNF				7,920		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400

		Total Audit Program Hours				92,553		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050

		Total Audit Program Percent		40--60%		49.57%		49.64%		37.34%		52.29%		54.71%		56.41%		59.83%		56.75%		49.35%		49.00%		37.00%		46.61%		56.86%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC				26,005		620		6,660		1,300		4,100		461		900		490		1,900		1,438		4,560		3,176		400

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE				6,415		80		900		140		2,000		60		400		60		260		10		1,800		190		515

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI				1,596		160		0		140		50		140		40		0		80		1		0		885		100

		IPA, COI & Other, SP				351		0		0		140		0		0		40		0		40		1		0		30		100

		Compliance Support, SU				3,010		200		0		140		2,250		160		100		0		80		10		0		20		50

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR				1,005		0		0		140		100		0		600		0		40		10		0		65		50

		Total Advisory Services Hours				38,382		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215

		Total Advisory Services Percent		10--25%		20.56%		12.56%		38.15%		11.75%		20.29%		21.74%		12.06%		6.94%		25.97%		21.00%		27.56%		21.18%		11.42%



		Investigations Hours, IN				16,539		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300

		Investigations Percent		10--20%		8.86%		11.85%		5.87%		15.86%		6.56%		3.18%		1.16%		23.20%		1.08%		8.80%		14.30%		11.88%		2.82%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning				4,353		280		441		330		300		80		500		212		305		275		350		680		600

		Audit Committee Support				1,671		160		80		160		100		40		320		36		155		30		70		120		400

		Systemwide Audit Support				3,700		240		200		360		200		40		1,750		110		200		150		200		120		130

		Computer Support				4,558		100		120		5		3,000		15		200		90		20		13		900		50		45

		Quality Assurance				1,315		100		0		10		400		10		200		25		20		10		60		80		400

		Total Audit Support Hours				15,597		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575

		Total Audit Support Percent		5--10%		8.35%		10.43%		4.24%		5.08%		9.55%		4.90%		17.22%		5.96%		7.58%		6.83%		6.85%		5.09%		14.80%

		Total Direct Hours				163,071		7,130		16,964		14,465		38,175		3,256		15,570		7,363		7,760		5,994		19,778		17,476		9,140

		Total Direct Percent		85%		87.34%		84.48%		85.60%		84.98%		91.11%		86.23%		90.27%		92.85%		83.98%		85.63%		85.71%		84.76%		85.90%

		Total Net Available Hours				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640

		Total Net Available Percent		100%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%



		Schedule 1,2 - Cross Check				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)				147474		6250		16123		13600		34175		3071		12600		6890		7060		5516		18198		16426		7565



		Actual FTEs, End of Period (Check down)				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		Avail. Hours, Other Res., Subtotal (Check Down)				5810		0		400		0		0		0		3690		720		0		0		0		0		1000

		Gross Available Hours				223852		10440		23368		20880		52200		4176		19350		9072		10440		8352		29078		25056		11440

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640

		Indirect Hours				23635		1310		2852		2555		3725		520		1680		567		1480		1006		3300		3140		1500

		Audit Program				92553		4190		7400		8900		22925		2130		10320		4500		4560		3430		8538		9610		6050

		Audit Support Activities				15597		880		841		865		4000		185		2970		473		700		478		1580		1050		1575

		Investigations Hours				16539		1000		1163		2700		2750		120		200		1840		100		616		3300		2450		300

		Advisory Services				38382		1060		7560		2000		8500		821		2080		550		2400		1470		6360		4366		1215

		Total Direct Hours				163071		7130		16964		14465		38175		3256		15570		7363		7760		5994		19778		17476		9140

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640
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JP YTD Sched 2

		FY 2021Year to Date Actuals - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		UC-ALL Actual Annualized		UC-ALL Actual Q1-Q3

Jackson Pham: Actual Numbers from current fiscal year.                                        Need to run Team Central Reports for the 7/1 - 3/31 period.    

Refer to Folder titled TEC Reports. 

Run the "All Project Hours" report to get the detail for the Audit, AS, IN and Audit Support Hours

Non-controllable hours: Run report for Non-Project Time:Non working events

Admin and Prof hours: Run Report for Non-Project time - admin
 
Other resources: Run Resource Time report for the contractors (for this plan, i used Ada Harrigan, Farhan and Matthew Johns)

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 		102		76

		Personnel Hours		212,973		159,730

		Other Resource Hours		2,159		1,619		c

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161,349

		Non Controllable Hours		33,333		25,000		c

		Non Controllable Hours Percent		15.49%		15.49%

		Net Available Hours 		181,799		136,349



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		FY20(Exp.) Hours		FY20 (Exp.) Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		21,937		16,453

		Professional Development		7,467		5,600

		Other		0		0

		Total Indirect Hours		29,404		22,053		c

		Total Indirect Percent		16.17%		16.17%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF		13,076		9,807		c

		Planned New Audits, PN		58,096		43,572		c

		Supplemental Audits, PS		6,361		4,771		c

		Audit Follow up, PNF		8,105		6,079		c

		Total Audit Program Hours		85,639		64,229

		Total Audit Program Percent		47.11%		47.11%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		29,656		22,242		c

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		5,223		3,917		c

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,048		786		c

		IPA, COI & Other, SP		53		40		c

		Compliance Support, SU		3,001		2,251		c

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		85		64		c

		Total Advisory Services Hours		39,067		29,300

		Total Advisory Services Percent		21.49%		21.49%



		Investigations Hours, IN		12,305		9,229		c

		Investigations Percent		6.77%		6.77%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning		3,745		2,809

		Audit Committee Support		925		694

		Systemwide Audit Support		5,469		4,102

		Computer Support		4,093		3,070

		Quality Assurance		1,151		863

		Total Audit Support Hours		15,384		11,538		c

		Total Audit Support Percent		8.46%		8.46%

		Total Direct Hours		152,395		114,296

		Total Direct Percent		83.83%		83.83%

		Total Net Available Hours		181,799		136,349

		Total Net Available Percent		100.00%		100.00%

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)		137011		102758

				0.00		0.00

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161349

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349

		Indirect Hours		29404		22053

		Audit Program		85639		64229

		Audit Support Activities		15,384		11538

		Investigations Hours		12305		9229

		Advisory Services		39067		29300

		Total Direct Hours		152395		114296

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349
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JP Resources p.8

		Available Resources

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Weighted Average FTE		104						102

				Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Personnel Hours		218,042		97.4%				212,973		99.0%

		Other Resource Hours		5,810		2.6%				2,159		1.0%

		Gross Available Hours		223,852		100.0%				215,132		100.0%



		Less: Non-Controllable Hours		37,146		16.6%				33,333		15.5%

		Less: Admin/Training		23,635		10.6%				29,404		13.7%

		Total Direct Hours		163,071		72.8%				152,395		70.8%











		Resource Allocation

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Audit Program 		Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Planned Audits* (211 projects)		73,885		45.3%				71,172		46.7%						Values

		Supplemental Audits		10,748		6.6%				6,361		4.2%				Row Labels		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

		Audit Follow Up		7,920		4.9%				8,105		5.3%				Audit Program

		Total Audit Program		92,553		56.8%				85,639		56.2%				PN		198		71,435

																DNF		14		2,450

		Advisory Services 														PNF		13		7,920

		Planned Projects* (108 projects)		21,732		13.3%				N/A		N/A				PS		12		10,748

		Supplemental Hours		16,650		10.2%				N/A		N/A				IN

		Total Advisory Services		38,382		23.5%				39,067		25.6%				IN		14		16,539

																Advisory Projects

		Investigations		16,539		10.1%				12,305		8.1%				SC		112		25,995

		Audit Support Activities		15,597		9.6%				15,384		10.1%				SE		14		6,455

		Total Direct Audit Hours		163,071		100.0%				152,395		100.0%				SI		14		1,586

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = 94,967 (See Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														SP		6		391

																SU		9		2,910

																SR		10		1,045

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = see Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														Grand Total		416		147,474







																		Column Labels

																		x				(blank)				Total Count of Project		Total Sum of Planned Hours

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours

																PN		197		70785				650		197		71435

																DNF		14		2450						14		2450

																PNF								7920				7920

																PS								10748				10748

																IN								16539				16539

																SC		98		20397				5598		98		25995

		`														SE		1		50				6405		1		6455

																SI		6		935				651		6		1586

																SP								391				391

																SU								2910				2910

																SR		3		350				695		3		1045

																Grand Total		319		94,967				52507		319		147474





																Project		x



																		Values

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

																DNF		14		14		2450

																PN		197		197		70785

																SC		98		98		20397

																SE		1		1		50

																SI		6		6		935

																SR		3		3		350

																Grand Total		319		319		94,967





















This is a filter - i can see specific project totals (x) and the blank projects 

Total Projects (including the Unplanned)

SPECIFIC Projects (only the "x")

check formulas for +/- edits for rounding

The # of projects in the footnote is ok..and comes from pivot...but use the hours from the main chart above (because it includes Director hours that are not project specific)

For FY22 there are 650 hours of PN hr for Director hours (so that is why the top chart PN hours of 69,435 do not agree with chart on the right of PN hours of 68,785





JP Avail. Hrs p.10

						DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE HOURS



								       FY22								3/31/2021 Annualized										Check

								Plan				Percent				Actual 				Percent				Totals		Plan		YTD

						INDIRECT HOURS

						Administration		14,589				7.9%				21,937				12.1%

						Professional Development		8,034				4.3%				7,467				4.1%

						Other		1,012				0.5%				- 0				0.0%

						Total Indirect Hours		23,635				12.7%				29,404				16.2%				23,635		12.66%		16.17%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						DIRECT HOURS

						Audit Program

						Planned New Audits, PN		73,885				39.6%				71,172				39.1%

						Supplemental Audits, PS		10,748				5.8%				6,361				3.5%

						Audit Follow up, PNF		7,920				4.2%				8,105				4.5%

						Total Audit Program Hours		92,553				49.6%				85,639				47.1%				92,553		49.57%		47.11%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Advisory Services

						Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		26,005				13.9%				29,656				16.3%

						Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		6,415				3.4%				5,223				2.9%

						Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		1,005				0.5%				85				0.0%

						Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,596				0.9%				1,048				0.6%

						Compliance Support, SU		3,010				1.6%				3,001				1.7%

						IPA, COI & Other, SP		351				0.2%				53				0.0%

						Total Advisory Services Hours		38,382				20.7%				39,067				21.5%				38,382		20.56%		21.49%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Investigations Hours, IN		16,539				8.8%				12,305				6.7%				16,539		8.86%		6.77%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Audit Support Activities

						Audit Planning		4,353				2.3%				3,745				2.1%

						Audit Committee Support		1,671				0.9%				925				0.5%

						Systemwide Audit Support		3,700				2.0%				5,469				3.0%

						Computer Support*		4,558				2.4%				4,093				2.3%

						Quality Assurance		1,315				0.7%				1,151				0.6%

						Total Audit Support Hours		15,597				8.4%				15,384				8.5%				15,597		8.35%		8.46%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total Direct Hours		163,071				87.3%				152,395				83.8%				163,071		87.34%		83.83%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						TOTAL NET AVAILABLE HOURS		186,706				100.0%				181,799				100.0%				186,706		100.00%		100.00%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%



check for +/- in the actual and % fields (do to rounding)



JP S3 Pivot

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

				Audit Program		Investigations		Advisory Services		Grand Total

		Row Labels

		UCB		4,190		1,000		1,060		6,250																										0

		UCD		7,400		1,163		7,560		16,123																										0

		UCI		8,900		2,700		2,000		13,600																										0

		UCLA		22,925		2,750		8,500		34,175																										0

		UCM		2,130		120		821		3,071																										0

		UCOP		10,320		200		2,080		12,600																										0

		UCR		4,500		1,840		550		6,890																										0

		UCSB		4,560		100		2,400		7,060																										0

		UCSC		3,430		616		1,470		5,516																										0

		UCSD		8,538		3,300		6,360		18,198																										0

		UCSF		9,610		2,450		4,366		16,426																										0

		LBNL		6,050		300		1,215		7,565																										0

		Grand Total		92,553		16,539		38,382		147,474																										0

																																				0

		Row Labels		Sum of Planned Hours

		CAM		71,162

		CAM/HS		43,932

		HS		24,815

		Lab		7,565

		Grand Total		147,474







		Schedule 1,2

				UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		UC-ALL

		Audit Program		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050		92,553

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Audit Support Services		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575		15,597



		Sched3 Check		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474

				1		1		1		1		1		ERROR:#REF!

Jackson Pham: Jackson Pham:
Must add both UCOP and ECAS to make it correct since we combined them in schedule 1&2 but kept them separate in schedule 3		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Schedule 3

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

		Row Labels		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		Grand Total

		Audit Program

		PN		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250		71,435

		DNF		320		400				330		50		600		300		450										2,450

		PNF		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400		7,920

		PS		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400		10,748

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Grand Total		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474



















JP Schedule3Final

		FY 		LOB 		LOC 		Prj Code		Name/Title of Audit		Planned Hours		Primary Index Code		Project Number		Project		Type

		FY22		CAM		UCB		DNF		TBD		320.0						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Contract and Grant Compliance - Higher Risk Cost Transfers		350.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Effort Reporting		350.0		E.d.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Payroll - Retroactive and Missed Pay		350.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Timekeeping & Time Reporting (Kronos/CalTime)		350.0		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		User Access and Role Management (PeopleSoft Enterprise Systems)		350.0		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		UCPD Complaint Handling Process		200		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Work-Study Programs		350.0		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		University Extension		350.0		A.c.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review (systemwide)		300.0		O.a.01				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		300.0		H.h.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PS		Supplemental		300.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PNF		Followup		320.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Indirect Cost Recovery		500		E.d.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Unplanned SC		120								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SE		Unplanned SE		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SI		Unplanned SI		160								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SU		Unplanned SU		200								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1000								Investigations

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 Cost Allowability		900.0		C.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 UCNL Home Office Costs		450.0		D.g.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		OMB A-123 IT General Controls 		450.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Gifts Program Audit		450.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix OTD Phase VII # 7530269		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix ERRG Joint Venture # 7501762		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Physical Sciences, Inc. # 7376689		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Wildfire Prevention Management		500.0		I.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontractor Safety Management		500.0		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Exit Termination Process		500.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SC		Unplanned SC		400								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SE		Unplanned SE		515								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SI		Unplanned SI		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SP		Unplanned SP		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SU		Unplanned SU		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SR		Unplanned SR		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		300.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCM		DNF		IS3 Policy (M21A003)		50		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Title IV		300		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Recharges and Recharge Process		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Oracle Implementation 		350		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Clery Compliance		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Executive Compensation (AREC)		200		J.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		100		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Tech Transfer - Systemwide		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		200								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		80								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2/3 Review of Gift Stewardship (M19C010)		25		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2 Teacher Preparation Program (TPP) (M20C006)		55		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		HEERF Funding		50		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Concurrent Auditing - Contracts and Grants Transactions and Controls		100		E				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		Sc		UCPD Complaint process		50		I.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Ethics and Compliance Program Support		100		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Monthly Data Analytics		60		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SU		Unplanned SU		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Unplanned SC		181								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		120								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		IT Asset Inventory		300.0		G.b.07.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		CARES Act Expenses		325.0		I				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Program in Public Health Contracts & Grants Admin.		300.0		B.e.01.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Otolaryngology		300.0		B.e.01.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Remote Work Access		300.0		G.b.07.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Pathology & Laboratory Medicine		300.0		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Federally Funded Research Data Access Security Controls		400.0		G.b.07.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		UC Path Payroll Exceptions		450.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Ambulatory Growth Integration		400.0		B.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Revews (Systemwide)		100.0		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		300.0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Department of Medicine Residency Program		450.0		B.e.01.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Tech Transfer Process - Systemwide		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Volunteer Management		300.0		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Physicans Billing Group		425.0		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Chancellor's Expenses - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Annual Reporting of Executive Compensation (AREC) - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Virtual Care - Telemedicine		400.0		B.1.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		New Hospital Construction - Phased		450.0		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Conflict of Commitment Reporting - Sunshine Act/Open Payments Data 		450.0		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		1500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1000.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		External Audit Coordination		50.0						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Data Analytics		200.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Coded Memo Reviews		200.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		State Audit Follow-Ups		150.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Continuous Auditing Corporate Card Transactions		100.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Physical Inventory Observations		50.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Advisory Committees		100.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Information & Computer Sciences Self-Supporting Programs		50.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Misc SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		Misc SE		90.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SI		Misc SI		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SP		Misc SP		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SR		Misc SR		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SU		Misc SU		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2700.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		CARES Act Funding		200		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		Critical Infrastructure		200		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Admissions Donations		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Annual Report on Executive Compensation (AREC)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Campus Recharge Rates 		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Chancellor's Expenses (BFB G-45)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		IET Accounting and Recharges		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Research Data Inventory		300		G.a.				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Contracting (Regent's Policy 5402)		300		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Director-Audit		650		A.b.25						Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Police Complaints		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Technology Transfer		350		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Clinical Internet of Things		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department Compliance Programs (Lab/HHC&H)		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department of Pathology		300		B.e				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Exclusion Monitoring		250		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Pharmacy		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Information Systems and Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Licensure		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PS		Total supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review: Academic affairs		250		A.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Athletics		300		A.b.12				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:School of education		300		A.b.18				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Scholl of Veterinary Medicine		300		A.b.21				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Undergraduate Education		300		A.b.24				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Budget Mitigation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Campus Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		College of Biological Sciences IS-3		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Fraternities and Sororities		300		O.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Remote Work		300		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Aggie Enterprise		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Data Analytics Support		250		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Director-Advisory		650		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Diversity, Equity and Inclusion - Phase II		250		N.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		How To Survive an Audit		120		E.d.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		IT Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Advanced Computing Enviroment		300		G.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Compliance Office		300		B.i				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Health Informatics Virtual Environment		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Patient Contact Center		250		B.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Payor Portals Access Management		300		G.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Supply Chain		300		H.f				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		UC Davis Health Committees		80		B.l				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SC		Unplanned SC		500		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SE		Ext Audit Coordination		900		E.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		IN		Campus		525								Investigations

		FY22		HS		UCD		IN		Health System		525								Investigations

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		IN		Director		113								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - Campus		80		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - UCLA Health		150		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Medical Hospitality Program		100		B.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Real Estate		300		H.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Superintendent PreK-12 Programs & Schools - Geffen Academy at UCLA		250		M.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Central Ticket Office (CTO) - Cashiering		285		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD - Equipment Inventory and Evidence Management		400		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		H&HS - Vending Services		200		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Events & Transportation - Information Systems		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Performance Reporting from Maximo and Cognos		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Purchasing Process Review (F,S, & L)		350		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Preventive and Deferred Maintenance (DPM / M&A)		350		K.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Capitalization Procedures and Practices		350		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Project Management		350		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - SharePoint System Review		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Cooperage Div. (UCLA Restaurants)		250		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Student Media		250		O.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Human Resources Payroll (Finance Div.)		250		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Ratex POS System (Information Services Div.)		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Athletics - Compliance		500		M.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Technology Development Group - Incentive Plan Compensation		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB) 		400		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Foundation Audit		650		L.a.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Student Affairs - Student Organizations, Leadership & Engagement (SLOE) 		900		O.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Campus Departmental Audit - TBD		900		A.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Executive Compensation (G-45) - Systemwide		300		J.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Admissions/Donations Review - Systemwide		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		AREC - Systemwide		300		H.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Tech Transfer Process Analysis - Systemwide		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD Complaint Policy Review - Systemwide		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Disaster Recovery -Tier 1 Applications		500		G.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Radiation Oncology		500		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Perioperative Services - Santa Monica		500		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinical Research Payments to the Health System 		500		E.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Care Coordination - Payments to External Providers		500		B.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Procurement Process for High Cost Implants-Value Analysis Committee		500		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Revenue Capture and Billing - High Cost Drugs		500		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Interventional Radiology/Hospital Procedure Units		500		B.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Tiverton House		500		M.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Patient Valuables - Santa Monica Medical Center		240		B.g.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Ambulatory Surgery Center - Thousand Oaks		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiology - South Bay - Palos Verdes		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Primary Care - Burbank		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Physical Therapy - Community Practice		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Head & Neck Practice - BofA Building		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Funds Flow - DGSOM Departmental Agreements		600		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiological Sciences - Academic Departmental Audit - DGSOM		900		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Controlled Substances - Controls in DGSOM Research Labs		500		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		DGSOM Time Reporting - HBS System		200		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Gift Administration - School of Dentistry		250		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinic Practice or  Academic Department-TBD -School of Dentistry		500		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PS		Supplemental		1350								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1470								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		One Bill Advisory Services Project		200		O.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Information Technology Services - Cybersecurity Advisory Project		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - North Advisory		350		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - South Advisory		150		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Facilities Management - Bruin Budget Model Implementation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Lake Arrowhead & Luskin Conference Centers Advisory		300		M.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Sales & Marketing Advisory Project		300		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Maintenance Advisory Project		250		K.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS- Ascend Chart of Accounts and HHS System Integration Planning Advisory		250		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Fleet Transit Advisory Project		250		M.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Parking Services Advisory Project		200		M.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Library Advisory		150		A.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		School of Music - Gift Administration		250		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance Committee		80		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		University Identification (UID) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Student Information Systems (SIS) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Ascend Steering Committee		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resources Advisory Group (HRAG)		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) Workgroup		50		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) Workgroup		40		H.f.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Clinical Research Study Charges Workgroup		80		E.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Wounded Warrior/Operation Mend Workgroup		20		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SC		Misc SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SU		Misc SU		2250								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SR		Misc SR		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SI		Misc SI		50								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SE		Misc SE		2000								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2750								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Recruitment		100		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Fair Wage Fair Work		100		H.f				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - Research		400		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Electric Service Provider (ESP) Power Supply Validation		150		K.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Medical Centers Clinical Enterprise Management Recognition Plan (CEMRP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Office of the Treasurer Annual Incentive Plan (AIP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Admissions donations (systemwide)		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Campus Undergraduate Admissions Processes		0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Cyber Resiliency Audit - UC Health focus		2000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPD Complaints Process		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Oracle Financials Internal Controls		300		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath Center		400		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		LBNL Audit Support - Home Office Costs		150		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath - Talent Acquisition Module (TAM)		250		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		TDI Followup		1000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		IS3 Systemwide		150		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - High Risk Units		2200		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PNF		Followup		500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PS		Supplemental		1170.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Remote Workforce Risk Assessment		200		J.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		ANR Business Processes		250		D.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Cross-Campus Enrollment System		300		O.a				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Unplanned SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SE		Unplanned SE		400								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SI		Unplanned SI		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SP		Unplanned SP		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SU		Unplanned SU		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Unplanned SR		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		IN		Investigations 		200								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCR		DNF		various		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Campus Laboratory Safety		400		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Conflict of Interest/Conflict of Commitment		400		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		College of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences (CHASS)		400		A.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Contracts and Grants		400		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Admissions Donations (SW)		300		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Tech Transfer Process (SW)		400		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Facilities		400		K				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		UCPD Complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PS		Supplemental		1,070								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PNF		Followup		330								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Training - other		100		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SI		Training - Whistleblower (WB) & Fraud Awareness		50		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Unplanned SC		340								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1,840								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Separation of Duties		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Athletic Camp Revenues		270		N.e				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Donations (Systemwide)		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Review (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Inventory - Supplies, materials, and non-inventorial equipment		300		O.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Self Supporting Academic Programs  - Internal control Review		250		A.c.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Library - Internal Control Review		250		A.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Extention - Internal control Review		300		A.c.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Active Directory		300		G.b.02 				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Placeholder (Systemwide) - Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Gift Cards		250		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Campus Financial System (CFS) - Internal Control Review - Follow up		300		G.b.04.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PS		Supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PNF		Followup		390								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Life Cycle of Software and Hardware		300		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Research Data Computing Security		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		COVID -19 Response		300		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Data Analytics Program - Development and Collaboration		300		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Outreach, Training, and Presentations		280		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Unplanned SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SE		Unplanned SE		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SP		Unplanned SP		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SU		Unplanned SU		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SR		Unplanned SR		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		100								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Donations (systemwide)		300.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Staff Human Resources (SHR) to Compensation Processes		350.0		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Business Continuity Planning		250.0		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Campus Power Utility Reliability		300.0		K.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Extramural Fund/Cost Transfer Effectiveness to Extramural Funds Billing & Collections Processes		250.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Colleges, Housing & Educational Service (CHES) Annual Maintenance Program Staffing & Effectiveness		250.0		M.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Leave Administration for Academic Employees Management		300.0		J.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Protected Health Information (PHI) Security review		300.0		G.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		UCSC Police Department complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) Compliance (CARES Act II)		200.0		N.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		350								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		230								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Report Annual Review		90		M.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		University Extension (UNEX) Annual Monitoring		250		A.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		UC Path Post Implementation Review		200		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Graduate Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Arts Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Student Intern Program		1						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Data Analytics and Continuous Monitoring		200		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		BAS Support		40		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Investigation Workgroup		30						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		ITSC Committee		15		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (BAS)		101		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (non BAS)		65		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Unplanned SC		46								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SE		Unplanned SE		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SI		Internal Control & Accountability (CRSA) (SI)		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SP		Unplanned SP		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SU		Compliance Support (SU) 		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SR		Systems Development, Reengineering Teams (SR)		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		616								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Construction		400		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Financial Information System Implementation		400		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Concur (Procurement Card, Employee Reimbursements)  		350		H.c				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Sponsored Research Award Financial Closeout		350		E.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Kuali Research and Conflict of Interest		350		E.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Vice Chancellor Research Executive Accounts 		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		School of Global Policy & Strategy 		400		A.b.01.25				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP)		400		E.c.01.26				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Admissions / Donations (Systemwide)		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Technology Transfer Process (Systemwide)		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Telehealth Services 		400		B.c.02.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		UC Police Department Complaint Process (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		COVID-19 Testing Agreements		350		B.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Health System Vendor Contracting (Medical Services & Supplies)		400		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Sterile Processing Department		400		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Student Health		400		O.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Surgical Charge Capture / 3M 360 Reconciliation 		350		B.i.01 				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Medicine 		400		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Psychiatry Faculty Compensation		400		B.e.01.10				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PS		Supplemental audits		1188								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PNF		Audit follow up		700								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Financial Report Validation (Reports.ucsd.edu)		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Affairs Events Management / Ticketing System		250		M.a.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Equity & Diversity Impacts in Policies		250		N.c.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Cybersecurity Certification for Research		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Data Analytics		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health System COVID-19 Recovery – FEMA Reimbursement		200		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Data Oversight Committee		200		G.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Sciences Faculty Equity Advisor Process 		250		J.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Campus COVID-19 FEMA Claim Sujpport (Continued from FY20 & FY21)		250		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Oracle Governance, Risk, Control Module (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Information System (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Foreign Engagement Monitoring (Continued from FY21)		250		N.c.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Unplanned SC		1560								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SE		Unplanned SE		1800								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		3,300								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Research Data Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Cost Sharing for Sponsored Awards		350		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Technology Transfer (UCOP)		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Departmental Review		350		A				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Biospecimen & Tissue Core Facility - Inventory Management 		250		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Fresno Educational Program Agreements		300		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Medicare Advantage Denials		300		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliation Agreements		250		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Title IX in Clinical Setting		350		N.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinics Review		400		B.c				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Pharmacy Operations		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		CARES Act - Provider Relief Fund Compliance		300		H.d				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Applications		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliate IT Security Assessment		350		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Construction Project		300		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Business Continuity Planning		300		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		UCSF Safety Taskforce Recommendations Follow-Up		200		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Outsourced IT Operations		350		G.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Research 		200		E.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Internet-facing Vulnerability Management		340		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Time Keeping		400		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PS		Supplemental		2220								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PNF		Followup		900								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Financial and Compliance Dashboard		300		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Cost Transfers		250		E.d.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Affiliation Agreements 		300		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SC		LPPH&C Funds Flow		250		B.i.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Remote Working related controls		400		N.e				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Risk Assessment		500		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Awareness Training		200		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Data Analytics Program		400		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		External Audit Coordination		150		Various						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		A&AS Newsletter 		250		N.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Misc Committees and Workgroups		975						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Workgroup		100						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		UCSF Investigations Committee		60						x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Sub-Committee		25						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Apex Business Application System Committee		25		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		UCSF Affiliate Technology Steering Committee		25		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		Unplanned SE		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Unplanned SC		51								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Unplanned SR		15								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SU		Unplanned SU		20								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SP		Unplanned SP		30								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2,450								Investigations

		Total										147474				0		319













Distribution chart

		H		18500		Information Management and Technology		19%		19.55%

		G		15545		Healthsciences Operations		16%		16.43%

		B		15911		Financial Management		17%		16.82%

		A		7765		Academic Units and Programs		8%		8.21%

		I		6000		Student Affairs		6%		6.34%

		J		5450		Research		6%		5.76%

		O		5275		Risk, Environment and Safety		6%		5.58%

		E		4650		Governance		5%		4.92%

		M		3600		Human Resources and Benefits		4%		3.81%

		N		2590		Auxiliary, Business and Support Services		3%		2.74%

		K		2600		Facilities, Construction and Maintenance		3%		2.75%

		L		2320		Development and External Relations		3%		2.45%

		C		2250		Lab Research Programs and Processes		2%		2.38%

		D		700		Office of the President		1%		0.74%

		F		1450		Budget and Planning		1%		1.53%

				94606				100%

				94606

		Blank		52568

				147174



Distribution of Hours by Functional Category



[CATEGORY NAME], [VALUE]

Information Management and Technology	Healthsciences Operations	Financial Management	Academic Units and Programs	Student Affairs	Research	Risk, Environment and Safety	Governance	Human Resources and Benefits	Auxiliary, Business and Support Services	Facilities, Construction and Maintenance	Development and External Relations	Lab Research Programs and Processes	Office of the President	Budget and Planning	0.19	0.16	0.17	0.08	0.06	0.06	0.06	0.05	0.04	0.03	0.03	0.03	0.02	0.01	0.01	


JP Direct Hrs Chart p.9

		Resources		Hours

		Planned Audits		73,885				45.31%		45

		Advisory Services		38,382				23.54%		24

		Investigations		16,539				10.14%		10

		Audit Support		15,597				9.56%		10

		Supplemental Audits		10,748				6.59%		6

		Audit Follow Up		7,920				4.86%		5

				163,071						100

















FY22 Direct Hours

Hours	Planned Audits
45%

Advisory     

Services 

24%

Investigations
10%

[CATEGORY NAME]
10%
Supplemental
Audits
6%
Audit
Follow Up
5%

Planned Audits	Advisory Services	Investigations	Audit Support	Supplemental Audits	Audit Follow Up	73885	38382	16539	15597	10748	7920	

JP HiLites p.6





						Personnel:				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						Authorized staff level				110		FTE’s				   112   FTE's

						Average staff level				104		FTE’s				   102  FTE's



						Distribution of Planned Activities:

						By Audit Activity Type (hours/%):				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						   Audits				92,553		64%				94,383		64%

						   Advisory Services				38,382		26%				38,122		26%

						   Investigations				16,539		11%				15,615		10%

										147,474		100%				148,120		100%



										FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						By University area:

						   Campus/Laboratory*				76%						75%

						   Health Sciences				24%						25%

										100%						100%



						* Includes Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Agriculture & Natural Resources (ANR), and UCOP 



																								TRUE

																						CAM/HS		43,932

																						CAM		71,162

																						HS		24,815

																						Lab		7,565

																						T		103,542







Distribution of Direct Hours
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The chart below depicts the direct audit coverage of our FY22 plan. It demonstrates that over half of our planned direct hours have been 
allocated to planned and supplemental audits, with the remaining time allocated to our other lines of service, advisory services and 
investigations, as well as audit follow up and audit support activities. (refer to the next page for the specific detail of the direct areas). 

Planned Audits
45%

Advisory     
Services 

24%

Investigations
10%

Audit Support
10%

Supplemental
Audits

6%

Audit
Follow Up

5%

FY22 Direct Hours



Distribution of Available Hours
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Distribution of Available Hours

The table to the left provides a 
more detailed breakdown of 
planned time as a basis for 
ongoing accountability. From this 
detail the continuing commitment 
to timely audit follow-up is 
displayed by the plan to invest 
nearly 8,000 hours. The category 
of Compliance Support is intended 
to facilitate our efforts to integrate 
the Compliance and Audit 
Programs into joint efforts such as 
annual plan development, project 
coordination and ongoing risk 
monitoring.

* Includes time spent on audit 
management system upgrades 
and functional enhancement

Plan Percent Actual Percent
INDIRECT HOURS

Administration 14,589          7.9% 21,937          12.1%
Professional Development 8,034            4.3% 7,467            4.1%
Other 1,012            0.5% -                0.0%
Total Indirect Hours 23,635          12.7% 29,404          16.2%

DIRECT HOURS
Audit Program

Planned New  Audits, PN 73,885          39.6% 71,172          39.1%
Supplemental Audits, PS 10,748          5.8% 6,361            3.5%
Audit Follow  up, PNF 7,920            4.2% 8,105            4.5%
Total Audit Program Hours 92,553          49.6% 85,639          47.1%

Advisory Services
Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC 26,005          13.9% 29,656          16.3%
Ext. Audit Coordination, SE 6,415            3.4% 5,223            2.9%
Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., 1,005            0.5% 85                 0.0%
Internal Control & Accountability, SI 1,596            0.9% 1,048            0.6%
Compliance Support, SU 3,010            1.6% 3,001            1.7%
IPA, COI & Other, SP 351               0.2% 53                 0.0%
Total Advisory Services Hours 38,382          20.7% 39,067          21.5%

Investigations Hours, IN 16,539          8.8% 12,305          6.7%

Audit Support Activities
Audit Planning 4,353            2.3% 3,745            2.1%
Audit Committee Support 1,671            0.9% 925               0.5%
Systemw ide Audit Support 3,700            2.0% 5,469            3.0%
Computer Support* 4,558            2.4% 4,093            2.3%
Quality Assurance 1,315            0.7% 1,151            0.6%
Total Audit Support Hours 15,597          8.4% 15,384          8.5%

Total Direct Hours 163,071        87.3% 152,395        83.8%

TOTAL NET AVAILABLE HOURS 186,706        100.0% 181,799        100.0%

       FY22 3/31/2021 Annualized


JP Plan Sched 1 & 2

		FY 2022 Audit Plan - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		Std.%		UC-ALL		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation				Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Number of authorized professional staff				110.3		6.0		12.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		6.00		4.0		14.8		13.0		5.0

		Number of Permanently OPEN Authorized Professional Staff Positions				4.0		1.0		1.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		1.00		0.0				1.0		0.0

		Number of professional positions at full staffing				106.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		5.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		PLANNED ACTUAL FTEs						 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 		 

		Beginning of Period				105.3		5.0		11.0		10.0		25.0		2.0		7.5		4.0		5.00		4.0		14.8		12.0		5.0

		     Additions--Permanent				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Additions--Temporary				0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		     Departure --Within UC				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Departure--Outside UC				(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(1.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Retirements				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Long-Term Leave				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		     Estimated Turnover				(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)		(0.0)

		End of Period				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		GROSS & NET AVAILABLE HRS CALCULATION				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 				104		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.93		12.00		5.00

		Hours in the period - Campus				2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088		2,088

		Hours in the period - Lab				2,088		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,088

		Subtotal - Lab / Campus				218,042		10,440		22,968		20,880		52,200		4,176		15,660		8,352		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		10,440

		Other Resources:

		Overtime				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Contract Labor/Interns				5,410		0		0		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Recharge In (or Out)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Admin. &  Other				400		0		400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		Subtotal				5,810		0		400		0		0		0		3,690		720		0		0		0		0		1,000

		Gross Available Hours				223,852		10,440		23,368		20,880		52,200		4,176		19,350		9,072		10,440		8,352		29,078		25,056		11,440

		Non Controllable Hours				37,146		2,000		3,552		3,860		10,300		400		2,100		1,142		1,200		1,352		6,000		4,440		800

		Non Controllable Hours Percent				16.59%		19.16%		15.20%		18.49%		19.73%		9.58%		10.85%		12.59%		11.49%		16.19%		20.63%		17.72%		6.99%

		Net Available Hours 				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		UCOP % Guideline		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		5--10%		14,589		990		1,904		1,355		2,325		320		1,100		215		1,000		750		2,000		2,180		450

		Professional Development		2--5%		8,034		320		948		1,000		1,400		200		560		240		400		256		1,300		960		450

		Other		0--3%		1,012		0		0		200		0		0		20		112		80		0		0		0		600

		Total Indirect Hours				23,635		1,310		2,852		2,555		3,725		520		1,680		567		1,480		1,006		3,300		3,140		1,500

		Total Indirect Percent		15%		12.66%		15.52%		14.40%		15.02%		8.89%		13.77%		9.73%		7.15%		16.02%		14.37%		14.29%		15.24%		14.10%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF				2,450		320		400		0		330		50		600		300		450		0		0		0		0

		Planned New Audits, PN				71,435		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250

		Supplemental Audits, PS		Approx 10%		10,748		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400

		Audit Follow up, PNF				7,920		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400

		Total Audit Program Hours				92,553		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050

		Total Audit Program Percent		40--60%		49.57%		49.64%		37.34%		52.29%		54.71%		56.41%		59.83%		56.75%		49.35%		49.00%		37.00%		46.61%		56.86%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC				26,005		620		6,660		1,300		4,100		461		900		490		1,900		1,438		4,560		3,176		400

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE				6,415		80		900		140		2,000		60		400		60		260		10		1,800		190		515

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI				1,596		160		0		140		50		140		40		0		80		1		0		885		100

		IPA, COI & Other, SP				351		0		0		140		0		0		40		0		40		1		0		30		100

		Compliance Support, SU				3,010		200		0		140		2,250		160		100		0		80		10		0		20		50

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR				1,005		0		0		140		100		0		600		0		40		10		0		65		50

		Total Advisory Services Hours				38,382		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215

		Total Advisory Services Percent		10--25%		20.56%		12.56%		38.15%		11.75%		20.29%		21.74%		12.06%		6.94%		25.97%		21.00%		27.56%		21.18%		11.42%



		Investigations Hours, IN				16,539		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300

		Investigations Percent		10--20%		8.86%		11.85%		5.87%		15.86%		6.56%		3.18%		1.16%		23.20%		1.08%		8.80%		14.30%		11.88%		2.82%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning				4,353		280		441		330		300		80		500		212		305		275		350		680		600

		Audit Committee Support				1,671		160		80		160		100		40		320		36		155		30		70		120		400

		Systemwide Audit Support				3,700		240		200		360		200		40		1,750		110		200		150		200		120		130

		Computer Support				4,558		100		120		5		3,000		15		200		90		20		13		900		50		45

		Quality Assurance				1,315		100		0		10		400		10		200		25		20		10		60		80		400

		Total Audit Support Hours				15,597		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575

		Total Audit Support Percent		5--10%		8.35%		10.43%		4.24%		5.08%		9.55%		4.90%		17.22%		5.96%		7.58%		6.83%		6.85%		5.09%		14.80%

		Total Direct Hours				163,071		7,130		16,964		14,465		38,175		3,256		15,570		7,363		7,760		5,994		19,778		17,476		9,140

		Total Direct Percent		85%		87.34%		84.48%		85.60%		84.98%		91.11%		86.23%		90.27%		92.85%		83.98%		85.63%		85.71%		84.76%		85.90%

		Total Net Available Hours				186,706		8,440		19,816		17,020		41,900		3,776		17,250		7,930		9,240		7,000		23,078		20,616		10,640

		Total Net Available Percent		100%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%		100.00%



		Schedule 1,2 - Cross Check				Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours		Total Year Hours

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)				186706.00		8440.00		19816.00		17020.00		41900.00		3776.00		17250.00		7930.00		9240.00		7000.00		23078.00		20616.00		10640.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)				147474		6250		16123		13600		34175		3071		12600		6890		7060		5516		18198		16426		7565



		Actual FTEs, End of Period (Check down)				104.30		5.00		11.00		10.00		25.00		2.00		7.50		4.00		5.00		4.00		13.80		12.00		5.00

		Avail. Hours, Other Res., Subtotal (Check Down)				5810		0		400		0		0		0		3690		720		0		0		0		0		1000

		Gross Available Hours				223852		10440		23368		20880		52200		4176		19350		9072		10440		8352		29078		25056		11440

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640

		Indirect Hours				23635		1310		2852		2555		3725		520		1680		567		1480		1006		3300		3140		1500

		Audit Program				92553		4190		7400		8900		22925		2130		10320		4500		4560		3430		8538		9610		6050

		Audit Support Activities				15597		880		841		865		4000		185		2970		473		700		478		1580		1050		1575

		Investigations Hours				16539		1000		1163		2700		2750		120		200		1840		100		616		3300		2450		300

		Advisory Services				38382		1060		7560		2000		8500		821		2080		550		2400		1470		6360		4366		1215

		Total Direct Hours				163071		7130		16964		14465		38175		3256		15570		7363		7760		5994		19778		17476		9140

		Net Available Hours				186706		8440		19816		17020		41900		3776		17250		7930		9240		7000		23078		20616		10640
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JP YTD Sched 2

		FY 2021Year to Date Actuals - Schedules 1 & 2

		Campus		UC-ALL Actual Annualized		UC-ALL Actual Q1-Q3

Jackson Pham: Actual Numbers from current fiscal year.                                        Need to run Team Central Reports for the 7/1 - 3/31 period.    

Refer to Folder titled TEC Reports. 

Run the "All Project Hours" report to get the detail for the Audit, AS, IN and Audit Support Hours

Non-controllable hours: Run report for Non-Project Time:Non working events

Admin and Prof hours: Run Report for Non-Project time - admin
 
Other resources: Run Resource Time report for the contractors (for this plan, i used Ada Harrigan, Farhan and Matthew Johns)

		Schedule 1 - Personnel
Gross & Net Available Hours Calculation		Total Year FTE's		Total Year FTE's

		Weighted Avg.  FTE's 		102		76

		Personnel Hours		212,973		159,730

		Other Resource Hours		2,159		1,619		c

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161,349

		Non Controllable Hours		33,333		25,000		c

		Non Controllable Hours Percent		15.49%		15.49%

		Net Available Hours 		181,799		136,349



		Schedule 2 - Activity Report
Distribution of Net Available Hours		FY20(Exp.) Hours		FY20 (Exp.) Hours

		INDIRECT HOURS

		Administration		21,937		16,453

		Professional Development		7,467		5,600

		Other		0		0

		Total Indirect Hours		29,404		22,053		c

		Total Indirect Percent		16.17%		16.17%

		DIRECT HOURS

		Audit Program

		Prior Year Audits Not Completed, DNF		13,076		9,807		c

		Planned New Audits, PN		58,096		43,572		c

		Supplemental Audits, PS		6,361		4,771		c

		Audit Follow up, PNF		8,105		6,079		c

		Total Audit Program Hours		85,639		64,229

		Total Audit Program Percent		47.11%		47.11%

		Advisory Services

		Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		29,656		22,242		c

		Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		5,223		3,917		c

		Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,048		786		c

		IPA, COI & Other, SP		53		40		c

		Compliance Support, SU		3,001		2,251		c

		Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		85		64		c

		Total Advisory Services Hours		39,067		29,300

		Total Advisory Services Percent		21.49%		21.49%



		Investigations Hours, IN		12,305		9,229		c

		Investigations Percent		6.77%		6.77%



		Audit Support Activities

		Audit Planning		3,745		2,809

		Audit Committee Support		925		694

		Systemwide Audit Support		5,469		4,102

		Computer Support		4,093		3,070

		Quality Assurance		1,151		863

		Total Audit Support Hours		15,384		11,538		c

		Total Audit Support Percent		8.46%		8.46%

		Total Direct Hours		152,395		114,296

		Total Direct Percent		83.83%		83.83%

		Total Net Available Hours		181,799		136,349

		Total Net Available Percent		100.00%		100.00%

		Total net available hours (From Sch 1)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total net available hours (From Sch 2)		181798.67		136349.00

		Total A+AS+IN (Scd 3 Check)		137011		102758

				0.00		0.00

		Gross Available Hours		215,132		161349

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349

		Indirect Hours		29404		22053

		Audit Program		85639		64229

		Audit Support Activities		15,384		11538

		Investigations Hours		12305		9229

		Advisory Services		39067		29300

		Total Direct Hours		152395		114296

		Net Available Hours		181799		136349



&F	
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		Available Resources

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Weighted Average FTE		104						102

				Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Personnel Hours		218,042		97.4%				212,973		99.0%

		Other Resource Hours		5,810		2.6%				2,159		1.0%

		Gross Available Hours		223,852		100.0%				215,132		100.0%



		Less: Non-Controllable Hours		37,146		16.6%				33,333		15.5%

		Less: Admin/Training		23,635		10.6%				29,404		13.7%

		Total Direct Hours		163,071		72.8%				152,395		70.8%











		Resource Allocation

				FY22 Plan						3/31/21 Annualized

		Audit Program 		Hours		Percent				Hours		Percent

		Planned Audits* (211 projects)		73,885		45.3%				71,172		46.7%						Values

		Supplemental Audits		10,748		6.6%				6,361		4.2%				Row Labels		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

		Audit Follow Up		7,920		4.9%				8,105		5.3%				Audit Program

		Total Audit Program		92,553		56.8%				85,639		56.2%				PN		198		71,435

																DNF		14		2,450

		Advisory Services 														PNF		13		7,920

		Planned Projects* (108 projects)		21,732		13.3%				N/A		N/A				PS		12		10,748

		Supplemental Hours		16,650		10.2%				N/A		N/A				IN

		Total Advisory Services		38,382		23.5%				39,067		25.6%				IN		14		16,539

																Advisory Projects

		Investigations		16,539		10.1%				12,305		8.1%				SC		112		25,995

		Audit Support Activities		15,597		9.6%				15,384		10.1%				SE		14		6,455

		Total Direct Audit Hours		163,071		100.0%				152,395		100.0%				SI		14		1,586

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = 94,967 (See Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														SP		6		391

																SU		9		2,910

																SR		10		1,045

		*Total Hours for 319 Planned Projects = see Planned Projects at Appendix 1)														Grand Total		416		147,474







																		Column Labels

																		x				(blank)				Total Count of Project		Total Sum of Planned Hours

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours		Count of Project		Sum of Planned Hours

																PN		197		70785				650		197		71435

																DNF		14		2450						14		2450

																PNF								7920				7920

																PS								10748				10748

																IN								16539				16539

																SC		98		20397				5598		98		25995

		`														SE		1		50				6405		1		6455

																SI		6		935				651		6		1586

																SP								391				391

																SU								2910				2910

																SR		3		350				695		3		1045

																Grand Total		319		94,967				52507		319		147474





																Project		x



																		Values

																Row Labels		Count of Project		Count of Name/Title of Audit		Sum of Planned Hours

																DNF		14		14		2450

																PN		197		197		70785

																SC		98		98		20397

																SE		1		1		50

																SI		6		6		935

																SR		3		3		350

																Grand Total		319		319		94,967





















This is a filter - i can see specific project totals (x) and the blank projects 

Total Projects (including the Unplanned)

SPECIFIC Projects (only the "x")

check formulas for +/- edits for rounding

The # of projects in the footnote is ok..and comes from pivot...but use the hours from the main chart above (because it includes Director hours that are not project specific)

For FY22 there are 650 hours of PN hr for Director hours (so that is why the top chart PN hours of 69,435 do not agree with chart on the right of PN hours of 68,785
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						DISTRIBUTION OF AVAILABLE HOURS



								       FY22								3/31/2021 Annualized										Check

								Plan				Percent				Actual 				Percent				Totals		Plan		YTD

						INDIRECT HOURS

						Administration		14,589				7.9%				21,937				12.1%

						Professional Development		8,034				4.3%				7,467				4.1%

						Other		1,012				0.5%				- 0				0.0%

						Total Indirect Hours		23,635				12.7%				29,404				16.2%				23,635		12.66%		16.17%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						DIRECT HOURS

						Audit Program

						Planned New Audits, PN		73,885				39.6%				71,172				39.1%

						Supplemental Audits, PS		10,748				5.8%				6,361				3.5%

						Audit Follow up, PNF		7,920				4.2%				8,105				4.5%

						Total Audit Program Hours		92,553				49.6%				85,639				47.1%				92,553		49.57%		47.11%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Advisory Services

						Consultations/Spec. Projects, SC		26,005				13.9%				29,656				16.3%

						Ext. Audit Coordination, SE		6,415				3.4%				5,223				2.9%

						Systems Dev., Reeingineering Teams, etc., SR		1,005				0.5%				85				0.0%

						Internal Control & Accountability, SI		1,596				0.9%				1,048				0.6%

						Compliance Support, SU		3,010				1.6%				3,001				1.7%

						IPA, COI & Other, SP		351				0.2%				53				0.0%

						Total Advisory Services Hours		38,382				20.7%				39,067				21.5%				38,382		20.56%		21.49%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Investigations Hours, IN		16,539				8.8%				12,305				6.7%				16,539		8.86%		6.77%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Audit Support Activities

						Audit Planning		4,353				2.3%				3,745				2.1%

						Audit Committee Support		1,671				0.9%				925				0.5%

						Systemwide Audit Support		3,700				2.0%				5,469				3.0%

						Computer Support*		4,558				2.4%				4,093				2.3%

						Quality Assurance		1,315				0.7%				1,151				0.6%

						Total Audit Support Hours		15,597				8.4%				15,384				8.5%				15,597		8.35%		8.46%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						Total Direct Hours		163,071				87.3%				152,395				83.8%				163,071		87.34%		83.83%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%

						TOTAL NET AVAILABLE HOURS		186,706				100.0%				181,799				100.0%				186,706		100.00%		100.00%

																								100%		100.0%		100.0%



check for +/- in the actual and % fields (do to rounding)



JP S3 Pivot

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

				Audit Program		Investigations		Advisory Services		Grand Total

		Row Labels

		UCB		4,190		1,000		1,060		6,250																										0

		UCD		7,400		1,163		7,560		16,123																										0

		UCI		8,900		2,700		2,000		13,600																										0

		UCLA		22,925		2,750		8,500		34,175																										0

		UCM		2,130		120		821		3,071																										0

		UCOP		10,320		200		2,080		12,600																										0

		UCR		4,500		1,840		550		6,890																										0

		UCSB		4,560		100		2,400		7,060																										0

		UCSC		3,430		616		1,470		5,516																										0

		UCSD		8,538		3,300		6,360		18,198																										0

		UCSF		9,610		2,450		4,366		16,426																										0

		LBNL		6,050		300		1,215		7,565																										0

		Grand Total		92,553		16,539		38,382		147,474																										0

																																				0

		Row Labels		Sum of Planned Hours

		CAM		71,162

		CAM/HS		43,932

		HS		24,815

		Lab		7,565

		Grand Total		147,474







		Schedule 1,2

				UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		UC-ALL

		Audit Program		4,190		7,400		8,900		22,925		2,130		10,320		4,500		4,560		3,430		8,538		9,610		6,050		92,553

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Audit Support Services		880		841		865		4,000		185		2,970		473		700		478		1,580		1,050		1,575		15,597



		Sched3 Check		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474

				1		1		1		1		1		ERROR:#REF!

Jackson Pham: Jackson Pham:
Must add both UCOP and ECAS to make it correct since we combined them in schedule 1&2 but kept them separate in schedule 3		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Schedule 3

		Sum of Planned Hours		Column Labels

		Row Labels		UCB		UCD		UCI		UCLA		UCM		UCOP		UCR		UCSB		UCSC		UCSD		UCSF		LBNL		Grand Total

		Audit Program

		PN		3,250		4,900		6,400		19,775		1,800		8,050		2,800		3,220		2,850		6,650		6,490		5,250		71,435

		DNF		320		400				330		50		600		300		450										2,450

		PNF		320		1,600		1,000		1,470		80		500		330		390		230		700		900		400		7,920

		PS		300		500		1,500		1,350		200		1,170		1,070		500		350		1,188		2,220		400		10,748

		Investigations		1,000		1,163		2,700		2,750		120		200		1,840		100		616		3,300		2,450		300		16,539

		Advisory Services		1,060		7,560		2,000		8,500		821		2,080		550		2,400		1,470		6,360		4,366		1,215		38,382

		Grand Total		6,250		16,123		13,600		34,175		3,071		12,600		6,890		7,060		5,516		18,198		16,426		7,565		147,474



















JP Schedule3Final

		FY 		LOB 		LOC 		Prj Code		Name/Title of Audit		Planned Hours		Primary Index Code		Project Number		Project		Type

		FY22		CAM		UCB		DNF		TBD		320.0						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Contract and Grant Compliance - Higher Risk Cost Transfers		350.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Effort Reporting		350.0		E.d.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Payroll - Retroactive and Missed Pay		350.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Timekeeping & Time Reporting (Kronos/CalTime)		350.0		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		User Access and Role Management (PeopleSoft Enterprise Systems)		350.0		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		UCPD Complaint Handling Process		200		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Work-Study Programs		350.0		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		University Extension		350.0		A.c.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review (systemwide)		300.0		O.a.01				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		300.0		H.h.03				x		audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PS		Supplemental		300.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		PNF		Followup		320.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Indirect Cost Recovery		500		E.d.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SC		Unplanned SC		120								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SE		Unplanned SE		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SI		Unplanned SI		160								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		SU		Unplanned SU		200								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1000								Investigations

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 Cost Allowability		900.0		C.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		FY21 UCNL Home Office Costs		450.0		D.g.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		OMB A-123 IT General Controls 		450.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Gifts Program Audit		450.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix OTD Phase VII # 7530269		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix ERRG Joint Venture # 7501762		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontract Audit - Physical Sciences, Inc. # 7376689		500.0		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Wildfire Prevention Management		500.0		I.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Subcontractor Safety Management		500.0		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PN		Exit Termination Process		500.0		C.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		400								Audit

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SC		Unplanned SC		400								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SE		Unplanned SE		515								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SI		Unplanned SI		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SP		Unplanned SP		100								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SU		Unplanned SU		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		SR		Unplanned SR		50								Advisory

		FY22		Lab		LBNL		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		300.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCM		DNF		IS3 Policy (M21A003)		50		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Title IV		300		O.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Recharges and Recharge Process		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Oracle Implementation 		350		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Clery Compliance		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Executive Compensation (AREC)		200		J.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		100		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PN		Tech Transfer - Systemwide		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lumpsum)		200								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		80								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2/3 Review of Gift Stewardship (M19C010)		25		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Year 2 Teacher Preparation Program (TPP) (M20C006)		55		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		HEERF Funding		50		A				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Concurrent Auditing - Contracts and Grants Transactions and Controls		100		E				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		Sc		UCPD Complaint process		50		I.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Ethics and Compliance Program Support		100		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Monthly Data Analytics		60		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SU		Unplanned SU		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SC		Unplanned SC		181								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCM		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		120								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		IT Asset Inventory		300.0		G.b.07.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		CARES Act Expenses		325.0		I				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Program in Public Health Contracts & Grants Admin.		300.0		B.e.01.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Otolaryngology		300.0		B.e.01.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Remote Work Access		300.0		G.b.07.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Pathology & Laboratory Medicine		300.0		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Federally Funded Research Data Access Security Controls		400.0		G.b.07.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		UC Path Payroll Exceptions		450.0		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Ambulatory Growth Integration		400.0		B.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Revews (Systemwide)		100.0		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Donations Review - Systemwide		300.0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Department of Medicine Residency Program		450.0		B.e.01.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Tech Transfer Process - Systemwide		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Volunteer Management		300.0		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Physicans Billing Group		425.0		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Chancellor's Expenses - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCI		PN		Annual Reporting of Executive Compensation (AREC) - Systemwide		100.0		J.b.06.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		Virtual Care - Telemedicine		400.0		B.1.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCI		PN		New Hospital Construction - Phased		450.0		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PN		Conflict of Commitment Reporting - Sunshine Act/Open Payments Data 		450.0		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		1500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1000.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		External Audit Coordination		50.0						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Data Analytics		200.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Coded Memo Reviews		200.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		State Audit Follow-Ups		150.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Continuous Auditing Corporate Card Transactions		100.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Physical Inventory Observations		50.0		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Advisory Committees		100.0		B				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Information & Computer Sciences Self-Supporting Programs		50.0		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SC		Misc SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SE		Misc SE		90.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SI		Misc SI		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SP		Misc SP		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SR		Misc SR		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		SU		Misc SU		140.0								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCI		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2700.0								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		CARES Act Funding		200		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		DNF		Critical Infrastructure		200		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Admissions Donations		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Annual Report on Executive Compensation (AREC)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Campus Recharge Rates 		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Chancellor's Expenses (BFB G-45)		150		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		IET Accounting and Recharges		300		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PN		Research Data Inventory		300		G.a.				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Contracting (Regent's Policy 5402)		300		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Director-Audit		650		A.b.25						Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Police Complaints		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PN		Technology Transfer		350		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Clinical Internet of Things		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department Compliance Programs (Lab/HHC&H)		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Department of Pathology		300		B.e				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Exclusion Monitoring		250		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Pharmacy		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Information Systems and Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PN		Telehealth Licensure		300		B.l				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		PS		Total supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		HS		UCD		PNF		Follow-up 		800								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review: Academic affairs		250		A.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Athletics		300		A.b.12				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:School of education		300		A.b.18				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Scholl of Veterinary Medicine		300		A.b.21				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Admin and Tran Review:Undergraduate Education		300		A.b.24				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Budget Mitigation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Campus Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		College of Biological Sciences IS-3		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Fraternities and Sororities		300		O.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Remote Work		300		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Aggie Enterprise		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Data Analytics Support		250		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Director-Advisory		650		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		Diversity, Equity and Inclusion - Phase II		250		N.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		How To Survive an Audit		120		E.d.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		SC		IT Committees		80		A.b.25				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Advanced Computing Enviroment		300		G.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Compliance Office		300		B.i				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Health Informatics Virtual Environment		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Patient Contact Center		250		B.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Payor Portals Access Management		300		G.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		Supply Chain		300		H.f				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		SC		UC Davis Health Committees		80		B.l				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SC		Unplanned SC		500		A.b.25						Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCD		SE		Ext Audit Coordination		900		E.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCD		IN		Campus		525								Investigations

		FY22		HS		UCD		IN		Health System		525								Investigations

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCD		IN		Director		113								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - Campus		80		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		DNF		Fair Wage/Fair Work - UCLA Health		150		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		DNF		Medical Hospitality Program		100		B.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Real Estate		300		H.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Superintendent PreK-12 Programs & Schools - Geffen Academy at UCLA		250		M.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Central Ticket Office (CTO) - Cashiering		285		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD - Equipment Inventory and Evidence Management		400		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		H&HS - Vending Services		200		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Events & Transportation - Information Systems		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Performance Reporting from Maximo and Cognos		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Purchasing Process Review (F,S, & L)		350		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Facilities Management - Preventive and Deferred Maintenance (DPM / M&A)		350		K.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Capitalization Procedures and Practices		350		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - Project Management		350		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Capital Programs - SharePoint System Review		300		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Cooperage Div. (UCLA Restaurants)		250		O.c.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Student Media		250		O.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Human Resources Payroll (Finance Div.)		250		H.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		ASUCLA - Ratex POS System (Information Services Div.)		250		G.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Athletics - Compliance		500		M.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Technology Development Group - Incentive Plan Compensation		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB) 		400		H.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Foundation Audit		650		L.a.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Student Affairs - Student Organizations, Leadership & Engagement (SLOE) 		900		O.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Campus Departmental Audit - TBD		900		A.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Executive Compensation (G-45) - Systemwide		300		J.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Admissions/Donations Review - Systemwide		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		AREC - Systemwide		300		H.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		Tech Transfer Process Analysis - Systemwide		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		PN		UCPD Complaint Policy Review - Systemwide		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Disaster Recovery -Tier 1 Applications		500		G.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Radiation Oncology		500		B.b.10				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Charge Capture - Perioperative Services - Santa Monica		500		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinical Research Payments to the Health System 		500		E.a.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Care Coordination - Payments to External Providers		500		B.b.08				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Procurement Process for High Cost Implants-Value Analysis Committee		500		H.f.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Revenue Capture and Billing - High Cost Drugs		500		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Interventional Radiology/Hospital Procedure Units		500		B.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Tiverton House		500		M.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Patient Valuables - Santa Monica Medical Center		240		B.g.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Ambulatory Surgery Center - Thousand Oaks		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiology - South Bay - Palos Verdes		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Primary Care - Burbank		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Physical Therapy - Community Practice		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Head & Neck Practice - BofA Building		500		B.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Funds Flow - DGSOM Departmental Agreements		600		H.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Radiological Sciences - Academic Departmental Audit - DGSOM		900		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Controlled Substances - Controls in DGSOM Research Labs		500		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		DGSOM Time Reporting - HBS System		200		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Gift Administration - School of Dentistry		250		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCLA		PN		Clinic Practice or  Academic Department-TBD -School of Dentistry		500		B.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PS		Supplemental		1350								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		1470								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		One Bill Advisory Services Project		200		O.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Information Technology Services - Cybersecurity Advisory Project		300		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - North Advisory		350		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resource and Payroll Center - South Advisory		150		H.e.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Facilities Management - Bruin Budget Model Implementation		300		F.a.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Lake Arrowhead & Luskin Conference Centers Advisory		300		M.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Sales & Marketing Advisory Project		300		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS - Housing Maintenance Advisory Project		250		K.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		H&HS- Ascend Chart of Accounts and HHS System Integration Planning Advisory		250		O.c.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Fleet Transit Advisory Project		250		M.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Events & Transportation - Parking Services Advisory Project		200		M.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Library Advisory		150		A.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		School of Music - Gift Administration		250		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance Committee		80		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		University Identification (UID) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Student Information Systems (SIS) Workgroup		60		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Ascend Steering Committee		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Human Resources Advisory Group (HRAG)		80		G.b.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) Workgroup		50		G.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCLA		SC		Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) Workgroup		40		H.f.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Clinical Research Study Charges Workgroup		80		E.a.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCLA		SC		Wounded Warrior/Operation Mend Workgroup		20		L.a.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SC		Misc SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SU		Misc SU		2250								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SR		Misc SR		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SI		Misc SI		50								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		SE		Misc SE		2000								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCLA		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2750								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Recruitment		100		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Fair Wage Fair Work		100		H.f				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		DNF		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - Research		400		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Electric Service Provider (ESP) Power Supply Validation		150		K.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Medical Centers Clinical Enterprise Management Recognition Plan (CEMRP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Office of the Treasurer Annual Incentive Plan (AIP)		300		J.b.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Admissions donations (systemwide)		250		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Campus Undergraduate Admissions Processes		0		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Cyber Resiliency Audit - UC Health focus		2000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPD Complaints Process		300		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Oracle Financials Internal Controls		300		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath Center		400		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		LBNL Audit Support - Home Office Costs		150		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		UCPath - Talent Acquisition Module (TAM)		250		J				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		TDI Followup		1000		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		IS3 Systemwide		150		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PN		Vulnerability and Pen Testing - High Risk Units		2200		G				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PNF		Followup		500.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		PS		Supplemental		1170.0								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Remote Workforce Risk Assessment		200		J.b				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		ANR Business Processes		250		D.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Cross-Campus Enrollment System		300		O.a				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SC		Unplanned SC		450								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SE		Unplanned SE		400								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SI		Unplanned SI		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SP		Unplanned SP		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SU		Unplanned SU		100								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		SR		Unplanned SR		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCOP		IN		Investigations 		200								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCR		DNF		various		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Campus Laboratory Safety		400		I.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Conflict of Interest/Conflict of Commitment		400		H.h.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		College of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences (CHASS)		400		A.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Contracts and Grants		400		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Admissions Donations (SW)		300		L.a.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Tech Transfer Process (SW)		400		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		Facilities		400		K				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PN		UCPD Complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PS		Supplemental		1,070								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		PNF		Followup		330								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Training - other		100		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SI		Training - Whistleblower (WB) & Fraud Awareness		50		J.b.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SC		Unplanned SC		340								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		SE		Unplanned SE		60								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCR		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		1,840								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		DNF		DNF Audit- YR 2		150						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Separation of Duties		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Athletic Camp Revenues		270		N.e				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Donations (Systemwide)		300						x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		UCPD Complaints Process Review (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Inventory - Supplies, materials, and non-inventorial equipment		300		O.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Self Supporting Academic Programs  - Internal control Review		250		A.c.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Library - Internal Control Review		250		A.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		University Extention - Internal control Review		300		A.c.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Active Directory		300		G.b.02 				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Placeholder (Systemwide) - Technology Transfer		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		Gift Cards		250		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PN		IT: Campus Financial System (CFS) - Internal Control Review - Follow up		300		G.b.04.06				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PS		Supplemental		500								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		PNF		Followup		390								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Life Cycle of Software and Hardware		300		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		IT: Research Data Computing Security		300		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		COVID -19 Response		300		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Data Analytics Program - Development and Collaboration		300		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Outreach, Training, and Presentations		280		N				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SC		Unplanned SC		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SE		Unplanned SE		300								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SI		Unplanned SI		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SP		Unplanned SP		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SU		Unplanned SU		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		SR		Unplanned SR		80								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSB		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		100								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Technology Transfer Process (systemwide)		250.0		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Donations (systemwide)		300.0		L.a.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Staff Human Resources (SHR) to Compensation Processes		350.0		J.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Business Continuity Planning		250.0		I.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Campus Power Utility Reliability		300.0		K.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Extramural Fund/Cost Transfer Effectiveness to Extramural Funds Billing & Collections Processes		250.0		E.d.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Colleges, Housing & Educational Service (CHES) Annual Maintenance Program Staffing & Effectiveness		250.0		M.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Leave Administration for Academic Employees Management		300.0		J.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Protected Health Information (PHI) Security review		300.0		G.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		UCSC Police Department complaint process		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PN		Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) Compliance (CARES Act II)		200.0		N.e.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PS		(c) Planned Supplemental Audits (lump sum)		350								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		PNF		(d) Audit Follow Up (lump sum)		230								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Report Annual Review		90		M.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		University Extension (UNEX) Annual Monitoring		250		A.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		UC Path Post Implementation Review		200		N.e.05				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Graduate Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Leadership Transition for Arts Division		200		A.b.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Student Intern Program		1						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Data Analytics and Continuous Monitoring		200		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		BAS Support		40		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Investigation Workgroup		30						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		ITSC Committee		15		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (BAS)		101		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Campus Committees/Workgroups (non BAS)		65		H				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SC		Unplanned SC		46								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SE		Unplanned SE		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SI		Internal Control & Accountability (CRSA) (SI)		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SP		Unplanned SP		1								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SU		Compliance Support (SU) 		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		SR		Systems Development, Reengineering Teams (SR)		10								Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSC		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		616								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Construction		400		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Financial Information System Implementation		400		G.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Concur (Procurement Card, Employee Reimbursements)  		350		H.c				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PN		Sponsored Research Award Financial Closeout		350		E.d.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Kuali Research and Conflict of Interest		350		E.d.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Vice Chancellor Research Executive Accounts 		250		F.a.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		School of Global Policy & Strategy 		400		A.b.01.25				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP)		400		E.c.01.26				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Admissions / Donations (Systemwide)		300		O.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		Technology Transfer Process (Systemwide)		250		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Telehealth Services 		400		B.c.02.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		PN		UC Police Department Complaint Process (Systemwide)		100		I.c.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		COVID-19 Testing Agreements		350		B.i.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Health System Vendor Contracting (Medical Services & Supplies)		400		H.f.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Sterile Processing Department		400		B.g.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Student Health		400		O.b.01				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Surgical Charge Capture / 3M 360 Reconciliation 		350		B.i.01 				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Medicine 		400		B.e.01.03				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSD		PN		Department of Psychiatry Faculty Compensation		400		B.e.01.10				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PS		Supplemental audits		1188								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		PNF		Audit follow up		700								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Financial Report Validation (Reports.ucsd.edu)		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Affairs Events Management / Ticketing System		250		M.a.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Equity & Diversity Impacts in Policies		250		N.c.06				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Cybersecurity Certification for Research		250		G.b.07				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Data Analytics		300		H.d.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health System COVID-19 Recovery – FEMA Reimbursement		200		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Data Oversight Committee		200		G.a.01				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSD		SC		Health Sciences Faculty Equity Advisor Process 		250		J.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Campus COVID-19 FEMA Claim Sujpport (Continued from FY20 & FY21)		250		I.d.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Oracle Governance, Risk, Control Module (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Student Information System (Continued from FY21)		250		G.b.04				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSD		SC		Foreign Engagement Monitoring (Continued from FY21)		250		N.c.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SC		Unplanned SC		1560								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		SE		Unplanned SE		1800								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSD		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		3,300								Investigations

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Research Data Security		300		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Cost Sharing for Sponsored Awards		350		E.d				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Technology Transfer (UCOP)		300		H.h.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Departmental Review		350		A				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Biospecimen & Tissue Core Facility - Inventory Management 		250		C				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Fresno Educational Program Agreements		300		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		PN		Medicare Advantage Denials		300		B.i				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliation Agreements		250		H.h.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Title IX in Clinical Setting		350		N.b.02				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinics Review		400		B.c				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Pharmacy Operations		300		B.b.04				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		CARES Act - Provider Relief Fund Compliance		300		H.d				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Applications		300		G.b				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Health Affiliate IT Security Assessment		350		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		HS		UCSF		PN		Construction Project		300		K.a.01				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Business Continuity Planning		300		N.c.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		UCSF Safety Taskforce Recommendations Follow-Up		200		I.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Outsourced IT Operations		350		G.b.05				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Clinical Research 		200		E.b.03				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Internet-facing Vulnerability Management		340		G.b.07				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PN		Time Keeping		400		H.e.04				x		Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PS		Supplemental		2220								Audit

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		PNF		Followup		900								Audit

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Financial and Compliance Dashboard		300		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Cost Transfers		250		E.d.08				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM		UCSF		SC		Affiliation Agreements 		300		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SC		LPPH&C Funds Flow		250		B.i.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Remote Working related controls		400		N.e				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Risk Assessment		500		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Fraud Awareness Training		200		N.c.03				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Data Analytics Program		400		Various				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		External Audit Coordination		150		Various						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		A&AS Newsletter 		250		N.d.02						Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Misc Committees and Workgroups		975						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Workgroup		100						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SI		UCSF Investigations Committee		60						x		Advisory

		FY22		HS		UCSF		SI		Investigations Sub-Committee		25						x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Apex Business Application System Committee		25		G				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		UCSF Affiliate Technology Steering Committee		25		H.h.02				x		Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SE		Unplanned SE		40								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SC		Unplanned SC		51								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SR		Unplanned SR		15								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SU		Unplanned SU		20								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		SP		Unplanned SP		30								Advisory

		FY22		CAM/HS		UCSF		IN		Planned Investigation Hours (lump sum)		2,450								Investigations

		Total										147474				0		319













Distribution chart

		H		18500		Information Management and Technology		19%		19.55%

		G		15545		Healthsciences Operations		16%		16.43%

		B		15911		Financial Management		17%		16.82%

		A		7765		Academic Units and Programs		8%		8.21%

		I		6000		Student Affairs		6%		6.34%

		J		5450		Research		6%		5.76%

		O		5275		Risk, Environment and Safety		6%		5.58%

		E		4650		Governance		5%		4.92%

		M		3600		Human Resources and Benefits		4%		3.81%

		N		2590		Auxiliary, Business and Support Services		3%		2.74%

		K		2600		Facilities, Construction and Maintenance		3%		2.75%

		L		2320		Development and External Relations		3%		2.45%

		C		2250		Lab Research Programs and Processes		2%		2.38%

		D		700		Office of the President		1%		0.74%

		F		1450		Budget and Planning		1%		1.53%

				94606				100%

				94606

		Blank		52568

				147174



Distribution of Hours by Functional Category



[CATEGORY NAME], [VALUE]

Information Management and Technology	Healthsciences Operations	Financial Management	Academic Units and Programs	Student Affairs	Research	Risk, Environment and Safety	Governance	Human Resources and Benefits	Auxiliary, Business and Support Services	Facilities, Construction and Maintenance	Development and External Relations	Lab Research Programs and Processes	Office of the President	Budget and Planning	0.19	0.16	0.17	0.08	0.06	0.06	0.06	0.05	0.04	0.03	0.03	0.03	0.02	0.01	0.01	


JP Direct Hrs Chart p.9

		Resources		Hours

		Planned Audits		73,885				45.31%		45

		Advisory Services		38,382				23.54%		24

		Investigations		16,539				10.14%		10

		Audit Support		15,597				9.56%		10

		Supplemental Audits		10,748				6.59%		6

		Audit Follow Up		7,920				4.86%		5

				163,071						100

















FY22 Direct Hours

Hours	Planned Audits
45%

Advisory     

Services 

24%

Investigations
10%

[CATEGORY NAME]
10%
Supplemental
Audits
6%
Audit
Follow Up
5%

Planned Audits	Advisory Services	Investigations	Audit Support	Supplemental Audits	Audit Follow Up	73885	38382	16539	15597	10748	7920	

JP HiLites p.6





						Personnel:				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						Authorized staff level				110		FTE’s				   112   FTE's

						Average staff level				104		FTE’s				   102  FTE's



						Distribution of Planned Activities:

						By Audit Activity Type (hours/%):				FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						   Audits				92,553		64%				94,383		64%

						   Advisory Services				38,382		26%				38,122		26%

						   Investigations				16,539		11%				15,615		10%

										147,474		100%				148,120		100%



										FY22 Plan						Prior Year Plan

						By University area:

						   Campus/Laboratory*				76%						75%

						   Health Sciences				24%						25%

										100%						100%



						* Includes Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), Agriculture & Natural Resources (ANR), and UCOP 



																								TRUE

																						CAM/HS		43,932

																						CAM		71,162

																						HS		24,815

																						Lab		7,565

																						T		103,542
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LBNL - Audits Scope Statement Hours
FY21 Cost Allowability As required by the Department of Energy (DOE) contract, LBNL prepares, certifies and submits a 

Statement of Costs Incurred and Claimed (SCIC) after each fiscal year. This statement serves as 
LBNL’s claim and certification that the costs incurred and claimed are allowable in accordance 
with the terms of the contract. DOE Contract 31 Clause I.149 requires LBNL to have an overall 
internal audit strategy for auditing costs incurred under the contract for compliance with 
allowable cost provisions.

900

FY21 UC National Laboratories (UCNL) Home Office 
Costs

Based on DOE Contract 31 Clause H.4, the DOE Contracting Officer requests Internal Audit to 
perform an annual audit to verify whether UCNL Home Office costs charged to LBNL are 
allowable, reasonable, allocable, and within the terms of the contract.  The results of this audit 
form the basis for DOE’s approval and final determination of UCNL home office costs for the 
year. 

450

Office of Management and Budget Circular A-123 IT 
General Controls

The audit uses a risk-based approach to identify and review specific IT controls related to Lab 
financial reporting and assess effectiveness of cyber security management. This project is 
performed to comply with OMB Circular A-123, as a component of the Federal Managers 
Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA). OMB A-123 defines management's responsibility for ensuring 
adequate internal controls reside within the financial processes and reporting structure 
throughout the Laboratory.  

450

Gifts Program The gifts program audit will assess compliance with DOE Contract 31 Clause H.27 Contractor-
Funded Institutional Supporting Research and Development Program and LBNL policy 
requirements on the use of gift funds for research. The audit will evaluate the adequacy of 
internal controls over the gifts acceptance and administration process. The scope includes 
Contractor Supported Research funds from the Berkeley Lab Foundation, UC Fee, or other 
sources of UC funding.

450

Appendix 1 – List of FY 2021-22 Audit and 
Advisory Service Projects by Location

This appendix lists all the planned audit and advisory service projects at each location, their proposed general scope and corresponding planned 
hours.
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Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix OTD Phase VII # 
7530269

Based on requirements in Procurement SP 42.2 (Allowable/Incurred Cost Audits), we will 
perform an incurred cost audit of Perma-Fix subcontract # 7530269. This is a time and materials 
construction subcontract for the Old Town Demolition Phase VII project that includes the 
demolition of B7 & B7C and disposal of associated wastes. The scope will be Perma-Fix’s 
subcontract valued at approximately $8M to determine if invoiced costs comply with the 
subcontract terms and conditions, and are allowable, allocable, and reasonable under 
applicable federal cost principles.

500

Subcontract Audit - Perma-Fix ERRG Joint Venture # 
7501762

Based on requirements in Procurement SP 42.2 (Allowable/Incurred Cost Audits), we will 
perform an incurred cost audit of Perma-Fix Engineering Remediation Resources Group Joint 
Venture subcontract # 7501762. This is a time and materials construction subcontract for the 
Bayview Parcel 1 Cleanup and Site Prep project.  The scope will be Perma-Fix ERRG’s 
subcontract valued at approximately $21M to determine if invoiced costs comply with the 
subcontract terms and conditions, and are allowable, allocable, and reasonable under 
applicable federal cost principles.

500

Subcontract Audit - Physical Sciences, Inc. # 
7376689

Based on requirements in Procurement SP 42.2 (Allowable/Incurred Cost Audits), we will 
perform an incurred cost audit of Physical Sciences, Inc. subcontract # 7376689. This is a cost-
plus-fixed-fee subcontract for research services for Nuclear Science Division to develop 
radiation detection systems for law enforcement vehicles. The scope will be Physical Sciences’ 
subcontract valued at approximately $1.4M to determine if invoiced costs comply with the 
subcontract terms and conditions, and are allowable, allocable, and reasonable under 
applicable federal cost principles.

500

Wildfire Prevention Management This is an assessment of the Lab’s Wildland Fire Management Plan (WFMP) for compliance with 
requirements. The WFMP has been revised to comply with Federal and local requirements and 
include a vegetation management plan. The Lab's proximity to a heavily wooded area 
surrounded by high-density residential housing, makes wildfires a threat. In 2017, a grass and 
wildland fire occurred near the Lab resulting in a Labwide evacuation. Recent OIG reports 
focused on wildland fire prevention at other DOE labs.

500

Subcontractor Safety Management This is an assessment of subcontractor safety training and awareness to prevent and mitigate 
accidents. Subcontractor safety programs are set up with key subcontractors in coordination 
with EH&S, Projects and Infrastructure Modernization, and Facilities divisions. Accidents 
involving subcontractors have occurred in various projects. A stand down for the project(s) was 
implemented to avoid further injuries and perform causal analysis. The stand down resulted in 
costly delays in the project timeline. An upward trend in Lab construction projects and an 
increase in subcontractors on site may lead to higher risk of subcontractor accidents.

500
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Exit Termination Process This is an assessment of the Lab’s exit termination process and an effectiveness review of 
guidance and procedures for terminating employees. The scope will include property, 
equipment, and other assets from terminating employees that need to be returned to the Lab - 
this process can be a challenge during the pandemic and while employees are working 
remotely. Responsibility for chemicals and key information from terminating employees should 
be properly transitioned.

500

LBNL sub-total 5,250

UC Berkeley - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 320
Contract and Grant Compliance - Higher Risk Cost 
Transfers

Data analysis and sample testing of transferred project costs deemed at higher risk of non-
compliance with sponsor requirements for allowable and allocable costs.

350

Effort Reporting Evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls related to effort reporting as a 
method of certifying effort for contracts and grants.

350

Payroll - Retroactive and Missed Pay Evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls related to the processing of 
retroactive and missed pay via UCPath.

350

Timekeeping & Time Reporting (Kronos/CalTime) Evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls related to timekeeping and time 
reporting by employees, including IT general controls related to the campus Kronos 
timekeeping system (CalTime) and data interfaces to UCPath.

350

User Access and Role Management (PeopleSoft 
Enterprise Systems)

Evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls related to the request, approval, 
provisioning, update, and de-provisioning of user access and roles in campus PeopleSoft 
enterprise systems 

350

Work-Study Programs Evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls related to administration of work-
study programs as a component of student financial aid.

350

University Extension Assessment of unit internal controls to assure that financial results are accurately reported, 
operations are effective and efficient, and activities are compliant with relevant policies, 
procedures, and regulatory requirements.

350

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

300

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

200
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UC Berkeley - Advisory Hours
Indirect Cost Recovery Advisory project to provide an independent comparative analysis of indirect cost recovery 

strategies at comparable institutions and trade-offs between different methodologies for 
collection and allocation of indirect costs.

500

UC Berkeley sub-total 4,070

UC Davis - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 400
Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

250

Annual Report of Executive Compensation (AREC) The AREC review is conducted on a rotating basis as requested by the Office of the President. 
The AREC report prepared by the campus will be reviewed for completeness and accuracy.

150

Campus Recharge Rates Recharge rates are a method of internal cost re-distribution between campus units and 
departments providing and receiving goods and services. This project will assess the review and 
approval process to ensure recharge rates are reasonable and in compliance with university 
recharge policies and procedures.

300

Chancellor’s Expenses (Business and Finance 
Bulletin (BFB) G-45)

The G-45 review is conducted on a rotating basis as requested by the Office of the President. 
We will review the annual fiscal and tax year reports of expenses incurred on behalf of the 
Chancellor. Business and Finance Bulletin G-45, “Implementing Requirements on Expenses 
Incurred in Support of Official Responsibilities of the President and Chancellors” requires these 
annual reports.

150

Information and Educational Technology (IET) 
Accounting Structure and Recharges

This project will assess whether IET’s accounting structure is reflective of its operations, and will 
determine whether its recharge services are covered by rates charged.

300

Research Data Inventory This project will evaluate the university’s controls over storage, classification, and disposition of 
research data.

300

Contracting (Regent’s Policy 5402) This review will assess policies, procedures and internal controls in place to ensure compliance 
with Regents Policy 5402, Policy Generally Prohibiting Contracting for Services.

300

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

350

Clinical Internet of Things This project will evaluate information security procedures, including but not limited to patch 
management and network and physical access control, for wired and wireless clinical devices. 

300
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Department Compliance Plans Federal regulations require Laboratory and Home Health/Hospice functions to develop and 
follow departmental compliance plans. This review will provide assurance that plans are 
satisfactory and in execution.

300

Department of Pathology This review will assess policies, procedures, and internal controls at the Department of 
Pathology. Additionally, it will assess the overall status of the department’s finances.

300

Exclusion Monitoring This review will assess processes for monitoring exclusionary lists for current and prospective 
employees.

250

Pharmacy A risk assessment will refine the scope of this review, which will focus on topics in finance, 
operations, and/or compliance.

300

Telehealth Information Systems and Security This project will evaluate cyber risk and controls over telehealth activities at UC Davis Health. 300

Telehealth Licensure This project will assess UC Davis Health’s ability to respond to changing requirements for 
provider licensure in telehealth.

300

UC Davis - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Administrative/Transition Reviews:
   Academic Affairs
   Athletics
   School of Education
   School of Veterinary Medicine
   Undergraduate Education

Administrative and transition reviews evaluate internal controls over financial and 
administrative processes within a dean, vice chancellor or vice provost office, along with the 
unit’s five-year financial performance. The unit’s major accomplishments, challenges, and 
opportunities, as well as how those factors impact administrative operations, are identified and 
reported.

1,450

Budget Mitigation This project will evaluate the adequacy of steps being taken by schools, colleges, and 
administrative units to mitigate budget impacts currently faced by the university. 

300

Campus Committees Audit and Management Advisory Services (AMAS) serves on a number of advisory committees 
charged with activities related to assessment of controls, accountability, risk management and 
compliance.

80

College of Biological Sciences IS-3 This review will assess progress by the College of Biological Sciences and Campus Information 
Security Office relative to IS-3 compliance.

250

Fraternities and Sororities This project will include a review of Title IX’s impact on Greek life at UC Davis, along with 
oversight for fraternities and sororities, and whether leaders are participating in mandatory 
trainings. We may also assess the case management workload at the Office of Student Support 
and Judicial Affairs (OSSJA), which could include a review of conflicts of interest and the case 
management process.

300

Remote Work This review will assess the campus preparedness for Return to Work with respect to COVID-19 
and the future of Remote Work. The campus is planning to continue alternative working 
arrangements to an extent that is both effective and productive. This project will assess 
policies, procedures, and controls necessary in the new work environment.

300

Aggie Enterprise AMAS will be providing consultation regarding the Aggie Enterprise implementation in areas 
such as governance, independent validation and verification process, and system build and 
related internal controls.

300
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Data Analytics Support AMAS continues to refine its internal data analytics capabilities, as well as providing support to 
other UC Davis units in obtaining and analyzing data from UC Davis and systemwide (e.g., UC 
Path) information systems.

250

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion, Phase II As part of the FY2020 Audit Plan, AMAS began a multi-year advisory service project with the 
Vice Chancellor for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI). In Phase I, AMAS assessed the efforts 
of schools/colleges in implementing the 2017 Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Vision.  In Phase 
II, AMAS will work with DEI to create and implement a process for tracking, reporting on, and 
ensuring accountability for unit progress in addressing opportunities for improvement in 
implementing the Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Vision.

250

External Audit Coordination AMAS is responsible for the external audit coordination function. AMAS guides departments 
through audits performed by outside entities such as funding agencies, and gathers data to 
facilitate and expedite these reviews.

How to Survive an Audit On a semi-annual basis, AMAS teaches a staff development course titled “How to Survive an 
Audit.” This course is required as part of the Research Administration Certificate series, and 
provides information to participants on working with external regulatory auditors and internal 
auditors.

120

IT Committees AMAS participates in various IT-related committees, including the cyber-safety risk assessment 
committee, and the IT security committee.

80

Advanced Computing Environment Advisory engagement to evaluate information security controls and processes in the cloud 
Advanced Computing Environment.

300

Compliance Office Transition review of administrative practices in the Department of Health Compliance and 
Privacy Services. 

300

Health Informatics Virtual Environment Advisory engagement to evaluate information security controls and processes of the Health 
Informatics Virtual Environment. 

300

Patient Contact Center Engagement to measure completeness of implementation of the Patient Contact Center work 
plan, and to evaluate the impact of reorganized service lines on the departments.

250

Payor Portals Access Management This review will evaluate access controls for health insurance payors’ web-based systems and 
services.

300

Supply Chain This review will assess processes and internal controls related to purchasing and receipt of 
goods within InforLawson.  The scope of our review will be further refined through a 
preliminary survey and risk assessment.

300

UC Davis Health Committees AMAS serves on a number of advisory committees charged with activities related to privacy and 
security; operations and facilities compliance; professional fee billing; and executive-level 
issues. 

80

UC Davis sub-total 10,160
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UC Irvine - Audits Scope Statement Hours
IT Asset Inventory This review will focus on the controls related to the inventory of assets on the network.  300
CARES Act Expenses Provide assurance that activities/expenses are in compliance with the new Coronavirus Aid, 

Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).
325

Program in Public Health This review will focus on sponsored project administration of contracts and grants, in particular 
those related to COVID 19.  

300

Otolaryngology Determine whether there are adequate internal controls over key administrative and financial 
processes, such as financial management, research administration, and compensation plan 
activities.

300

Remote Work Access Risk of data loss due to staff logging in from laptops without VPN or using their personal devices 
to access campus resources. This is even more important due to more people working at home 
as a result of COVID-19.

300

Pathology & Lab Medicine Determine whether there are adequate internal controls over key administrative and financial 
processes, such as financial management, research administration, and compensation plan 
activities.

300

Federal Funded Research Data Access Security 
Controls

Assess security controls and related compliance with government grant contracts. 400

UC Path Payroll Exceptions Evaluate internal controls over post UC Path payroll processing as well as actions taken to 
identify and address post implementation pay exceptions.

450

Ambulatory Growth Integration Review controls and due diligence processes relating to establishing ambulatory clinics. 400
Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 

Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

Department of Medicine Residency Program The review will focus on residency billing and related processes and controls. 450
Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 

strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

250

Volunteer Management The review will assess key administrative functions of volunteers, which may include training, 
background checks, and other elements of the program

300

Physicians Billing Group This review will focus on roles and responsibilities relating to third party billers as well as 
controls over lockboxes.  

425

Chancellor's Expenses - Systemwide Review the UC Policy G-45, G-45 final reports, supporting documentation, report preparation 
methodology, and approval processes to ensure the accuracy of amounts reported, and 
compliance with the G-45 policy and the UC Entertainment and Travel policies.

100
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Annual Reporting of Executive Compensation 
(AREC) - Systemwide

Review executive employees’ AREC documents packet, and the SMG coordinator’s packet sent 
by UCOP for directives regarding the certification process of the AREC report submission.

100

Virtual Care - Telemedicine Assess the controls and processes for virtual care including regulatory compliance, and 
reimbursement, and security and privacy.

400

New Hospital Construction - Phased Review project invoiced costs and fees to ensure compliance with the contract agreement. 450
Conflict of Commitment (COC)OC Reporting - 
Sunshine Act/Open Payments Database

Using data analytics and analysis, this review will focus on physician payments per the Sunshine 
Act and reconciliation with School of Medicine faculty member reporting requirements to 
assess compliance with regulations and University policies and procedures on COC disclosures.

450

UC Irvine - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Fraud Risk Program Education and training on fraud risk awareness. 150
Data Analytics Utilizing data analytics and analysis identify unusual trends and investigate irregular 

transactions.
200

Coded Memo Reviews Annual reviews of the Division of Finance and Administration (DFA) coded memos, which 
contain policies, procedures, and operational guidelines relating to most aspects of DFA.

200

External Audit Coordination Internal Audit Services is responsible for the external audit coordination function. IAS guides 
departments through audits performed by outside entities and helps facilitate and expedite 
these reviews.

50

Continuous Auditing Corporate Card Transactions Utilizing data analytics, test sample corporate card transactions to detect non-compliant 
transactions or fraud.

100

Physical Inventory Observations Review a sample of department year-end physical inventory activities, including test counts and 
compliance with policies and procedures.

50

Campus and Medical Center Committees Internal Audit Services serves on various advisory committees and provides input and advice on 
risks, accountability, and internal controls.

150

UC Irvine sub-total 7,300

UC Los Angeles - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 330
Real Estate The purpose of the audit is to ensure that the related systems and procedures are conducive to 

accomplishing the Real Estate Department’s business objectives.  
300

Superintendent PreK-12 Programs & Schools - 
Geffen Academy at UCLA

The primary purpose of the review is to ensure that  the Geffen Academy at UCLA 
organizational structure and controls are conducive to accomplishing their business objectives.  
The potential scope of the audit may include financial management, student fees, personnel 
and payroll, purchasing, and equipment inventory.

250
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Central Ticket Office (CTO) - Cashiering The purpose of the audit is to ensure that the Central Ticket Office organizational structure and 
controls, and the related systems and procedures surrounding cashiering activities are 
conducive to accomplishing its business objectives. The scope of the audit will focus on cash 
collections, deposits, reconciliations, physical security and information systems.
 

285

UCPD - Equipment Inventory and Evidence 
Management

The purpose of the audit is to ensure that UCPD’s organizational structure and controls, and the 
related systems and procedures surrounding equipment inventory and evidence management 
are conducive to accomplishing the department’s and University’s business objectives.  The 
scope of the audit may include equipment inventory management, evidence management and 
systems controls.

400

Housing and Hospitality (H&HS) - Vending Services The purpose of the audit is to ensure that the Vending Services organizational structure and 
controls, and the related systems and procedures are conducive to accomplishing the 
organization's business objectives. The audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of 
internal controls over vending services.

200

Events & Transportation (E&T) - Information 
Systems

The purpose of the review is to ensure that the organizational structure and controls, and the 
related systems and procedures surrounding IT general controls within E&T are conducive to 
accomplishing the organization's business objectives.  Where applicable, compliance with 
University and departmental policies and procedures will also be evaluated.

250

Facilities Mgmt. - Performance Reporting from 
Maximo and Cognos

The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that the department’s organizational 
structure and controls related to how performance reporting utilizing the Maximo and Cognos 
systems are conducive to accomplishing its business objectives.  The scope of the audit will 
focus on the efficiency and effectiveness of internal controls and whether the department is 
optimizing these systems for generating metrics and performance reporting.  

250

Facilities Mgmt. - Finance, Space, and Logistics 
Division – Purchasing Process Review

The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that Materiel Management’s 
organizational structure and controls related to the purchasing process are conducive to 
accomplishing its business objectives.  The scope of the audit will focus on the purchasing 
process, receiving, returns, physical security, and accountability structure.  

350

Facilities Mgmt. - Design & Project Mgmt. Division / 
Maintenance & Alterations Division – Preventive 
and Deferred Maintenance

The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that Facilities Management’s 
organizational structure and controls related to the administration of the Preventive 
Maintenance and Deferred Maintenance programs are conducive to accomplishing its business 
objectives.  The scope of the audit will focus on the following:  Preventive Maintenance:  task 
identification, prioritization, work plans, performance and work force utilization, backlog, and 
work order completion; Deferred Maintenance:  project identification, prioritization, scope, 
budgeting, and funding allocation and monitoring.

350
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Capital Programs - Capitalization Procedures and 
Practices 

The primary purpose of the audit will be to evaluate Capital Programs’ processes and controls 
associated with project cost capitalization activities to ensure business practices comply with 
applicable University accounting principles and standards.  The scope of the audit will focus on 
cost classification, cost coding and approval, and capitalization procedures. 

350

Capital Programs - Project Management The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that the Capital Programs organizational 
structure and controls surrounding its project management processes are conducive to 
accomplishing its business objectives.  The secondary purpose of the review will be to evaluate 
the adequacy and efficiency of internal controls.  The scope of the audit will focus on change 
orders, financial management, and monitoring of project budgets and schedules. 

350

Capital Programs - SharePoint System Review The primary purpose of the audit will be to evaluate manual and automated controls, 
procedures, and security protocols.  The scope of the audit will focus on user access 
administration, audit logs, backup and recovery, and business continuity and disaster recovery.

300

Associated Students(AS)UCLA - UCLA Restaurants – 
Cooperage Division 

The purpose of the review will be to ensure that the related systems and procedures 
surrounding the Cooperage Division are conducive to accomplishing ASUCLA’s business 
objectives.  The secondary purpose of the review will be to evaluate the adequacy and 
efficiency of internal controls.  The scope of the review will focus on cash handling, physical 
security, food safety, employee training, and reconciliation and monitoring.  Specific restaurant 
locations are to be determined. 

250

ASUCLA - Student Media The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that the related systems and procedures 
surrounding Student Media’s operations are conducive to accomplishing ASUCLA’s and the 
University’s business objectives.  The secondary purpose of the review will be to evaluate the 
adequacy and efficiency of internal controls.  The scope of the review will focus on operational 
procedures, cash management, Payment Card Industry (PCI) compliance, accounts receivable, 
personnel and payroll, systems access, and physical security.

200

ASUCLA - Finance Division – Human Resources 
Payroll

The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that the related systems and procedures 
surrounding the Division are conducive to accomplishing ASUCLA and the University’s business 
objectives.  The secondary purpose of the review will be to evaluate the adequacy and 
efficiency of internal controls.  The scope of the review will focus on compensation, new hires, 
terminations, payroll, compliance, and systems access.

300

ASUCLA - Information Services Division – Ratex 
Point of Sale (POS) System 

The primary purpose of the review will be to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of 
internal controls over the Ratex POS system operations.  The scope of the audit will focus on 
physical controls, user access administration, disaster recovery and business continuity 
planning, general/application controls, and back-up and recovery.

250
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Athletics - Compliance The primary purpose of the audit is to ensure that Athletics Compliance Division organizational 
structure and controls are conducive to accomplishing their business objectives. The potential 
scope of the audit may include monitoring & evaluation, eligibility, investigation & self 
reporting, recruiting, and information systems.

500

Technology Development Group (TDG) - Incentive 
Plan Compensation

The purpose of the audit is to verify the accuracy of the fiscal year 2020-21 award calculations 
and the reported incentive plan objective levels achieved (threshold, target, maximum).  In 
addition, 2021-22 incentive plan objectives will be reviewed to determine if they are specific, 
measurable and align with TDG’s mission.

300

Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB) The purpose of the audit is to review CEB’s key balance sheet accounts and provide CEB’s 
Advisory Board with reasonable assurance as to the overall integrity of the financial statements 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2021. CEB’s adherence to University policies and Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP) will be addressed.

400

UCLA Foundation The purpose of the audit is to perform an annual compliance review for fiscal year 2020-2021 
to ensure that dispositions of restricted funds transferred from the UCLA Foundation to the 
University for that period complied with the purposes and restrictions set forth by the donors.  
The scope of the review will include a general assessment of the Foundation's active endowed 
and current expenditure funds for fiscal year 2020-2021.  

650

Student Affairs - Student Organizations, Leadership 
& Engagement (SLOE)

The purpose of the audit is to ensure there are adequate internal controls over administrative 
and financial activities.  The potential scope of the audit may include financial management, 
cash handling, equipment inventory, purchasing,  and information technology and security.

900

Campus Department TBD The purpose of the audit is to ensure there are adequate internal controls over administrative 
and financial activities.  The potential scope of the audit may include financial management, 
cash handling, equipment inventory, purchasing,  and information technology and security.

900

Annual Review of the Chancellor and Associate of 
the Chancellor's Expenses (BFB G-45) - Systemwide

The primary purpose of the review will be to verify that the process for compiling data used to 
complete the "Annual Report of Fiscal Year Expenses of the Chancellor" and the "Annual Report 
of Taxable Expenses of the Chancellor" as required by BUS G-45. 

300

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

AREC - Annual Report on Executive Compensation 
(Systemwide)

The purpose of the review is to ensure that the 2020 AREC is complete and accurate before 
being certified and submitted by local officials to the University of California Office of the 
President (UCOP). Additionally, we will determine that the data included in the report is in 
accordance with the guidelines set forth by UCOP.

300

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

300
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Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

Disaster Recovery -Tier 1 Applications The audit will evaluate the sufficiency of processes to assure recovery after a disaster and 
continued business processing in the event of system failures or attacks.  

500

Charge Capture - Radiation Oncology Charge capture projects will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of controls over key 
processes.

500

Charge Capture - Perioperative Services - Santa 
Monica

Charge capture projects will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of controls over key 
processes.

500

Clinical Research Payments to the Health System This project will assess whether the Health System is being fully reimbursed for the clinical 
services it provides to clinical research studies. 

500

Care Coordination - Payments to External Providers The primary purpose of this project is to determine whether controls are in place to ensure that 
payments to external providers of post-acute care for patients with inadequate financial 
resources are valid. 

500

Procurement Process for High Cost Implants-Value 
Analysis Committee

This project will assess the procurement process for high cost implants used in patient 
procedures. 

500

Revenue Capture and Billing - High Cost Drugs The purpose of the audit is to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls 
relating to the charge capture and billing of high cost drugs. 

500

Interventional Radiology/Hospital Procedure Units The purpose of the audit is to determine the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls 
relating to hospital and professional fee charge capture. In addition, an assessment of internal 
controls over IR supplies with a focus on high cost supplies will be performed. 

500

Tiverton House The audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key financial and 
administrative activities.

500

Patient Valuables - Santa Monica Medical Center This audit will evaluate whether processes are in place to ensure that patient valuables are 
sufficiently safeguarded, properly released, and  accountability adequately maintained.  

240

Ambulatory Surgery Center - Thousand Oaks Audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key activities, 
including payment handling, revenue capture, and healthcare vendor relationships. 

500

Radiology - South Bay - Palos Verdes Audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key activities, 
including payment handling, revenue capture, and healthcare vendor relationships. 

500

Primary Care - Burbank Audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key activities, 
including payment handling, revenue capture, and healthcare vendor relationships. 

500

Physical Therapy - Community Practice Audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key activities, 
including payment handling, revenue capture, and healthcare vendor relationships. 

500

Head & Neck Practice - BofA Building Audit will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over key activities, 
including payment handling, revenue capture, and healthcare vendor relationships. 

500
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Funds Flow - David Geffen School of Medicine 
(DGSOM) Departmental Agreements

This project will assess the financial management of agreements for services provided between 
DGSOM departments. 

600

Radiological Sciences - Academic Departmental 
Audit - David Geffen School of Medicine (DGSOM)

Academic departmental audit to determine whether there are adequate internal controls over 
key administrative and financial processes, such as financial management, research 
administration, and compensation plan activities.  

900

Controlled Substances - Controls in David Geffen 
School of Medicine (DGSOM) Research Labs

This project will determine whether adequate controls are in place regarding controlled 
substances used in School of Medicine research laboratories. 

500

DGSOM Time Reporting - Huntington Business 
Systems (HBS) 

The project will assess the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls over payroll time and 
leave reporting processes. 

200

Gift Administration - School of Dentistry This project will review of the School of Dentistry's administration of gifts, including gift 
processing  and monitoring expenditures for compliance with gift terms. 

250

Academic Department-TBD or Clinic Practice -
School of Dentistry

Academic departmental audit to determine whether there are adequate internal controls over 
key administrative and financial processes, such as financial management, research 
administration, and compensation plan activities.  

500

UCLA - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Facilities Mgmt. - Bruin Budget Model 
Implementation

The primary purpose of the review will be to ensure that the department’s internal controls 
related to implementation processes and procedures of the Bruin Budget Model are conducive 
to accomplishing its business objectives.  The scope of the audit will focus on the adequacy of 
internal controls and whether the model is performing as intended.  

300

One Bill Advisory Services Project UCLA Audit & Advisory Services will be part of the One Bill workgroup.  The One Bill project 
aims for UCLA to have one ‘true’  one bill for all three UCLA accounts receivable areas, merging 
Housing transactions into the Tuition billing system, and possibly Transportation student 
accounts receivable.

200

Information Technology Services - Cybersecurity 
Advisory Project

The purpose of the Cybersecurity advisory project is to assist Information Technology Services 
in assessing the current IT assets across UCLA, identifying crucial weaknesses in the 
cybersecurity architecture.

300

Human Resource and Payroll Center - North 
Advisory

The North and South Human Resource and Payroll Centers have merged under one Director. 
We will be performing an advisory project to assist the two units with the merger and ensure 
that new processes being implemented are efficient and effective and in compliance with 
University policies and procedures.

350

Human Resource and Payroll Center - South 
Advisory - Carryforward from FY20-21

The scope of the Human Resource and Payroll Center - South Advisory project is on the 
implementation of cloud based personnel files and also on assisting the department so that 
they establish a proper UCPath access accountability structure with both the South and North 
service centers.

150

Housing & Hospitality Services (H&HS) - Lake 
Arrowhead & Luskin Conference Centers Advisory

Lake Arrowhead and Luskin Conference Center have now opened up to the public which has 
opened them to new and different types of potential risks.  We will perform an advisory review 
to ensure proper controls exist and risks are mitigated.

300
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Housing & Hospitality Services (H&HS) - Housing 
Sales & Marketing Advisory Project

The H&HS - Housing Sales & Marketing is going through a realignment and would like assistance 
to ensure that they have the proper controls in place to meet their business objective.

300

Housing & Hospitality Services (H&HS) - Housing 
Maintenance Advisory Project

The H&HS - Housing Maintenance is going through a realignment and would like assistance to 
ensure that they have the proper controls in place to meet their business objective.

250

Housing & Hospitality Services (H&HS)- Ascend 
Chart of Accounts and HHS System Integration 
Planning Advisory

Housing & Hospitality Services (HHS) has requested an advisory project to assist them with the 
integration between Ascend and the HHS systems.

250

Events & Transportation - Fleet Transit Advisory 
Project

The Fleet & Transit unit is changing many of their processes and would like an advisory project 
to assist them in ensuring that they have adequate controls and are in compliance with 
University policies.

250

Events & Transportation - Parking Services Advisory 
Project

The purpose of the advisory project is to assist Parking Services in reviewing/changing the 
parking rates listed in leases of UCLA buildings to move toward the rates being closer to the 
UCLA campus parking rates.

200

Library Advisory The purpose and scope of this review will focus on ensuring management corrective actions are 
implemented, which was delayed to the pandemic and staff not working on-site for FY 20-21.

150

School of Music Advisory The purpose and scope of this review is to ensure adequate controls over the reporting of gift 
funds and related administration process.  

250

Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance 
Committee

Audit Director is part of the Cyber-Risk and Data Privacy Governance Committee which meets 
to ensure a governance approach is used to consistently evaluate and reduce cyber risks.

80

University Identification (UID) Workgroup Audit & Advisory Services will participate in the University Identification (UID) workgroup to 
help ensure controls surrounding UID are adequate.

60

Student Information Systems (SIS) Workgroup Audit & Advisory Services will participate in the Student Information Systems (SIS) workgroup 
to help ensure controls surrounding SIS are adequate.

60

ASCEND Steering Committee (Advisory) Audit & Advisory Services will participate in the ASCEND Steering Committee/workgroup to 
help ensure controls surrounding the financial system implementation of ASCEND are 
adequate.

80

Human Resources Advisory Group (HRAG) Audit & Advisory Services will participate in the HRAG workgroup to help advise on Campus 
Human Resource issues.

80

Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) 
Workgroup

 The Distributed Administrative Security System (DACSS) Work Group in partnership with Audit 
& Advisory Services (A&AS) and Information Technology Services (IT Services) meets to ensure 
that issues relating to DACSS/Post-Authorization Notification (PAN) application, and the related 
responsibilities of Chief Administrative Officers (CAOs) and Departmental Security 
Administrators (DSAs) are promptly identified and resolved.

50
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Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) 
Workgroup

Audit & Advisory Services participates in the Policy & Procedures for Contingent Workers (CWR) 
workgroup to ensure that proper controls and procedures are being establish and are in 
compliance with University polices.

40

Clinical Research Study Charges Workgroup Participation in a workgroup which monitors clinical study patient charges. 80
Wounded Warrior/Operation Mend Workgroup Audit & Advisory Services will participate in the workgroup to help advise on donations and gift 

expenditure issues.
20

UCLA Sub-total 23,905

UC Merced - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 50
Title IV Review for compliance with Higher Education Act consumer disclosures and reporting 

requirements. Follow up on DOE audit findings. Increased risks due to monitoring results and 
external audit findings. 

300

Recharges and Recharge Process Review tor controls effectiveness and accuracy of pooling and charging costs - Increased risks 
due to new system, changes in research leadership, and reorganization.

300

Oracle Implementation Review new campus processes with new ERP system. Review general IT controls to evaluate 
security of the new ERP system. 

350

Clery Compliance Review compliance with the Clery Act. Increased risks due to other UC Campus's external audit 
findings.

300

Executive Compensation (AREC) N/A 200
Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

100

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

250

UC Merced - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 

Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

50

Year 2/3 Review of Gift Stewardship Review processes for administration, communication and monitoring  for gift funds, and 
effectiveness of oversight.

25

Year 2 Teacher Preparation Program (TPP) Review processes for administering Teacher Preparation Program and compliance with CA state 
laws.

55

HEERF Funding Review of how HEERF funding is spent and reported according to the Education Department 
guidelines. 

50

Ethics and Compliance Program Support Provide miscellaneous support to the ethics and compliance program. 100
Monthly Data Analytics Perform monthly data analysis of campus data. 60
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Concurrent Auditing - Contracts and Grants 
Transactions and Controls

Review high risk areas on an ongoing basis for appropriate controls, compliance, fraud and 
errors. Will focus on contracts and grants transactions. 

100

UC Merced sub-total 2,290

UC Office of the President - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 600
Electric Service Provider (ESP) Power Supply 
Verification

Annual audit of power content reporting to the California Energy Commission (CEC). 150

Office of the Treasurer Annual Incentive Plan (AIP) Phased assessment which will include review of incentive goals and award calculations. 300

Medical Centers Clinical Enterprise Management 
Recognition Plan (CEMRP)

Phased assessment which will include review of incentive goals and award calculations. 300

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

250

Campus Undergraduate Admissions Processes Evaluation of campus undergraduate admissions processes focused on high risk areas related to 
the risk of inappropriate influence on admissions decisions.

TBD

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

300

LBNL Audit Support - Home Office Costs Assistance to LBNL for its audit of FY21 UC National Laboratories (UCNL) Home Office Costs. 150

Cyber Resiliency Audit - UC Health Focus Review UC Health locations' preparedness to respond to, and recover form, a significant cyber-
attack.  The audit will include reviewing the locations incident response, disaster recovery and 
continuity plans and procedures and assess their overall preparedness to respond and recover 
from a major cyber-attack. 

2,000

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

300

Pension Administration System Review of system-based and non-system-based internal controls over the recently 
implemented pension administration system.

300

UCPath Center A broad-based assessment of internal controls over financial operations at the UCPath Center 
and operating effectiveness of UCPath Center Services.

400

UCPath Talent Acquisition Manager (TAM) Module Evaluate the implementation of the TAM module at UCOP and in-scope campuses. 250

Vulnerability Assessment and Penetration Testing Conduct detailed scanning for vulnerabilities and manual penetration testing to identify 
opportunities for improvements in security controls. Review the vulnerability management 
process overall to identify opportunities for improvement to better manage cyber-risks.

2,200
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IS-3 Electronic Information Security Policy 
Implementation (systemwide)

Review the implementation of the updated IS-3 policy and assess compliance with policy 
requirements.

150

Threat Detection and Identification (TDI) Audit 
Follow-up

Evaluate the implementation of recommendations from the prior year TDI audit across UC 
locations and at the Office of the President.

1,000

UC Office of the President - Advisory 
Services

Scope Statement Hours

ANR Business Processes Review the ANR business processes interfacing with UCPath at ANR post-go-live to assess 
efficiency and effectiveness of controls.

250

Remote Workforce Risk Assessment Risk assessment to identify and analyze risks associated with a partial remote workforce. 200
Cross-Campus Enrollment System Review and evaluate operational risks associated with the cross-campus enrollment system and 

identify opportunities to improve throughput and the fulfillment of business objectives.
300

UCOP sub-total 9,400

UC Riverside - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 300
Campus Laboratory Safety Audit & Advisory Services (A&AS) will test for campus compliance with applicable regulatory 

requirements, and University policies and controls. In addition, A&AS will assess the campus 
culture with regards to Health and Safety and the general control environment.

400

Conflict of Interest/Conflict of Commitment Assess the processes and controls surrounding outside activities reporting to ensure adherence 
with University polices.

400

College of Humanities, Arts, & Social Sciences 
(CHASS)

The review will evaluate effectiveness, efficiency, compliance, and/or the adequacy of internal 
controls in selected risk areas

400

Contracts and Grants Review internal controls over contracts and grants sponsored research and evaluate 
compliance with various regulations and applicable UC policies and procedures.

400

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

400

Facilities General overall audit to determine the adequacy of internal controls in selected risk areas and 
evaluate compliance with applicable University policies and procedures.

400

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100
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UC Riverside - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Training - other Develop and conduct various training sessions (e.g. General Internal Controls, Financial 

Systems, Risk Management, etc.) as requested.
100

Training - Whistleblower (WB) & Fraud Awareness Conduct regularly scheduled Supervisor training on Fraud Awareness and the Whistleblower 
Policy

50

UC Riverside sub-total 3,250

UC Santa Barbara - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Prior Year project wrap-up N/A 450
IT: Separation of Duties The objective of this audit would be to identify potential separation of duties gaps in critical 

campus systems. Ensuring submitter and approval roles are appropriately assigned and 
managed in campus systems at the onset of a system implementation, as well as continued 
management of roles is crucial to reduce risks of misuse of campus resources.

300

Athletic Camp Revenues The review will focus on identifying how camp revenue is being classified and recorded versus 
camp donations and the subsequent impact on bonus structures for coaches being tied to camp 
revenues.

270

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

University Inventory - Supplies, materials, and non-
inventorial equipment

The review will focus on evaluating current inventories in various areas under the VC of 
Administrative Services purview including Facilities Management, campus store and retail 
operations. Included in the evaluation will be the review of whether inventories are being 
properly safeguarded, inventoried regularly, and how they are being recorded on campus 
ledgers.

300

Self Supporting Academic Programs  - Internal 
control Review

Audit and Advisory Services will evaluate effectiveness, efficiency, compliance, and/or the 
adequacy of internal controls in one or more areas selected based on risk, with possible 
coverage of budgeting, revenue (e.g. billing, accounts receivable, cash), procurement, payroll, 
sponsored projects, and/or other areas.

250

University Library - Internal Control Review Audit and Advisory Services will evaluate effectiveness, efficiency, compliance, and/or the 
adequacy of internal controls in one or more areas selected based on risk, with possible 
coverage of budgeting, revenue (e.g. billing, accounts receivable, cash), procurement, payroll, 
sponsored projects, and/or other areas.

250
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University Extension - Internal control Review Audit and Advisory Services will evaluate effectiveness, efficiency, compliance, and/or the 
adequacy of internal controls in one or more areas selected based on risk, with possible 
coverage of budgeting, revenue (e.g. billing, accounts receivable, cash), procurement, payroll, 
sponsored projects, and/or other areas.

300

IT: Active Directory The campus has multiple identity stores, such as Active Directories, providing authentication 
services. The Office of the Chief Information Officer (CIO) is promoting using Google identity 
services to integrate all campus active directories. The objective of this audit will be to identify 
all campus identity stores and any security issues associated with these identity stores.

300

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

300

Gift Cards The primary purpose of this review will be to identify and evaluate the purchase and use of gift 
cards across campus departments. Additionally, we will identify controls around gift card 
purchases and uses to assist Business and Financial Services in finding a best practices approach 
to gift card activity on campus.

250

IT: Campus Financial System (CFS) - Internal Control 
Review - Follow up

The purpose of this audit is to complete an evaluation of internal controls and processes 
implemented in the Campus Financial System. This review is a follow-up of a limited scope 
review performed during fiscal year 2018-19. The audit team will follow up on all remaining 
open issues and cover a limited number of additional areas selected on the basis of risk.

300

UC Santa Barbara - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours

IT: Life Cycle of Software and Hardware The objective of the review will be to assess internal controls to identify and operate critical 
applications and infrastructure that is arriving at the end of their life cycle. Additionally, 
identification of applications and critical infrastructure that are no longer fully supported and 
that need to migrate to supported technology could be included in the scope.

300

IT: Research Data Computing Security The objective of this review would be to assess if campus research systems meeting UC and 
local policies and requirements related to general controls and information security.

300

COVID -19 Response This project may include items such as the review of CARES act funding uses, changes to 
essential business practices and internal controls to allow remote work, and return to work 
transition with possible change of workforce upon return.

300

Data Analytics Program - Development and 
Collaboration

We have set aside hours for training and other activities for development of our data analytics 
program, including possible collaboration with Business & Financial Services.

300

Outreach, Training, and Presentations We will continue our Ethics and Fraud presentation series as part of the Controller’s Financial 
Management Certificate Program, Sponsored Projects Training for Administrators in Research 
(STAR), and other programs.

280

UC Santa Barbara sub-total 5,150
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UC Santa Cruz - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 

strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

250

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300

Staff Human Resources Compensation Processes Determine how SHR is addressing compensation practices to provide fair compensation for 
UCSC employees.

350

Business Continuity Planning Examine business continuity planning to ensure it is adequately address risks to continuity. 250

Campus Power Utility Reliability Examine campus power utility practices and planning for reliability especially when there are 
interruptions to Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) power.

300

Extramural Funds Billing & Collections Processes Determine how effective and efficient those processes are an fulfilling their objective, including 
providing campus research projects with adequate services regarding grant management.

250

Colleges, Housing & Educational Service (CHES) 
Annual Maintenance Program Staffing & 
Effectiveness

Evaluate CHES annual maintenance program over a three-year period. 250

Leave Administration for Academic Employees Academic division business offices leave administration processes over a three-year period. 300

Protected Health Information (PHI) Security Review Evaluate security of PHI by campus covered entities during the pandemic. This will identify any 
new campus covered entity.

300

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental 
Appropriations Act (CRRSAA) Compliance (CARES 
Act II)

Provide assurance that activities at UCSC are in compliance with the new Coronavirus Aid, 
Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act).

200

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

UC Santa Cruz - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
Report Annual Review

Review the Office of Athletics and Recreation's NCAA Revenues and Expenses Reporting for 
Fiscal Year 2020 and confirm the accuracy of the financial data included in that report.

90

University Extension (UNEX) Annual Monitoring Determine UNEX's current and projected financial positions. 250
UC Path Post Implementation Review The purpose is to document in one place all the lessons learned in our management of the UC 

Path implementation.
200
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Leadership Transition for Graduate Division Review the Graduate division finances over a five-year period; review operational metrics over 
the five-year period; obtain unit leadership information and processes by survey and interview; 
obtain campus leadership feedback; obtain subunit information and processes with surveys.

200

Data Analytics and Continuous Monitoring Perform enterprise-wide data analytics to identify areas for continuous improvement and 
monitoring of controls.

200

Campus Committees/Workgroups UCSC participates in various  committees, including IT and Investigation workgroups. 252
Leadership Transition for Arts Division Review the Arts division finances over a five-year period; review operational metrics over the 

five-year period; obtain unit leadership information and processes by survey and interview; 
obtain campus leadership feedback; obtain subunit information and processes with surveys.

200

UC Santa Cruz sub-total 4,242

UC San Diego - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Construction The objective of this review will be to assess the effectiveness of construction management 

policies and procedures, and internal controls related to the administration of construction 
activities. The review may encompass topics such as pre-award project bidding, budgeting 
(including hard and soft costs), project management, change order administration, timeliness of 
project completion, and compliance. The review may also evaluate factors which can result in 
higher construction costs for UC as compared to private industry. Audit and Management 
Advisory Services (AMAS) may engage a co-source partner to complete this review.

400

Financial Information System Implementation The purpose of this review will be to conduct a post-implementation review of the
FIS implementation, including implementation and deployment strategies and timing, to 
identify successes, challenges, and lessons learned from the implementation to help the 
organization for future initiatives.

400

Concur (Procurement Card, Employee 
Reimbursements)  

The objective of this review will be to evaluate whether internal controls and business 
processes for Concur provide reasonable assurance that operations are effective, and in 
compliance with University policy and procedures. The scope of our review will include internal 
control processes for Procurement Card and employee reimbursements. Preliminary survey 
may include assessment of roles and access provisioning; business processes, workflow and 
system controls; corresponding electronic interfaces with UCSD systems ; data storage, 
retention and backup (local and vendor). Additional consideration may be given to IT general 
and application controls. Based on results of the preliminary survey, detailed testing may be 
performed to validate internal controls, and/or to review transactions and data on a sample 
basis.

350
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Sponsored Research Award Financial Closeout The purpose of this review will be to determine whether internal controls provide reasonable 
assurance that processes for closeout of Sponsored Research Funds result and timely reporting 
to the agency, which is appropriately supported by documentation. Based on preliminary 
survey, detail testing may be conducted on a sample of awards closed during the fiscal year 
after Oracle Financial Cloud (OFC) implementation.

350

Kuali Research and Conflict of Interest This review will evaluate the Kuali Research and Kuali Conflict of Interest (COI) implementation 
to assess whether internal controls provide reasonable assurance that processes related to 
sponsored projects' life cycle and COI disclosures are working as intended. Consideration will 
also be given to IT general and application controls. A risk-based preliminary survey will be 
conducted as a basis for selecting areas of focused audit testing, which may include business 
process workflow design, sponsored research award closeout (programmatic reporting), COI 
disclosures, system integration, data elements, reporting, and system access.

350

Vice Chancellor Research Executive Accounts The objective of our review will be to perform a transition review, and evaluate whether 
internal controls and business processes for oversight for VC Research executive accounts 
provide reasonable assurance that operations are effective, efficient, and in compliance with 
University policy and procedures. The scope of our review may include internal controls for 
selected core business operations (such as payroll and timekeeping, travel and entertainment, 
procurement, etc.), delegations of authority, and detailed testing of expenses charged to 
executive accounts.

250

School of Global Policy & Strategy (GPS) The purpose of this review will be to perform an overall assessment of the GPS administrative 
internal control environment, and determine whether internal controls provide reasonable 
assurance that operations are effective, in compliance with University policy, and result 
inaccurate financial reporting. Subject to results of the risk-based preliminary survey, the 
detailed scope of the review may include overall financial condition and deficits, payroll and 
benefits, transaction processing, contract and grant activities, service agreements and business 
contracts, equipment management, department-based business transactions, among other 
areas.

400

Institute for Geophysics and Planetary Physics 
(IGPP)

The purpose of this audit project is to perform an overall assessment of the IGPP administrative 
internal control environment, and determine whether internal controls provide reasonable 
assurance that operations are effective, in compliance with University policy, and result in 
inaccurate financial reporting. A risk-based preliminary survey will be conducted as a basis for 
selecting areas of focused audit testing, which may include overall financial condition and 
deficits, payroll and benefits, transaction processing, contract and grant activities, service 
agreements and business contracts, equipment management, department-based business 
transactions, and IT general and application controls.

400

Undergraduate Admissions - Donations Review 
(Systemwide)

Retrospective review of significant donations to the campus to identify admissions decisions 
that could have been influenced by these donations.

300
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Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

250

Police Complaint Process (Systemwide) Systemwide audit addressing a recommendation the from Presidential Task Force on 
Universitywide Policing to verify complaints are being taken properly and to ensure all 
employees are adhering to UC policies and procedures and individual departments’ standards.

100

Telehealth Services The purpose of this review will be to evaluate whether internal controls for UCSDH telehealth 
services provide reasonable assurance that operations are effective, financial results are 
accurate, and activities are compliant with relevant policies and procedures. Focus may include 
topics such as associated revenue cycle processes, and supporting technology.

400

COVID-19 Testing Agreements The purpose of this project is to evaluate whether internal controls and business processes 
related to external COVID-19 Testing Agreements provide reasonable assurance that expenses 
are captured accurately and completely, and facilitate reimbursement of incurred expenses 
from external organizations.

350

Health System Vendor Contracting (Medical 
Services & Supplies)

The purpose of this review will be to evaluate whether internal controls and processes for 
vendor contracting provide reasonable assurance that agreements for vendor-provided 
healthcare supplies and services are appropriately approved, compliance requirements are 
addressed, potential conflicts are fully disclosed and managed, and oversight mechanisms are 
effective for these types of contracts.

400

Sterile Processing Department The purpose of this review will be to perform an overall assessment of the Sterile Processing 
Department business operations to determine whether internal controls provide reasonable 
assurance that operations are effective and efficient, financial results are accurately reported, 
and activities are compliant with relevant policies, procedures, and regulatory requirements. 
Based on results of the preliminary survey, detailed testing may be performed in the areas of 
facility management, records management, infection control procedures, personnel 
management, supply inventory, expenditure controls, and equipment management.

400

Student Health The purpose of this audit is to perform an overall assessment of Student Health Services to 
determine whether internal controls provide reasonable assurance that operations are 
effective, financial results are accurately reported, and activities are compliant with relevant 
policies, procedures, and regulatory requirements. Based on results of the preliminary survey, 
detailed testing may be performed in the areas of records management, personnel 
management and credentialing, scheduling, medical and pharmaceutical supplies and 
inventory, expenditure controls, equipment inventory, and management of patient records.

400
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Surgical Charge Capture / 3M 360 Reconciliation The purpose of this review is to evaluate whether internal controls for surgical charge capture 
and the recently implemented 3M 360 software solution provide reasonable assurance that 
operations are effective and efficient, financial results are accurately reported, activities are 
compliant with relevant policies and procedures, and internal controls are appropriately 
designed and implemented.

350

Department of Medicine The purpose of this review will be to perform an overall assessment of Department of Medicine 
business operations to determine whether internal controls provide reasonable assurance that 
financial results are accurately reported, operations are effective and efficient, and activities 
are compliant with relevant policies & procedures. Consideration will be given to the 
relationship between Department based and Division-based processes. A risk-based preliminary 
survey will be conducted as a basis for selecting areas of focused audit testing, which may 
include overall financial condition and deficits, payroll and benefits (including faculty 
compensation), transaction processing, contract and grant activities, service agreements and 
business contracts, equipment management, and department-based business transactions.

400

Department of Psychiatry The purpose of this review will be to perform an assessment of Department of Psychiatry 
processes to determine whether internal controls provide reasonable assurance that financial 
results are accurately reported, operations are effective and efficient, and activities are 
compliant with relevant policies & procedures. A risk-based preliminary survey will be 
conducted as a basis for selecting areas of focused audit testing, which may include faculty 
compensation, or other business processes.

400

UC San Diego - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours
Financial Report Validation The objective of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, processes related 

to the development of reports to ensure accuracy and completeness of new or modified 
reports. Detailed review may be performed to include governance structure for reports 
development, quality assurance processes, adoption and utilization of reports, and other 
evolving issues.

300

Student Affairs Events Management / Ticketing 
System

The purpose of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, the new Events 
Management processes and ticketing process, including internal controls, segregation of duties, 
and reconciliations. Consideration will also be given to assessing IT general and application 
controls of the new ticketing system, including user access and roles, and providing feedback on 
risks and controls.

250

Equity & Diversity Impacts in Policies The purpose of this review will be to consider, from an advisory perspective, campus processes 
for policy and procedure review, with a focus on how the current policies are evaluated for 
equity and inclusion factors, or uneven impacts.

250

Cybersecurity Certification for Research The purpose of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, the planning 
efforts of the campus CCR implementation to ensure that the program is implemented as 
expected and risks that impact the implementation of the program are addressed timely. 
Further objectives will be defined upon project kick-off.

250
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Data Analytics AMAS will reserve hours for a data analytic project as a first step to revamp and expand our 
data analytic capabilities as part of the overall risk assessment process. Various analytics will be 
defined and implemented to review trends and unusual transactions that might identify risk 
areas. We will also identify possible opportunities to collaborate with units such as Business & 
Financial Services and seek to use this project as a launching pad to provide internship 
opportunities for students.

300

Health System COVID-19 Recovery – Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
Reimbursement

The purpose of this project is to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, processes for Health 
System efforts toward filing and collecting on claims for recovery of expenses and lost revenue 
with FEMA and/or other funding sources related to the COVID-19 major disaster declaration. 
This may include processes for compilation of eligible expenses, submission to FEMA, and 
evaluation of supporting documents to ensure the expenses claimed are appropriately 
supported.

200

Health Data Oversight Committee The purpose of this project is to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, processes for the 
handling of requests to share health data from UCSDH with third parties to ensure responsible 
third-party data sharing consistent with UCSDH policies.

200

Health Sciences Faculty Equity Advisor Process The purpose of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, Health Sciences 
faculty recruitments and the role of the Faculty Equity Advisors, to consider whether the 
expanded use of Faculty Equity Advisors has improved processes for promoting diversity and 
equity in recruitments.

250

Campus COVID-19 FEMA Claim Support (Continued 
from FY20 & FY21)

The purpose of this review is to continue efforts to provide input and support for campus 
financial recovery through claims with FEMA for recovery of expenses related to the COVID-19 
major disaster declaration.

250

Oracle Governance, Risk, Control Module 
(Continued from FY21)

The purpose of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, the planning 
efforts of the campus GRC implementation to manage operational risks for the new FIS and to 
ensure that adequate consideration is given to the design and implementation of internal 
controls, such as Access Controls, Financial Controls and Financial Reporting Compliance.

250

Student Information System (Continued from FY21) The purpose of this review will be to evaluate, from an advisory perspective, the planning 
efforts of the campus SIS implementation to ensure that adequate consideration is given to 
risks inherent to an ERP implementation. Areas of participation may include requirements 
gathering and procurement; compliance considerations, change management, business process 
review, review decision making process, design and implementation of internal controls. 
Further objectives will be defined upon project kick-off.

250

Foreign Engagement Monitoring (Continued from 
FY21)

The purpose of this review is to provide advisory services support and partner with RCI to 
conduct monitoring reviews of foreign engagements for sampled researchers. AMAS intends to 
collaborate on approach, standard operating procedures, sampling methods as needed.

250

UC San Diego sub-total 9,650
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UC San Francisco - Audits Scope Statement Hours
Research Data Security Evaluate the  processes and control for protecting and sharing of research data to ensure 

compliance with University policies and adequate risk mitigation.
300

Cost Sharing for Sponsored Awards Assess the controls and processes for the budget commitment and recording of actual cost 
sharing for sponsored awards and review the monitoring processes for ensuring cost sharing 
commitment compliance.

350

Technology Transfer (Systemwide) Evaluate campus processes, data collection, analysis and reporting to identify opportunities to 
strengthen and streamline technology transfer processes and controls to support systemwide 
business objectives.

300

Departmental Review Review administrative and financial practices in selected departments to assess their 
compliance with University policies and regulatory requirements. 

350

Biospecimen & Tissue Core Facility - Inventory 
Management 

Follow-up validation of remediated actions to address deficiencies in inventory controls for 
biospecimens.

250

Fresno Educational Program Agreements Review the processes and controls for contracting and monitoring of compliance of educational 
program agreements.

300

Medicare Advantage Denials Review controls to ensure consistency between payor contracts and billing. 300
Health Affiliation Agreements Validate appropriate processes are in place to comply with select terms of the affiliation 

agreements.
250

Title IX in Clinical Setting Assess implementation of guidance and directives’ core elements and progress toward full 
implementation.

350

Clinics Review Evaluate key operational processes at select clinics to validate that effective controls are in 
place.

400

Pharmacy Operations Review the processes and controls for selected areas of pharmacy operations. 300
CARES Act - Provider Relief Fund Compliance Validate readiness for potential external audits of funds received. 300
Clinical Applications Evaluate controls in place for support, maintenance, and security for select applications or 

operating systems.
300

Health Affiliate IT Security Assessment Validate remediation plans and actions based on external security audits that have been 
completed.

350

Construction Project Review construction project invoiced costs and fees to ensure compliance with contract 
agreement and assess the adequacy of internal controls and processes for management of 
costs. 

300

Business Continuity Planning Validate that business continuity planning is being performed and that plans are accessible and 
reviewed regularly.

300

UCSF Safety Taskforce/Police Complaint Process Systemwide audit addressing recommendations the from Presidential Task Force on University-
wide Policing to ensure complaints are being taken properly and overall adherence to policies 
and procedures. We will also validate the implementation of the Taskforce recommendations 
to improve campus security. 

200
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Outsourced IT Operations Assess the processes and controls implemented by HCL as part of its contract with UCSF and to 
determine compliance with contract agreements and IT security requirements. 

350

Clinical Research Continue to assess controls and processes to ensure appropriate billing for clinical research 
activities.

200

Internet-facing Vulnerability Management Review vulnerability management practices specific to internet facing devices across UCSF. 340
Time Keeping Evaluate the controls and processes for the recording, review and approval of time worked. 400

UC San Francisco - Advisory Services Scope Statement Hours

Financial and Compliance Dashboard Continue with optimization of the financial and compliance dashboard. 300
Cost Transfers Data analysis of late cost transfers for sponsored projects to identify areas for opportunities to 

improve controls and processes. 
250

Affiliation Agreements Review the processes and controls in place to ensure compliance with select terms of the 
affiliation agreements. 

300

Langley Porter Psychiatric Hospital and Clinics 
(LPPH&C) Funds Flow

Validate that controls are in place to mitigate risks associated with moving to the Funds Flow 
Model for LPPH&C.

250

Remote Working related controls Evaluate the effect of remote working on controls in selected areas. 400
Fraud Risk Assessment Develop a fraud risk assessment and analysis to identify high risk areas for fraud and assist 

departments to design and implement control activities to prevent and detect fraud. 
500

Fraud Awareness Training Provide fraud awareness and prevention training and education at UCSF to raise awareness of 
fraud risks. 

200

Misc. Committees and Workgroups UCSF participates in various  committees, including IT and Investigation workgroups. 1,210
Data Analytics Program Perform enterprise-wide data analytics to identify areas for continuous improvement and 

monitoring of controls.
400

UC San Francisco sub-total 10,300

TOTAL AUDIT AND ADVISORY SERVICE PROJECT HOURS 94,967
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